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Abstract

This work investigates marine aerosol physico-chemical properties (e.g. size and chemistry) and its Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) properties under natural background conditions. Black carbon (BC), a tracer for anthropogenic pollution, was used to classify Southern Ocean air mass cleanliness, where the study focussed on anthropogenic influences and was compared to the North East Atlantic, which is closer to pollution sources. Despite this, the lowest prevailing BC mass concentration levels were similar for either ocean (~0.1 ng m\(^{-3}\)) with extreme pollution levels above 80 ng m\(^{-3}\) for about 0.3 % of the time over both observation periods.

In order to elucidate the relative contribution of ‘primary’ wind-produced sea spray and ‘secondary’ gas-to-particle aerosols to marine cloud droplet formation, a novel detailed analysis of droplet activation critical supersaturation versus critical diameter was conducted in remote environmental marine air (i.e. maritime polar and modified continental Antarctic air masses) in parallel to modelled chemically-homogenous aerosols. The analysis revealed that, for realistic marine boundary layer cloud supersaturations, primary CCN contributed 8–51 % to the estimated cloud droplet concentration (as determined by the Hoppel intermodal-minimum) at wind speeds < 16 m s\(^{-1}\). At higher wind speeds, primary marine aerosol could contribute up to 100 % of estimated cloud droplet concentration.

It was observed that within air masses enriched with sea spray CCN, the contribution of secondary (mainly non-sea-salt-sulphate) particles to cloud droplet concentration was significantly reduced despite a higher availability of sulphate CCN. Further analysis revealed a highly correlated inverse linear trend between activated sea spray particles and the percentage of activated sulphate particles. In practice, the addition of sea-salt CCN appeared to suppress the activation of sulphate CCN. An ensemble of three 1-D microphysical droplet growth and activation parcel models corroborated this suppression effect and found that under favourable conditions, as much as a ~100 % enhancement in cloud droplet concentration were predicted as the availability of sea-salt nuclei decreased and vertical updraft increased.
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Motivation and study objectives

1. Motivation and study objectives

You can know the name of a bird in all the languages of the world, but when you’re finished, you’ll know absolutely nothing whatever about the bird... So let’s look at the bird and see what it’s doing -- that’s what counts.

Richard P. Feynman

Rapid climate change, recognised to be mainly caused by human pollution (Stocker, 2013), poses a large threat to human security, disproportionately affecting indigenous and impoverished communities world-wide. In order to develop efficient policies to mitigate climate change, accurate knowledge of the causes and effects of climate change are needed. Climate forecast accuracy is only as precise as our understanding of Earth’s climate system, which is strongly regulated by the cycling of water vapour through the atmosphere. Aerosol effects on cloud formation cause large uncertainties in predicting the balance of reflected and absorbed solar radiation through Earth’s atmosphere (Stocker, 2013). To understand the role of air pollution (or anthropogenic aerosol) in changing Earth’s climate, more information is needed about the natural state of the aerosol involved in Earth’s climate-feedback system when unperturbed by pollution. Because the marine environment is the largest surface source of Earth’s climate-feedback systems, special attention should be given to marine aerosol. Marine aerosol can have varying physio-chemical effects on cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN) which ultimately impact aerosol-cloud interactions.

Overall, this project aims to investigate marine aerosol influences on the chemical and physical nature of cloud condensation nuclei activation and thereby further our understanding of the complicated nature of aerosol-cloud interactions in the marine environment. The aim is achieved by advancing our understanding on cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) through the analysis of data collected during the PEGASO campaign in the Southern Ocean (austral summer, January-February 2015) via a cloud condensation nuclei chamber (CCNC) and a suite of other in-situ instrumentation measuring physical and chemical particle characteristics. Other marine datasets were also used in this research, including measurements collected during the BACCHUS campaign on the coast of the North East Atlantic (August-September 2015).
Motivation and study objectives

The objectives of this research are:

- To elucidate the nature of marine aerosol over remote oceans and its perturbation by air pollution.

- To characterise the cloud nucleating properties of remote natural marine aerosols and determine the relative contribution of different natural sources and processes to the actual cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) population.

- To evaluate the coupling, competition and sensitivity between primary and secondary CCN activation.
2. Review of the current state of knowledge

2.1 Aerosol definitions, sources, and composition

Aerosols are a combination of gases and airborne particles, the particles may be liquid or solid, of varying size with size dependence often associated with their chemical composition or source, see Figure 2.1. This research principally focusses on the physico-chemical properties of cloud nucleating particles (namely liquid nucleation) with a dry (relative humidity < 40 %) particle diameter on the order of 1 µm or less. Larger sized particles are also important cloud droplet nuclei, given a high enough buoyancy (or low enough settling velocity) to get mixed up to cloud base. However, larger particles are far less numerous than particles of 0.01 – 1 µm size, have a huge surface area, and are highly effective cloud nuclei based on size alone, so chemical composition does not often affect nucleating ability. Cloud droplet seed particles are referred to as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) where liquid water activation occurs, which is when water vapour condenses onto the CCN rapidly forming a water droplet more than ten times its original size. Ice nuclei particles (INP) refers to the same process except solid-phase ice formation on particles occurs. Particle sizes are described in four main mode categories: the nucleation mode, the Aitken mode, the accumulation mode, and the coarse mode. No single mode has a clear size cut-off although ranges are often used. In this work the mode ranges are approximately a diameter < 0.03 µm for the nucleation mode, 0.03 µm < diameter < 0.09 µm for the Aitken (Aitken, 1880, 1918) mode, 0.09 µm < diameter < 1 µm for the accumulation mode, and a diameter > 1 µm for the course mode (Figure 2.1). In the natural marine environment, large particles are often sea-salt and are hygroscopic so will readily absorb water even in subsaturated conditions (Lewis and Schwartz, 2004; O’Dowd and de Leeuw, 2007). Other large or supermicron aerosol includes airborne water droplets, bacteria, fungal spores, pollen, and dust particles. Dust has been detected in the marine environment from long range transport (Jennings et al., 1997; Duce and Tindale, 1991), and speculations have been made that dust can even be settled out onto the marine surface and re-suspended through wave crashing and bubble-bursting (Gavin Cornwell et al., 2017). Large particles leave the atmosphere relatively quickly, often when undergoing atmospheric settling before cloud droplet nucleation, or are precipitated out after nucleation.
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Figure 2.1. The general breakdown of aerosol particle type by size ranges and nomenclature. This graph is adapted from a similar graph in Hinds (1982).

Aerosol generation

Particles entering the atmosphere directly as fragments of a bulk parent primary material are called primary aerosol. In the marine environment this is from wave crashing or bubble-bursting at the marine surface, which is mostly due to shear stress of wind over the marine layer (Woodcock et al., 1953; Blanchard, 1963; Monahan, 1968) or to cavitation from artificial wave breaking from human industry (i.e. ship traffic), but there are also benthic sources of bubbles from the gaseous releases at the sea floor (Woolf, 2001). Bubble-bursting results in two major primary aerosol size ranges and chemistry. The first, which is associated with smaller particles, happens when the bubble film bursts into many tiny droplets containing scavenged surfactants and particulate matter that would have been suspended on the bubble surface (Woolf, 1997) forming primary particles. The second is through the formation of a jet-drop which occurs when a bubble bursts and allows water to rush into the freed space producing a large drop of similar chemistry to bulk seawater. The jet-drop is associated with larger sized primary particles, and was originally thought to represent a small number fraction of aerosol (Lewis and Schwartz, 2004; Blanchard and Woodcock, 1957). A recent study (Wang et al., 2017) has shown that jet drops produced from the bursting of ultrafine bubbles could produce a substantial number of submicrometre primary particles (~20-43 % of the submicrometre fraction, depending on seawater chemistry) which is more than originally estimated (Lewis and Schwartz, 2004; Blanchard and Woodcock, 1957). All primary marine aerosol (PMA) are also referred to as sea spray aerosol (SSA), and usually comprise a combination of
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sea-salt, particulate organic matter (POM), and organic matter (OM) surfactants present in the seawater.

Aerosol particles formed via gas-to-particle conversion are called secondary. The mechanisms for secondary particle formation include new particle formation (NPF), condensation of vapours, and aqueous-phase oxidation in cloud or out. Cloud processing, in which aqueous solution chemistry occurs, is considered the most rapid mechanism for the formation of secondary aerosol in the marine environment (O'Dowd et al., 2000b). The secondary product of aqueous phase heterogeneous oxidation of atmospheric SO₂ is sulphate (SO₄), which is found in high abundance in atmospheric aerosol. When organic vapour concentrations are high, such as in the Arctic, the condensation of vapours has been shown to be an important mechanism for secondary aerosol formation (Burkart et al., 2017). NPF, a secondary formation process in which gaseous precursors form molecular clusters, usually requires a low condensation sink, or else the newly coalesced particles will evaporate before becoming stable. If a newly formed particle can reach a diameter ~6 nm, then its rate of loss is reduced to such a degree that particles of this size often remain a particle and continue to grow in size (O'Dowd et al., 2002b). NPF has been shown to be a large source of particle formation globally, with reaction pathways ranging widely based on the environment in which it is occurring. Attention has turned to the changing polar scenery induced by global warming offering more opportunities for NPF (Kyrö et al., 2013) in permafrost melt zones. On the whole, low-volatility molecules are necessary to create stable particle clusters, usually through ternary reactions as binary reaction rates are too slow to overcome losses from stronger condensation sinks (Kulmala et al., 2000). Coastal environments have been identified as strong sources for NPF through the formation of iodine-oxide compounds (Sellegri et al., 2016; Allan et al., 2015; O'Dowd et al., 2002b; O'Dowd et al., 2002a). Further particle growth can occur through Brownian scavenging (coagulation) and cloud droplet coalescence, which can often lead to a combination of primary and secondary composite particles.

Particle Chemistry

The general compositional fractions of aerosol are well studied globally, and source apportionment is quickly identifying which local sources are contributing fractionally to measured aerosol in smaller regional scales. Large scale natural emissions of aerosol can be tracked using satellite retrievals. Figure 2.2 shows a momentary capture of the modelled wind dispersal of both primary (i.e. dust, sea-salt, and black carbon) and secondary aerosol (i.e. sulphate), while organic carbon can be primary or secondary. The marine environment produces SSA and sulphate-based secondary marine aerosol (SMA) and is one of the largest natural contributors to global aerosol.
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The marine environment itself covers major swaths of the surface area of the earth, estimated at 71%. In terms of aerosol generation, it contributes heavily to global natural primary and secondary aerosol emissions. Where natural sources are estimated to produce a few thousand Teragrams (Tg) per year (yr) of aerosol, anthropogenic emissions are only estimated in the hundreds of Tg per yr (G. de Leeuw et al., 2011; Klimont et al., 2017). The marine environment alone puts out $3.5 \times 10^3$ Tg yr$^{-1}$ of sea spray aerosol (SSA), where there is $\sim 10$ g m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ of SSA (G. de Leeuw et al., 2011) and $\sim 3$ mmol m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ of sulphur volatiles (Charlson et al., 1987).

![Figure 2.2. Modelled wind dispersal of vast quantities of dust (red), sea-salt (blue), sulphate (white) and black and organic carbon (green) around the world. Reproduced from NASA (http://gallagher-photo.com/2013/09/12/a-portrait-global-aerosols-nasa/).](image)

### 2.2 Aerosol cloud formation and interactions

While water vapour is the largest climate forcer in the atmosphere, aerosol particles play an important role in water vapour cycling within the atmosphere, indirectly and directly modifying the climate. Particles interact with incoming short-wave solar radiation and can also affect outward long-wave global radiation. This dissertation research is focussed on possible particle effects to the short-wave radiation rather than long-wave. The aerosol direct effect occurs through the radiation interaction with the particles as they exist in the atmosphere at relative humidity. Relative humidity (RH), expressed as a percentage, is a measure of the amount of water vapour that air can hold at a given temperature and pressure. When relative humidity is $< 100\%$ we refer to the air as subsaturated, conversely when it is $> 100\%$ we refer to it as supersaturated. For many particles such as SSA, the ambient subsaturated RH
is often great enough for the formation of haze aerosol through some water uptake, increasing a particle’s size and sphericity. A particle’s direct scattering effect is dependent on its refractive index, shape, and diameter, although the scattering properties of an aerosol population are also dependent on the number-size distribution of its particles. The larger the scattering impact the larger the aerosol optical depth (AOD). The number contribution flux of SSA, which is related to wind speed, significantly affects the direct scattering properties of marine aerosol, due to the power-law relationship between AOD and wind speed (Mulcahy et al., 2008). In the North East Atlantic, scattering properties are proportional to the square of the wind speed independent of season. However, seasonal high biological activity often leads to half of the scattering of low biological activity periods (Vaishya et al., 2012). Vaishya et al. (2012) attributed this scattering difference to the presence of a high fraction of submicrometre organic matter. The organic matter particles reduced the refractive index of the particles, explaining 70% of the reduction in scattering alone. Another 22% of the reduction in scattering could be explained when considering the changed size distribution during high biological activity coupled with the lowered refractive index of the organic matter particles.

The aerosol indirect effect occurs through radiation interaction with cloud droplet particles, which exist in the atmosphere in supersaturated regimes. Once aerosols meet supersaturated conditions, which force the condensation of water onto available surfaces such as aerosols, they become “activated” and continue to grow by condensation. Grown particles are now considered cloud droplets and affect optical properties of a cloud through their cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) and effective radius ($R_e$). The indirect effects (first and second, respectively) are described by these properties. The first indirect effect, also called the “Twomey effect” (Twomey, 1974), refers to cloud optical depth (the density of cloud droplets within the cloud) which is directly proportional to the reflecting surface area of the droplets. The second indirect effect refers to the clouds’ atmospheric lifetime, which is a measure of how long the clouds’ reflectance will last. The cloud lifetime is sensitive to both synoptic meteorological conditions and dynamical cloud microphysical interactions but is also determined by cloud droplet radius or surface area. The cloud droplet radius is sensitive to water vapour availability which is controlled through CDNC, i.e. by the first indirect effect. Increasing CDNC should reduce the overall droplet radii, increasing net cloud droplet surface area and leading to more reflectance of incoming short-wave radiation. Both indirect effects are important components of determining Earth’s net radiative budget, as low-level clouds modulate solar reflection. The marine surface is a dark absorbing layer, so the added albedo of low-level clouds has a particularly profound effect on the marine radiative budget. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates for 2013 reveal that aerosol effects on clouds could have a profound negative forcing impact, however the estimation still has a high uncertainty (see Figure 2.3), in part due to the
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complicated nature of aerosol-cloud interactions, and also due to the uncertainty in the field of in-cloud aerosol production (Stocker, 2013). Cloud adjustments due to aerosols (combined with aerosol direct forcing) could be the largest negative forcing feedback in the Earth’s radiative budget. If cloud adjustments due to aerosol results in stronger negative forcing, this could balance some of the positive radiative forcing from anthropogenic emissions and result in a lower net atmospheric warming effect. However, the negative forcing could also be quite small, which would result in more rapid atmospheric warming. The indication from the Fifth IPCC report is that information is lacking about aerosol-cloud interactions resulting in low levels of confidence (Figure 2.3), making the study of these interactions of utmost importance for accurate climate forcing predictions.

In terms of aerosol-cloud interactions, many physical principles and chemically-mediated reactions come together to regulate the formation of clouds through dynamical processes. First, you have the single-particle dynamics and then secondly the aerosol population as a larger system, although neither are mutually exclusive. The single-particle cloud interaction can be described as cloud droplet activation which is the free and rapid addition of water vapour onto the existing particle, also known as condensation, increasing the particle size 100-fold and becoming ‘activated’. This is mediated when the equilibrium vapour pressure, at a certain temperature, is larger than the saturation vapour pressure after which condensation occurs more readily than evaporation.
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Figure 2.3. Radiative forcing breakdown of the Earth (in 2011 relative to 1750) reproduced from Stocker (2013). Best estimates are shown in black diamonds with uncertainty intervals and level of confidence on the right (VH-very high, H-high, M-medium, L-low, and VL-very low).

The process of cloud droplet formation is described by Köhler theory through equilibrium thermodynamics (Köhler, 1936). The theory brings together the Kelvin effect which describes the change in saturation vapour pressure over a curved surface and Raoult’s law which describes the effects of water activity (i.e. solute effects) on the saturation vapour pressure of the droplet (see Section 3.5.2 for equations and further explanation). The hygroscopicity of chemically homogenous aerosol will follow theoretical curves of activation (see Köhler Theory in Section 3.5.2) based on surface tension effects and the water activity of the solute. Theoretical models such as AIM (Wexler and Clegg, 2002; Clegg et al., 1998a, b) or the AIOMFAC (Zuend et al., 2011; Zuend et al., 2008) use initial parameters to calculate the solute and solvent activities of aqueous phase solutions, which are then used to find critical supersaturation of activation by dry particle size. Cloud droplet formation is dependent on the environmental temperature, chemical composition and size of the seed particles. Most particles which activate will form cloud droplets, however smaller sized particles will only form cloud droplets if kinetic limitations are overcome when appropriately long supersaturations are sustained, or else these activated particles can evaporate (McFiggans et al., 2006). These kinetic limitations are shown to be
Review of the current state of knowledge

more important for larger populations of hydrophobic CCN particles, and are often negligible in clean marine conditions. Nenes et al. (2002) have shown that chemical effects during this activation process change droplet number enough to rival the changes in droplet number from increased ambient particle concentrations alone. In variable updrafts water soluble organic carbon (WSOC) can lead to increased activation through the lowering of surface tension ($\sigma$), and film forming compounds were found to either lower or raise CDNC depending on the distribution of the film among particle sizes. In the previously mentioned study, due to low CCN concentrations found in marine environments, film forming compounds were not seen to have a large impact on marine aerosol. Later, Ovadnevaite et al. (2011a) showed that primary marine organics in the North East Atlantic, which has been earlier shown through tank experimentation to be mostly water-insoluble organic matter (WIOM) (Facchini et al., 2008), can be associated with high CCN activation efficiency.

Cloud droplet formation on a single particle is contingent on environmental supersaturation, which has more to do with larger scale dynamical processes. Meteorological conditions, such as pressure ($P$), temperature ($T$), wind speed ($U$), and vertical updraft ($w$), are often the most deciding factors in cloud peak supersaturation (the largest supersaturation reached during cloud formation). However, given measurements over a short timescale, with relatively constant meteorological conditions ($P$, $T$, and $U$), $w$ becomes the deciding factor in cloud peak supersaturation and is often the largest controlling factor in regional systems with invariant meteorology. Within a cloud, $w$ is not constant, small eddy variances near cloud base can results in aerosol exposure to a range of peak supersaturations. The regional scale is often more important for parameterisations, modelling or forecasting, so the average cloud peak updrafts are used for analysis of the aerosol population. In the marine environment, supersaturations are usually observed at a median value of 0.3 % or less in tropical regions (Hoppel et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 2006; Leaitch et al., 1996), which is expected from the prevalence of shallow convection over most oceans. Higher supersaturations can frequently occur during cyclonic activity or frontal passages. While meteorological factors set the range of possible cloud peak supersaturations other factors further determine the maximum reached supersaturation; CCN number concentration, size, and chemistry play an important role (McFiggans et al., 2006; O'Dowd et al., 2000b; O'Dowd et al., 1997b; O'Dowd and Smith, 1993; Hoppel et al., 1996).

Higher supersaturations can be reached when CCN concentrations are lower (Hudson et al., 2010), reducing the water scavenging by particle activation and keeping the partial pressure of the water vapour higher. In the Southern Ocean, ambient vertical updrafts have been measured directly in a wide range, -0.34 – 0.79 m s$^{-1}$ averaging 0.06 ± 0.39 m s$^{-1}$ (Snider et al., 2017). It should be noted that when positive vertical
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updrafts occur they do so within a positive standard deviation. Snider et al. (2017) found mean marine updrafts to be \( \sim 0.4 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), corresponding to a range of effective supersaturations with an upward limit estimated at 0.57 % and an average of \( \sim 0.09 \text{ %} \). The low mean supersaturations found in the southern latitudes compared to the tropical regions may be due to differences in meteorological conditions. Changes in supersaturation could have huge repercussions in the cloud reflectance and lifetime, altering the climate forcing effects of marine stratocumulus clouds for submicron marine aerosol, with concentrated particle counts highly sensitive to supersaturation fluxes.

Aerosol chemistry and size can also have an effect on particle activation which in turn can alter cloud peak supersaturation. Since Köhler theory involves both chemical and physical terms for activation, CCN and INP hygroscopicity are related to both particle composition and relative size. Particle hygroscopicity is complicated and while particle activation can be largely determined by size (Dusek et al., 2006), activation of smaller Aitken and accumulation mode particles are mainly determined by chemical composition. As smaller particles are most numerous in the atmosphere, the fraction of particles which act as CCN compared with INP may have more to do with chemical composition. Chemical properties that make effective CCN are not consistent with boundary layer (warm cloud) INP. For example, dust, mainly feldspar type dust, is one of the most activation efficient INP types (Atkinson and Whale, 2013), but it does not contribute to CCN populations. Sea-salt, rather than dust, particles are one of the most active CCN. Although it is an ineffectual INP at relatively warm temperatures (> -20°C), it can be as effective as mineral dust at < -53°C (Wagner et al., 2018). Both dust and sea-salt particles are known to exist at a varied range of sizes, but which have a proclivity to be found dominating the mass (volume) at large sizes. This often gives them competitive advantages at scavenging available water vapour during early activation stages. The addition of aerosols to the atmosphere means less liquid water vapour per droplet nucleus, which may lead to increased detection of long-range transported giant particles as well as increased detection of source-dependent particles (Sorooshian et al., 2015).

The climate effects of crystalline versus liquid droplets differ, and as such both CCN and INP concentrations are important to contextualise. CCN and INP activation characteristics are presented in different ways owing to the independent and dependent factors which are of most importance to possible climate effects. CCN characteristics are often presented as a function of dry particle diameter (classically radius, although diameter has recently begun to dominate the field) and critical supersaturation allowing for the distinction of size-dependent activation efficiencies. A size and chemistry dependent parameter, \( \kappa \) (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007), has been used to describe CCN hygroscopicity (see \( \kappa \)-Köhler theory in Methods). INP are often represented through ice-surface active area or number concentration as a
function of temperature (Figure 2.4), as cloud temperature is often the most deciding factor in INP concentration.

Figure 2.4. CCN (a) and INP (b) representations of activation efficiency by chemical composition. Graph a) is reproduced from Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) and shows $s_c - D_0$ data for pure compounds, organic mixtures and organic-inorganic mixtures. Data for (a) are taken from Svenningsson et al. (2006), Dinar et al. (2006), and Petters et al. (2006). The 3:7 organic:inorganic mixture is the “polluted” mixture from Svenningsson et al. (2006). Dashed lines indicate best-fit $\kappa$ values for each particle type, as shown in the legend. Shaded area indicates reported range of values for ammonium sulphate (Table 1 in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007)). Kappa values were computed for $\sigma_s/a_0 = 0.072 \text{ J m}^{-2}$ and $T = 298.15 \text{ K}$. Graph b) is reproduced from Atkinson and Whale (2013) showing the nucleation site density for K-feldspar and natural dusts. Data for (b) is from picolitre experiments extended to higher temperatures by use of microliter-sized droplets, with a fit provided ($\ln(ns) = -1.038T + 275.26$, valid between 248 and 268 K). Experimental K-feldspar concentrations in weight percent are provided in the key. Temperature uncertainties for microlitre experiments (not shown) were estimated at ±0.4K and uncertainty in ns (not shown) is estimated at ±25 %. Several natural dust samples (N12 and C09) are compared. The mineralogical compositions of the dusts used in those samples are unknown, but feldspar mass content in natural soils typically varies between 1 % and 25 %. Hence, ns values are scaled assuming K-feldspar is present at between 1 % and 25 % of the natural dust particles’ surface.

Importantly, cloud processing in marine non-precipitating clouds is thought to be responsible for the transfer of material from the gas-to-particle phase and the growth of particles from the Aitken (0.08 $\mu$m dry particle diameter) to accumulation mode (0.15 $\mu$m dry particle diameter) (Hoppel et al., 1986). Marine aerosol number-size-distributions are often bimodal with one dominant peak in both the Aitken and accumulation mode. Marine aerosol that have been exposed to non-precipitating clouds show increased mass associated with CCN particles consistent with the aqueous-phase processing of SO$_2$ to SO$_4$ (Hoppel et al., 1994), which confirm cloud droplet activation as a mechanism of particle growth. As illustrated in Figure 2.5, Hoppel Theory (Hoppel et al., 1986) proposes that in a well-mixed marine boundary layer (MBL) an initial (monomodal) number-size distribution will be exposed to a MBL cloud supersaturation which will activate all particles with critical diameters...
(chemistry dependent) greater than that associated with the cloud supersaturation. These particles then grow in mass with the addition of SO$_4$ through aqueous-phase processing, and once evaporated appear as a secondary mode of larger sized particles. Meanwhile, the non-activated droplets remain as interstitial aerosol in cloud and do not change drastically in mass (and therefore size) and remain at the same size and number concentration after exposure to the non-precipitating cloud environment as before exposure (Figure 2.5). Hoppel Theory proposes that the bimodal marine distribution formed after processing in non-precipitating clouds (often in multiple cycles) can be used to predict the effective (well-mixed) marine boundary layer cloud supersaturation using the modal minima (Hoppel minimum) found between the Aitken and accumulation mode. The supersaturation can be inferred from particle composition, and was found to be $\sim 0.15 \% - 0.25 \%$ in the tropical marine boundary layer (Hoppel et al., 1996).

Figure 2.5. Hoppel Theory overview of the formation of a bimodal size-distribution from an initial distribution after being exposed to non-precipitating cloud(s) (both full distributions are shown in black as a function of mobility diameter in log-scale). In the bimodal distribution the number of particles is conserved, but the particles at diameters > Hoppel minimum (shown as a circle) are grown large upon activation (red mode) and the particles at diameters < Hoppel minimum remained of the same size (dotted black mode).

### 2.3 Marine aerosol and climate

As discussed in Section 2.2, aerosols can directly and indirectly interact with incoming solar radiation. Over a dark absorbing marine surface, even optically thin layers of low-level cloud coverage can have a significant impact on the overall albedo of the ocean surface. Haze layers, directly scattering incoming shortwave solar radiation, have a similarly significant impact. The degree to which primary marine aerosol (PMA) or secondary marine aerosol (SMA) serve as good haze or cloud particles
depend on their hygroscopic properties which are ultimately controlled by their physio-chemical characteristics.

SMA has been suggested to be the major component in a marine aerosol atmospheric negative feedback loop, counteracting greenhouse-gas climate forcers (Lovelock, 1972). The original proposed negative feedback system (i.e. the CLAW hypothesis, named after its authors (Charlson et al., 1987)) centred on the marine sulphur cycle, in which dimethylsulphide (DMS), a degraded form of the phytoplankton osmolyte (whose presence only exists in certain species of phytoplankton (Keller, 1989; Liss et al., 1993; Nightingale and Liss, 2003)), and whose production is hypothetically regulated by light and temperature, is oxidised (the conversion yield of DMS is 15 % into methanesulphonic acid (MSA) and 75 % into SO$_2$(Chen et al., 2018)) to eventually form non-sea-salt sulphate (nss-SO$_4$), an important secondary CCN (Charlson et al., 1987; Lovelock and Watson, 1982). The increase in CCN leads to an increase in cloud droplet concentrations and related reflectivity of low-level clouds (a net radiative cooling effect), thus cooling the climate down and completing the negative feedback loop. However, it is still unknown whether environmental changes from increased cooling (or from other environmental factors such as increasing atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations) will incur positive or negative responses in DMS production, due to the complexity of its generation in nature (Ayers and Cainey, 2007). Aquatic DMSP concentrations are directly related to (aqueous) DMS concentrations which are subsequently ventilated into the atmosphere through air-sea exchange (Liss et al., 1997). The associated phytoplankton bloom DMSP concentrations are species dependent (Liss et al., 1993) as well as bloom phase dependent (with more DMSP produced during demise phases) (Liss et al., 1997), creating variation in the DMS contribution of any given bloom at any time. Some autotrophic species which would be high in Chl-$\alpha$, such as dinoflagellates and coccolithophores, produce more DMSP than other bloom species, such as diatoms (Lizotte et al., 2017; Liss et al., 1993). Studies have further shown a connection between water depth and DMSP concentration (Lizotte et al., 2012) seemingly supporting evidence for a solar radiation relationship to DMSP (and therefore DMS production). Evidence has also been provided that oceanic DMS concentrations correlate to climate forcing in terms of solar radiation dose, (Vallina and Simó, 2007), leading to an increase in CCN in warmer climates (Hegg et al., 1991; Ayers and Gras, 1991). Despite this, the existence of the originally proposed feedback has been challenged as the contributions to marine CCN are more complex than originally believed (Quinn and Bates, 2011).

The involvement of sea-salt, a PMA component, was originally ruled out of any feedback loop due to assumed insufficient particle concentrations and inability to reach the cloud base due to large sizes (Charlson et al., 1987). Later, an alternative feedback system based on increasing wind speeds driving the production of sea-salt CCN was proposed (Latham and Smith, 1990). Initial studies of sea-salt aerosol found
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that it dominated mass concentrations, rather than number, and were correlated to wind speed (Monahan, 1968; Blanchard, 1963). However, recent studies have proved that sea spray is also contributing to the number of small particle sizes, going down to even 15 nm in diameter (Cravigan et al., 2015; Ovadnevaite et al., 2014b).

2.3.1 Marine aerosol composition

Due to the nature of cloud droplet activation and the cloud-climate effect, size-dependent particle chemistry is important in cloud activation, therefore, differentiating the number-size distributions of different chemical constituents within the aerosol population is important for understanding their influence on clouds. It is widely accepted that the Aitken mode is dominated by SMA, namely nss-SO$_4$$_2$ (Quinn et al., 2000; Quinn et al., 1998; O’Dowd et al., 1997a). The accumulation mode number dominance can swing between SMA and PMA depending in most cases on wave-state dependent sea-salt contributions, which can be seen in the sea-salt mass concentration. For oceanic regions experiencing prolonged wind speeds exceeding 15 m s$^{-1}$, it is very likely that an accumulation mode would be fractionally dominated by PMA. Sea-salt is responsible for the majority of cloud nucleating particles and light scattering in the Southern Ocean (Murphy et al., 1998).

Experiments have attempted to isolate the SSA (namely sea-salt) modes from ambient number-size distributions, both using methods which assume a monomodal SSA size-distribution (Quinn et al., 2017; Modini et al., 2015) and also assuming a multi-modal size distribution (Fossum et al., 2018). Sea-salt itself is extremely wave-state dependent, and multiple versions of wind-speed related flux parameterisation exist for ambient fitted sea-salt aerosol and also lab generated sea-salt aerosol (Ovadnevaite et al., 2014b; G. de Leeuw et al., 2011; Clarke et al., 2006; Mårtensson et al., 2003; Salter et al., 2015). While lab generation often results in poor overlap between lab and ambient observations, lab measurements can test the theoretical sensitivity of certain parameters, such as temperature dependency. Many lab studies have found that increasing sea-surface temperature reduces SSA particle production, which is mainly accounted for by decreases in production of smaller sized particles, although larger sized particles are often seen to slightly increase in production (Mårtensson et al., 2003; Bowyer et al., 1990; Zábori et al., 2012; Sellegri et al., 2006). The order of magnitude of these changes differs widely, as well as the particle diameter which marks this change, which can be attributed to differences in methodology, the sea-salt production mechanism, and also dynamic or static sea-surface temperature change. For example, using sea-salt (Sigma Aldrich, S9883) water Salter et al. (2014) showed that increasing (static) temperatures result in large decreases in concentration of plunging-jet produced SSA particles with dry diameter
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< 1 μm (from -1.3°C to 9°C) These lab studies (Mårtensson et al., 2003; Bowyer et al., 1990; Zábori et al., 2012; Sellegrini et al., 2006; Salter et al., 2014) produce results which conflict with ambient measurements and resultant parameterisations which show the opposite temperature dependence of increasing number concentrations with increasing sea-surface temperature (Ovadnevaite et al., 2014b; Jaeglé et al., 2011). A recent lab investigation (Forestieri et al., 2018) into sea-salt number concentration dependence agrees with the monotonic dependence on sea-surface temperature (moderate increases in number concentration with temperature) observed in ambient studies. The same study also noted that seawater composition may play an equally large role in determining sea-salt number-concentration, which may be a partial cause of the discrepancies in the other laboratory studies as different seawater types were used. The composition of the seawater in terms of salinity and organic surfactant composition can affect the physical properties of bubble formation and bursting specifically as surfactants affect bubble stability (Garrett, 1967). Forestieri et al. (2018) experimented with four seawater compositions: NaCl water, reef seawater, filtered seawater, and filtered and autoclaved reef seawater. The study found that temperature trends were observed in the artificial seawater but that the real seawater had more complex and random temperature dependence, likely due to the same physical or chemical evolution or change in the surface-active organic compounds with time.

It has been shown in multiple studies that the distribution of SSA (or sea-salt) is not monomodal but having upwards of five modes (Salter et al., 2015; Ovadnevaite et al., 2014b; Fuentes et al., 2010b), and that this distribution can change depending on sea-surface temperature, surface turbulence, and seawater composition although the latter has the strongest effect on the number and distribution of the modes (Forestieri et al., 2018). Sea-surface temperature sensitivity increases with increasing size, and may have a larger impact on the fraction of SSA particles acting as CDNC then on the total SSA number (Forestieri et al., 2018). Changes to sea-salt number concentration and number-size distributions (accumulation mode) have been shown to affect modelled CDNC through the use of a cloud parcel model (O'Dowd et al., 1999a). Seawater salinity can also affect SSA generation, but as salinity does not vary greatly over the world’s oceans this effect is lessened, except in areas of sea-ice melt or heavy rainfall, where an unmixed layer of fresh water could occur. Ocean circulation can also affect the composition of the surface water through upwelling and downwelling both caused by directional surface winds. Upwelling will result in rising deeper water leading to increased concentrations and production of organics while down-welling will result in sinking of the surface water, decreasing the concentration of organics (Smith and Konferenzen, 1995; Karp-Boss et al., 2004). Different SSA (or sea-salt) flux parameterisation take different dependencies into account, and a comparison of the major parameterisations can be seen in Figure 2.6. Do to the differing measurement conditions and possible changes in seawater...
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composition, it is difficult to determine which of any parametrisation is better. However, parameterisations which result in multiple SSA modes better represent ambient marine measurements.

Figure 2.6. Reproduced from Ovadnevaite et al. (2014b), the graph shows a comparison of the sea spray aerosol source function derived in Ovadnevaite et al. (2014b) (OSSA-SSSF) with other SSSF (Mårtensson et al., 2003; Lewis and Schwartz, 2004; Clarke et al., 2006; Monahan et al., 1986; Smith et al., 1993; Nilsson et al., 2001; Gong, 2003; Leeuw et al., 2000; Reid et al., 2001; Geever et al., 2005; Tyree et al., 2007; Norris et al., 2008; Norris et al., 2012; Petelski and Piskozub, 2006; Keene et al., 2007), evaluated for wind speed $U_{10} = 8$ m s$^{-1}$ (or $U_{22} = 8$ m s$^{-1}$ for Geever et al. (2005). Also shown are central values (curves) and associated uncertainty ranges (bands) from review of Lewis and Schwartz (2004), which denote subjective estimates by those investigators based on the statistical wet deposition method (green), the steady state deposition method (blue), and taking into account all available methods (grey); no estimate was provided for $R_{80} < 0.1$ µm. Lower axis denotes radius at 80% relative humidity, $R_{80}$, except for formulations of Nilsson et al. (2001), Mårtensson et al. (2003), and Clarke et al. (2006) which are in terms of dry particle diameter, $D_{dry}$, approximately equal to $R_{80}$ and those of Geever et al. (2005), Petelski and Piskozub (2006) (dry deposition method), and Norris et al. (2008), which are in terms of ambient radius, $R_{amb}$. Formulations of Tyree et al. (2007) are for artificial seawater of salinity at the two specified bubble volume fluxes. Formulations of Nilsson et al. (2001) and Geever et al. (2005) of particle number production flux without size resolution are plotted arbitrarily as if the flux is independent of $R_{amb}$ over the size ranges indicated to yield the measured number flux as an integral over that range. (Figure and caption modified from de Leeuw et al. (2011)).
Aerosol number concentrations and chemical fractions change with altitude, having hugely different concentrations and fractions above and below cloud. Typical sub-cloud concentrations range from 50-2,000 particles cm$^{-3}$ and are affected both by meteorology and season. Aerosol surface fluxes and chemistry are also subject to seasonal sensitivity, where spring and summer generally bring higher concentrations of organo-sulphate and organic species, whereas winter brings more storms and higher concentrations of sea-salt (Figure 2.7). These seasonal trends can have large impacts on aerosol chemistry, ultimately impacting how the marine aerosol affects the regional and global climate.

![Figure 2.7](image)

**Figure 2.7.** Chemical size breakdown and chlorophyll-a maps in winter (a) and summer (b), reproduced from O’Dowd et al. (2004). Organic matter at the sea-surface. SeaWiFS-derived seasonal average (5-year) sea-surface chlorophyll concentrations in winter (a) and spring (b), illustrating low biological activity in North Atlantic waters during winter and high activity in spring (courtesy of SeaWiFS Project, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center and ORBIMAGE). The location of Mace Head is shown in a. Marine air masses arrive at Mace Head after at least 96 h transit over the ocean from the Arctic and northwest Atlantic. Chemical composition of marine aerosols. Shown are average size-segregated chemical compositions and absolute mass concentrations for North Atlantic marine aerosols sampled with a Berner Impactor, for low biological activity (a) and high biological activity (b) periods. The concentrations of WSOC, WIOC and BC are reported as mass of organic matter (see Cavalli et al. (2004) for a full discussion).

The relative reflectance or absorbance of incoming shortwave solar radiation by secondary marine aerosol (SMA) often relates to the fraction and distribution of OM
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within the aerosol population. The regional and seasonal variations of organics in marine aerosol continues to be investigated. During high biological activity, sea spray particles are enriched in organic matter with the sea-salt fraction being significant at larger size, but OM dominating smaller particle mass (O’Dowd et al., 2004; O’Dowd and Smith, 1993; Murphy et al., 1998). O’Dowd et al. (2004) showed that organic fractions in marine aerosol are seasonally linked to marine biological blooms, often changing from a 15% bloom contribution in winter to a 63% contribution in summer. In the North East Atlantic, chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) has been positively correlated with OM (Rinaldi et al., 2013) given a sufficient time-lag is introduced. O’Dowd et al. (2015) later demonstrated that sea spray OM fraction (OMss) is variable and also dependent on biological activity. The same study showed that monthly Chl-a mean concentrations are significantly correlated to OMss (>0.9), which contrasts to a previous study (Quinn et al., 2014) where a simultaneous correlation between sea spray OM and Chl-a was not observed. A low correlation between simultaneous measurements was elucidated by O’Dowd et al. (2015) explaining that the high correlation coincides with the demise of the bloom, rather than the growth phase.

Further quantification of the relationship between plankton blooms and OM fractions in sea spray has been shown in the South Indian Ocean through direct measurement (Ceburnis et al., 2016), and also through the measured enhancement of the indirect effect by marine OM (McCoy et al., 2015). Ceburnis et al. (2016) showed that primary production yields particulate organic carbon (POM—carbon isotope (δ13C) light), which is distinct from dissolved organic carbon (carbon isotope heavy) in that the latter has undergone atmospheric aging and lacks oceanic variance. The study also concluded that the OM fraction in sea spray increases given turbulent surface water conditions in areas where primary production is high (e.g. Chl-a concentrations are high). McCoy et al. (2015) reported that modelled biogenic primary and secondary sources correlated well over time with changes in satellite derived CDNC in the Southern Ocean, estimating that biogenic sources increase the mean reflected solar radiation in summer (10 W m−2). While the addition of CCN is reported as correlated to biological activity (Ovadnevaite et al., 2011a) and clearly impacts regional cloud coverage (Krüger et al., 2014; McCoy et al., 2015), the aerosol-cloud system remains extremely complex.

Marine aerosol is rarely chemically homogenous over all sizes, although some homogeneity can exist over the Aitken and accumulation mode size range. Ambient aerosol can be externally mixed, meaning that at a given size particles are chemically distinct from each other, or internally mixed, meaning that through secondary processing an aerosol of a given size is a mixture of chemical species (often a mixture of primary and secondary aerosol). A completely internally mixed aerosol population would have particles with the same composition (or agglomerate composition) regardless of size, such that every chemical species comprising the particles would be
found in equal proportions in every particle. A completely externally mixed population would have particles at similar size with completely different chemical constituents. In reality, sampled aerosol is a combination of internal or external mixtures (due to an abundance of primary and secondary aerosol sources) which varies with size dependence. Determining whether ambient aerosol is externally or internally mixed has been difficult to resolve. Lab studies (Prather et al., 2013) have shown that particles in clean marine conditions can be internally mixed (Figure 2.8), and measurements taken in the Arctic (Kirpes et al., 2017) and Southern Oceans (Gaston et al., 2018) have shown that internal mixtures are prominent when secondary aerosol concentrations are high. Both studies include measurements of polluted aerosol, which seems to react heterogeneously with SSA, reducing \( \kappa \) values. The mixing state of marine aerosol in pristine field conditions has been harder to ascertain, although it has been suggested that cloud-processed marine aerosol would always have some degree of internally mixed species (Murphy et al., 1998). Other laboratory studies have stipulated that different aerosol formation pathways (i.e. large and ultrafine bubble-bursting producing jet drop and film drop aerosol) of sub-micrometre SSA would result in externally mixed particles of different chemical composition (Wang et al., 2017). The mixing state of the aerosol matters because it affects how aerosols react as a population to activate into cloud droplets or be effective haze particles. As discussed previously, homogenous, low-\( \kappa \) aerosol populations will have similar critical supersaturations. As such, depression of the maximum cloud peak supersaturation through competitive activation over the same dry particle size will not occur, as is the case with non-homogenous sulphate sea-salt particle populations (O'Dowd et al., 1999b). The more aerosols available for condensation, the less water vapour available per particle. Scavenging of available water vapour occurs over time, starting in sub-saturated conditions. Larger and more hygroscopic particles (in accordance with their \( S_c \) dependent \( D_c \)) will absorb water vapour. Sea-salt, large highly hygroscopic marine primary particles, effectively reduce the peak cloud supersaturation as it selectively scavenges available water vapour prior to and during CCN activation. If, however, sea-salt is internally mixed with other chemical species homogenously across the sizes, then the critical diameter of activation can be decreased, reducing the effects of the selective early activation.

One method of determining the mixing state of the aerosols is through single particle analysis, which has been deployed both in the lab and in the field (e.g. Kirpes et al. (2017); Prather et al. (2013)). The disadvantage of this method is that not every particle is sampled, and the analysis may not be representative of the air sample. Polluted marine systems in the Arctic have been shown to have internally mixed aerosols from persistent anthropogenic transported haze and may therefore suffer from reduced CCN activation efficiency compared with nascent SSA. Other methods to estimate the mixing state of aerosols have used size-resolved mass-spectrometry
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to estimate the mixing, or CCN size-resolved analysis to determine the hygroscopicity of different aerosol sizes (Fossum et al., 2018).

Figure 2.8. This graph shows external and internal mixture types of lab generated marine particles by size and mass fraction, reproduced from Prather et al. (2013). (A) Size-resolved chemical mixing state for R1 (see Prather et al. (2013) Fig. 2). Integration of two single particle analysis methods [TEM with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis < 562 nm and ATOFMS > 562 nm] shows the existence of four major particle types. (B) STXM chemical spatial maps of the two most dominant submicrometre particle types (types 2 and 4) highlight the differences in the inorganic-to-organic ratios (Left), abundance of chloride (Centre), and carboxylates (Right).

Another large area of uncertainty within the field is the fraction of marine boundary layer (MBL) CCN which are produced from atmospheric entrainment, which usually refers to large scale movements of air from the free troposphere (FT) into the marine boundary layer. The composition of cloud droplets (especially at cloud top nearest the FT) alters the evaporation of droplets at cloud top, which is important for accurately representing cloud radiative properties. Sanchez et al. (2017) showed that disregarding the evaporation cycling processes of droplets around the edge of clouds can result in an overestimation of the short wave radiative flux at cloud top. Primary marine aerosol is usually within the MBL although transfer higher into the atmosphere can occur, with SSA being reasonably transported (by simulation) into the troposphere (Wise et al., 2012). Conversely, smaller sized particles from the FT can subside down into the boundary layer and mix with surface generated particles. In this way the FT is both a source and sink for MBL aerosol. Clarke et al. (1998), proposed that a significant source of MBL aerosol was from the subsidence of particles formed aloft by NPF processes in FT cloud outflow regions. Katoshevski et al. (1999) calculated that the contribution of particles from the FT to marine boundary layer were between 69-89 %, but that the MBL aerosol mass was
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dominated by sea-salt particles (62-98 %). A study (Dadashazar et al., 2017) looking at the interface between the FT (above cloud) and boundary layer (below cloud) off the Californian coast showed that NPF was highest at the entrainment interface layer, consistent with findings from Clarke et al. (1998). The same study also showed that sub-cloud aerosol had overall lower particle concentrations when compared to the FT or the entrainment interface layer, but higher fractions of larger particle diameters. Additionally, thicker clouds coincided with the lowest concentrations of sub-cloud aerosol with particle diameters < 110 nm. During the Ace-2 Lagrangian studies, Hoell et al. (2000), studied the evolution of air masses in relation to boundary layer height. This study suggested that when gradients between the boundary-layer and FT form, on certain occasions with changes in boundary layer height, the FT can become a source or sink for MBL aerosol.

As the composition of FT aerosol can differ drastically from the marine boundary layer, with larger incidences of pollution aerosol, the results of processes in the entrainment layer has the potential to change aerosol-cloud interactions and affect interstitial aerosol populations within cloud through gradient concentration movements. However, the mixing of clean FT air into the boundary layer does not necessarily impact strongly on MBL cloud properties. While the contribution of small particles from the FT cannot be neglected in the MBL, the contribution to CDNC populations may be much lower. CDNC are not directly proportional to CCN concentrations and tend to be more related to accumulation mode CCN. FT particles are usually smaller and would impact less on CDNC. Evidence presented in O'Dowd et al. (2014) suggest that entrainment does not influence the concentration-based fluxes of marine aerosol. Through the use of chemical fingerprinting and isotope analysis, the non-marine aerosol components were isolated out and were not found to impact heavily on mass concentrations. The analysis of coupled cloud layer measurements via ground based sensing show correlation exists between number concentration fluxes of sub-cloud polluted CCN and cloud optical thickness (Preißler et al., 2016). The good agreement between marine boundary layer particle and remote-sensing measurements strengthens the idea that the larger submicron CCN in the sub-cloud layer have more to do with cloud droplet activation than mixing via entrainment of FT aerosol.

2.3.2 Pollution in the marine environment

The main tropospheric polluters in the marine environment are ship related combustion (or other industrial activity related combustion), human related activity on islands, and long-range transport of continental pollutants. Black carbon (BC), a resultant particle of incomplete combustion, is ubiquitous to anthropogenic pollution
and can be used as a tracer for anthropogenic contamination (Wolff and Cachier, 1998; O'Dowd et al., 1993), and is also responsible for major direct solar radiation absorption (Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008). In 2015, ship emissions were estimated to contribute a total of $5.3 \times 10^{10} - 8.0 \times 10^{10}$ g of BC (Comer et al., 2017) (which can be averaged over the Ocean’s surface and 1 km marine boundary height to be $\sim 6 \times 10^{-3}$ ng m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$). Aerosol mass spectrometry and photometry instrumentation is used to measure the tracers of this human activity in natural marine emissions.

In the context of climate-feedback systems and aerosol-cloud-interactions, the origin of aerosols must be highly constrained to differentiate between natural and polluted aerosol population properties. Due to the linear relationship found in the S. Pacific Ocean during the VAMOS Ocean Cloud Atmosphere Land Study (VOCALS) regional experiment between BC and organic matter (OM), Shank et al. (2012), proposed that BC concentrations are not effective in distinguishing natural marine aerosol from polluted aerosol. Therefore, the study proposed that OM measured in the North East Atlantic may also be anthropogenic in origin. This would have large implications for studies previously reporting on clean marine OM, such as Ovadnevaite et al. (2011a); Ovadnevaite et al. (2011b), and Cavalli et al. (2004) which used BC limits (in part) to distinguish clean marine from re-circulated polluted or continentally influenced air masses. However, O'Dowd et al. (2014), showed through a multi-component analysis, OM and BC measurements were not correlated when employing the established clean sector technique. The O'Dowd et al. (2014) study demonstrates that Mace Head research station (MHD) can be considered a reliable station for studying natural marine aerosol from the North East Atlantic.

Marine biological production is related to nutrient availability, and therefore somewhat dependent on the deposition of trace elements onto the sea surface. Continental transport of dust (iron) and anthropogenic aerosol (nitrogen) provides trace element deposition which can be used as nutrients fuelling phytoplankton blooms (Duce and Tindale, 1991). The transport of anthropogenic aerosol is associated to marine production of organics because it has been shown to increase the solubility of iron leading to easier uptake by biota (Baker et al., 2016; Baker and Croot, 2010), and also because many low latitude oceanic regions are nitrogen poor and the addition of this trace element has been shown to stimulate biological production (Duce et al., 2008; Jickells and Moore, 2015). Therefore, the influence of anthropogenic aerosol may influence the oceanic system and cause changes to measured marine aerosol by increasing or changing marine biological production in surface seawater, so accidental correlations between OM and BC (a tracer for anthropogenic transport) should not be discarded without consideration of regional air transport patterns.
While pollution itself is wide-spread and subject to global transport, the frequency of occurrence of high incident atmospheric pollution can be different depending on the ocean in question. The North Atlantic has been shown to be heavily influenced by anthropogenic sources during early winter (O’Dowd et al., 1993). When it comes to the high latitude marine regions, the Arctic marine region can be more heavily polluted than the Antarctic marine region. The Arctic region is affected by BC from short and long-range transport (Dorothy and James, 2005) due to the effects of strong late winter—early summer northward transport (Barrie, 1986) which results in a natural level of BC around 20 ng m\(^{-3}\) in the summer (Gogoi et al., 2016). However, median measurements of the North East Atlantic show < 10 ng m\(^{-3}\) for the summer months (unpublished data from Mace Head MAAP instrument measurements from the summer of 2017) which may indicate a severe change in BC mass concentrations in the North East Atlantic compared with the Arctic regions. The Antarctic marine region appears to be less influenced by pollution, somewhat owing to the lack of industrial activity in the Southern Hemisphere compared with the Northern Hemisphere and the Antarctic circulation. Marine BC measurements in the S. Ocean report BC mass concentration measurements (using a mixture of BC instruments) on the order of ~1 ng m\(^{-3}\) (Shank et al., 2012; Weller et al., 2013; Chylek et al., 2015; Wolff and Cachier, 1998).

As mentioned above, the anthropogenic influence differs for every Ocean, therefore, BC values typical of ‘clean’ or ‘pristine’ air masses must be established for every instrument and location. For example, Grigas et al. (2017) employed the use of frequency distributions for BC mass concentrations and looked at the lognormal modes to statistically assign pollution classifications. This method has also been implemented in this research.

2.3.3 Marine cloud condensation nuclei

Marine cloud condensation nuclei are a sub-group of marine aerosols, contextualised by the likelihood that they will nucleate into cloud droplets at varying supersaturations. Marine CCN are studied, in large part, to better predict marine CDNC. CDNC size distribution and chemistry is difficult to directly measure from the ground, whereas CCN are easily measured at the ground. CDNC measurements can be derived via satellite imagery or ground based laser optical measurements, but the source of the CDNC is hard to ascertain. Current studies are looking to elucidate the formation of cloud droplets from potential nuclei using top-down (satellite) and bottom-up (ground-based) measurements using modern experimental methods. However, many limitations, including the coupling state of the marine cloud layer, make these studies difficult to reconcile. The lack of closure between top-down and
bottom-up studies, emphasises the need for continued *in-situ* measurements of CCN.

Marine inorganics such as sea-salt and sulphate, being highly hygroscopic have relatively unchanging growth kinetics between the sub and supersaturated regimes. Marine CCN is often comprised of non-sea-salt sulphate (nss-SO$_4$), sea-salt, or some other combination of SMA potentially internally mixed with sea-salt. Generally, sea-salt CCN have the highest activation efficiency, with a CCN derived hygroscopicity parameter $\kappa$ value of $\sim 1.28$ (calculated for $T = 298.15$ K, and a constant surface tension of pure water $\sigma = 72.75$ mJ m$^{-2}$), although lower $\kappa$ values are often used in models (e.g. 1.12 in Snider et al. (2017) and 1.16 in Burrows et al. (2018)). Sulfuric acid (H$_2$SO$_4$) also has a large activation efficiency, with $\kappa$ values ranging from 0.7 calculated from the AIOMFAC model (see supplementary material from Ovdanevaite et al. (2017) to 0.9 from AIM (see Petters and Kreidenweis (2007)). Ammonium sulphate (AS, or (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$) $\kappa$ values also range between each model with values of 0.58 and 0.61 respectively (calculated for $T = 298.15$ K, and a constant surface tension of pure water $\sigma = 72.75$ mJ m$^{-2}$). Various $\kappa$ values are used in models to simulate nss-SO$_4$ aerosol, with recent model studies using 0.507 (Burrows et al., 2018), suggesting a suppression of activation efficiency from what is theoretically calculated for fully neutralised sulphate species. This may be effective for slightly polluted marine conditions where organic vapours may condense onto existing particles lowering hygroscopicity of already highly hygroscopic particles but is not ideal for clean conditions.

Summer biological activity means increased DMS-correlated CCN (Sanchez et al., 2018) and increased primary organic matter enrichment in sea spray aerosol (O’Dowd et al., 2015). Organic matter (OM) can have widely varying properties, often showing reduced hygroscopicity. Marine organics come in two major types, often referred to as water soluble or water insoluble organic carbon/matter (WSOC and WIOC respectively). WSOC has fairly hygroscopic properties, however, WIOC being more numerous in PMA than the latter (Facchini et al., 2008) (see also, Figure 2.7) is generally hydrophobic, but may have dichotomous effects in water uptake. It has been shown that OM in PMA in the North East Atlantic can have low growth factors in subsaturated conditions but show increased CCN activation efficiency in supersaturated conditions. The increased activation leads to an increase in CDNC of $\sim 500$ cm$^{-3}$ in marine stratocumulus (Ovdanevaite et al., 2011a). These highly CCN active particles, thought to be marine hydrogels, seem to be biogenic species dependent. Laboratory studies (Dawson et al., 2016) observed a hydrogel proxy leading to little enhancement of sea-salt activation but found that the salt significantly increased the activation potential of the OM. Other mesocosm experiments found negligible change in CCN concentration with bloom activity (Schwier et al., 2017; Collins et al., 2016).
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There is evidence to suggest that when small secondary marine particles (40 nm in dry mobility diameter) are \(\sim 55 \%\) OM (or 20 \% depending on the type of OM) their CCN activation efficiency will significantly increase (Ovadnevaite et al., 2017). It is unclear whether all species of OM might also display some of these properties when coating other particles. Other studies not restricted to clean marine conditions have shown that aerosol influenced by coastal pollution (anthropogenic OM) can have decreased CCN \(\kappa\) values (Gaston et al., 2018). While there are chemical differences between anthropogenic and biogenic OM, these studies differ widely in their BC mass concentrations with the former containing aerosol with < 5 ng m\(^{-3}\) and the latter having upwards of 300 ng m\(^{-3}\) for oceanic air masses, suggesting that increased activation efficiency from OM may only be effective when BC concentrations are significantly low enough to suggest similarly low values of anthropogenic OM. Conversely, high concentrations of anthropogenic pollution leads to increased particle concentrations which should result in increases in CDNC (Ramanathan et al., 2005; Seinfeld, 2008; Twomey, 1974). Additionally, a study off of the North Pacific coast seems to suggest that cloud processing of carbonaceous material increases their hygroscopicity (Asa-Awuku et al., 2015), so the age of the anthropogenic OM must also be considered.

2.4 Ice nucleating particles

Thus far, the activation potential of liquid phase cloud droplets (CCN activation potential) in the marine environment has been discussed, however isolating effective INP in warm (> -30°C) solid phase activation is incredibly important for accurately predicting the albedo effect of clouds. Cloud glaciation can alter the radiative scattering effects of clouds, and also the lifetime of clouds. Low-level liquid cloud scattering reflects incoming shortwave radiation while allowing outgoing long-wave radiation. However, low-level clouds can also be mixed-phase (composed of supercooled liquid and ice) when temperatures are sufficiently low (< 0°C). The scattering effect of ice crystals differs from that of spherical droplets (described by the Mie solution to Maxwell’s equations) and are incredibly dependent on crystal morphology making them hard to model as many meteorological-dependent morphologies exist (Figure 2.9). If models assume low-level mixed-phase clouds are composed of liquid droplets over ice crystals the results show a serious misprediction of cloud albedo (Sun and Shine, 1994). The cloud lifetime can also be affected through a “glaciation indirect effect” for which glaciation induces precipitation through the ice phase, offsetting the indirect effect of liquid clouds (Lohmann, 2002). It should be noted that INP concentrations can be extremely low and still cause a cloud to transition from liquid to ice phase, given the correct temperature regime, due to large crystal fracturing and the process of riming.
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(Hallett and Mossop, 1974; Sun et al., 2010). Observed precipitation rates can be explained by a concentration of 1 INP particle cm$^{-3}$ at -10°C (Zeng et al., 2009). It should be noted that pollution aerosol does not contribute significantly to INP concentrations (published data from the BACCHUS collaborative project, summarised in deliverable D5.9 (Lohmann et al., 2018)).

![Figure 2.9. Ice crystal morphology as a function of ice supersaturation and ambient temperature, reproduced from the University of Manchester, Centre for Atmospheric Science, Website (Emersic).](image)

A review study on INP in 2012 (Murray et al., 2012), concluded that mineral dust sources made up the majority of INP at temperatures below -15°C, and that above this temperature threshold, only biological material could serve as effective INP. A satellite observation study (Choi et al., 2010), found an inverse relationship with the fraction of supercooled droplets (at -20°C) to lofted dust concentrations, indicating that dust may be an effective glaciation inducer. Atkinson and Whale (2013), showed that feldspar minerals were the most important component of dust particles in warm temperature (< -15°C) ice nucleation. Another study showed that atmospheric ageing (exposure to O$_3$) could also effectively increase the INP activation potential of mineral particles while reducing the ice nucleation of dust in the deposition mode (Kanji et al., 2013), suggesting more complicated ice nucleation patterns for atmospherically aged ambient particles.
Marine INP are less numerous than continental INP. McCluskey et al. (2018a) showed that SSA has a factor of 1,000 less ice nucleating sites by surface area than mineral dust. However, marine phytoplankton exudates and other OM are likely sources of warm-temperature INP (Wilson et al., 2015), occurring in the lower stratosphere, and with a relative lack of dust in the environment, may be a likely catalyst for INP formation in mixed phase and ice phase clouds. INP exist in the marine environment on the order $< 1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ ($< 0.1 \text{ L}^{-1}$) at -15 °C (DeMott et al., 2016), so detection can be an issue. Yet low-level mixed phase clouds persist over the N. Atlantic where boundary layer temperatures can be anywhere from -20°C to slightly above freezing. Studies also show that biological production can increase the number concentration of INPs by up to a factor of 10 at warmer temperatures (-15 < T < -10 °C). INP concentrations show sensitivity to a range of sub-freezing temperatures (-10 °C) and seawater composition which suggests multiple temperature-dependent INP element types naturally occur (DeMott et al., 2016).

INP OM can be found as dissolved organic carbon (DOC) or particulate (POC) (McCluskey et al., 2018a), but determining which is responsible for warm ice nucleation has been hard to isolate. POC is linked seasonally with primary production and the decay cycle of phytoplankton blooms, comprising of heat labile molecules and microbes. Long term marine INP measurement studies are lacking in the literature, providing little information on INP seasonality in the marine environment. Long-term marine sampling measurements (and subsequent heat treatment analysis) would be a possible way to isolate the seasonal DOC (molecules that are not heat labile) and POC ice-nucleating fraction. Also lacking, are size dependent INP measurements for the marine environment, although studies of continental INP with size resolution have shown that 63 ± 21 % of particles, active at -25 °C, are $> 1 \mu\text{m}$ in aerodynamic diameter, with 42 ± 17 % active at $> 2.5 \mu\text{m}$ (Mason et al., 2016), demonstrating a proclivity of larger sized continental INP to be more active. This would be consistent with known continental activation regimes and does not necessarily reflect the marine INP properties, especially since it has been shown that fragments of, rather than whole bacteria (a likely marine INP), are more practical INP in chamber experiments (Suski et al., 2018).
3. Methods and measurements

The focus of this section is to outline the aerosol measurement system and data analysis methods employed in acquiring and characterising the sample data studied in this dissertation. It also details several other systems which were run in parallel providing further data to aid in a comprehensive analysis. Current state of the art aerosol measurements can be performed a few ways and with a number of techniques thanks to an array of systems. The following sub-sections describe the specific instrumentation, acquisitions settings, and techniques used to gather the main physical parameters of interest, including aerosol particle density, size distribution, and chemical composition.

3.1 Sampling locations

Data used in the main findings of this study come from field measurements from two sampling sites, the Southern Ocean (PEGASO Cruise) and the North East Atlantic (Mace Head Research Station). Both sites are described in detail in the following sections. Common instrumentation and analysis techniques from each campaign or site location can be found in Section 3.2-3.5. Specific instrumentation or changes in techniques may be found in the respective results chapter.

3.1.1 PEGASO Cruise, Southern Ocean (Jan 2nd - Feb 12th, 2015)

The first measurement location, the Southern Ocean, was a ship cruise path. The PEGASO (Plankton-derived Emissions of trace Gases and Aerosols in the Southern Ocean) cruise took place on-board the research vessel, Hesperides, which traversed the Scotia Sea and Drake Passage region of the S. Ocean, between the tip of S. America and the Antarctic Peninsula (Figure 3.1). The cruise was organised by the Barcelona Institute of Marine Sciences, and joined by the National University of Ireland Galway, in an effort to elucidate regional aerosol processes through the investigation of biological, physical, and chemical components of the Antarctic marine environment. The main findings of the campaign are reported by Dall’Osto et al. (2017). The portion of the cruise used in this research, whose path can be seen in Figure 3.1, took place between Jan 2nd and Feb 12th, 2015, departing from Ushuaia and returning to the same city. During the cruise standard meteorological parameters were monitored and recorded and aerosol sampling of nascent aerosol was run continuously with brief bubble-tank experimentation interrupting ambient sampling throughout. Ambient aerosol measurements were taken from a laminar
flow aerosol-dedicated sampling duct, 9 m in length and 1” outer diameter, with a PM$_{2.5}$ cut-off at a flow rate of 5 L min$^{-1}$, where overall residence time of particles in the main duct was 40 seconds prior to sampling by instruments. Instrumentation included a high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) from Aerodyne Research Inc., a TSI model 3080 scanning-mobility particle sizer (SMPS) with TSI model 3010 condensation particle counter (CPC, flow 1 L min$^{-1}$, range 0.01–0.5 µm), a single particle soot photometer (SP2) commercially available from Droplet Measurement Technologies, Inc. (DMT), and the continuous-flow streamwise thermal-gradient CCN counter (CCNC) commercially available from DMT (Roberts and Nenes, 2005; Rose et al., 2008). During tank experimentation, the same instrumentation set-up was employed, however, the main duct was replaced by a duct connected to the tank chamber. The chamber itself held sea-ice samples (melted) mixed with ocean sampled water, which was aerosolised via waterfall/plunging jet. The same experimental tank set-up can be found described in Schwier et al. (2015). The tank was run with zero air for 60 minutes prior to starting the jet. Ocean water collected for the experiments was taken with a Conductivity, Temperature, and pressure of seawater (Depth) instrument (CTD) from beside the cruise ship at four metres depth.

The cruise encountered three major air mass types, maritime polar ($mP$), continental AntArctic ($cAA$), and maritime tropical ($mT$). Graphical depictions and descriptions of the encountered air masses can be found in Chapter 5.
3.1.2 Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station, North East Atlantic

The second measurement location, the Mace Head atmospheric research station (MHD), is located at 53.3253° N, 9.9044° W, on the west coast of Ireland. The MHD facility, shown in Figure 3.1, is a continual monitoring aerosol lab exposed to marine aerosol flow from the North Atlantic and continental aerosol flow from Ireland and Europe. Further discussion of air masses encountered at MHD can be found in Chapter 4. Samples are taken from two main community ducts which pull air from a 10 m tower (~20 m above mean sea level). One duct is strictly for non-coarse mode (NCM duct) measurements and is 10 cm in diameter made of stainless steel with a nominal flow of ~150 L min⁻¹, allowing for isokinetic sampling to several instruments simultaneously via feeds off the NCM duct. The flow in this NCM duct is provided by a blower and maintained using a control valve during regular flow checks. The other duct, suitable for coarse measurements (CM duct), is similar in diameter but made from aluminium and hooked up to a vacuum rather than blower pump.
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Aerosol sampling at MHD is classified by sector criteria. Sampled aerosol is considered marine when ‘clean’ sector criteria are met. Sampled aerosol not meeting these criteria fall into the ‘all’ or ‘polluted’ sector category. The criteria for clean sector includes a wind direction (WD) between 190°-300° relative to magnetic North, wind speeds (WS) > 0.5 m s⁻¹, and black carbon (BC) mass concentrations < 15 ng m⁻³ as measured by a model 5012 multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) described in more detail in Section 3.4. Previous studies at MHD have clean sector criterion which rely on total particle concentrations < 700 cm⁻³ in conjunction with BC mass concentrations < 50 ng m⁻³ (Rinaldi et al., 2010; Rinaldi et al., 2009). Other studies have relied on a three step process of (1) checking that BC mass concentrations remained at marine ambient levels, (2) air mass trajectories were marine in origin, and (3) carbon monoxide concentrations remained consistent with the ambient marine background and showed no influence of biomass burning (O’Dowd et al., 2004; Cavalli et al., 2004). However, later analysis of MHD data confirmed that the criteria of WD, WS, and BC mass concentration were enough to ensure marine conditions (Grigas et al., 2017; O’Dowd et al., 2014). This criterion in conjunction with the use of air mass trajectory analysis, discussed in Section 3.5, is used in this study to determine clean marine conditions at MHD. Additionally, clean sector aerosol sampled at MHD does not experience major coastal effects, outside of an enhancement of the number concentration of nucleation mode particles, such that clean sector marine air can be taken as representative of the remote North East Atlantic (O'Dowd et al., 2014; Rinaldi et al., 2009).

Samples meeting ‘all’ and ‘polluted’ sector criteria have also been collected from MHD. The all sector category is a blanket statement for when no criteria was used and aerosol was sampled indiscriminately. The polluted criterion is met when BC mass concentrations are > 50 ng m⁻³, however an additional continental criterion can be added limiting the WD to between 45°-135°. Filter sampling of the sectors can be set-up by sector-controlled pump systems. The MHD Clean Sector Sampler (described in Rinaldi et al. (2010)) uses a 0 and 5V logic signal to control the power to a pump when preprogramed sector criteria are met dictating when aerosol should be sampled.

3.2 Supporting instrumentation

3.2.1 Condensation particle counter

Aerosol particle counting can be realised in the micron range quite effectively using optical probe techniques. Aerosol particle sizes in the sub-micron range, however, lie below the detection limit of most optical measurement systems and in these
instances condensation particle counter (CPC) techniques are commonly employed. A CPC operates by condensing vapours onto the particles passing through the instrument. The condensation process grows these particles to droplets of large enough size to be detected by an optical particle counter. Condensation activation must happen on all particles of sizes within its operating limits. The laser-based optical counter relies on the scatter of light from the focussed beam as particles pass through it to count the density of particles per volume of air. Butanol based CPCs are employed for the data presented here, although primarily a TSI model 3010 and 3772 were used in conjunction with other instrumentation. These CPCs operate at a flow rate of 1.0 L min⁻¹ and have a lower detection limit of 10 nm (particle diameters), and have an upper count limit of 10⁴ particles cm⁻³ (model 3010) or slightly higher (model 3772). The 50 % cut-off diameter is 10 nm, however, referring to Figure 3.2 (the counting efficiency curve for the 3772 system as provided by TSI (TSI, 2014)), counting losses can occur up to 30 nm particle diameter that can be corrected for. Butanol is ideal for condensation because of its high volatility but is relatively benign from a toxicity standpoint, relative to other volatiles. During periods of the study, inter-comparisons were regularly performed between units at MHD, where each unit must be within 10 % of the average measurements to pass. The aerosol distribution for smaller particles (2 – 20 nm) are counted via an ultrafine CPC (model 3025 or 3776) in conjunction with a mobility sizer, however as Nano-SMPS data was not widely used in this dissertation, these CPCs will not be described in detail.

Figure 3.2. Counting efficiency curve of 3772 TSI CPC, reproduced from the FUNDAMENTALS OF CONDENSATION PARTICLE COUNTERS (CPC) AND SCANNING MOBILITY PARTICLE SIZER™ (SMPS™) SPECTROMETERS literature provided by TSI on their website http://www.tsi.com/uploadedFiles/Site_Root/Products/Literature/Application_Notes/Review_on_CPC_and_SMPS_CPC-003-US-web.pdf?id=32305 (TSI, 2014).
3.2.2 Particle sizing by electrical mobility diameter

In this dissertation, aerosol number density measured from the CPCs are used in conjunction with differential mobility analysers (DMA) to measure the size-resolved aerosol concentration. The DMA operates by employing a user controlled electrostatic field applied to the charged aerosol sample as it is injected into a laminar flow along the length of the DMA column, as shown in Figure 3.3. A high voltage central rod in the middle of the flow creates an electric field and certain particles of a distinct electrical-mobility move through an inlet opening. Particles of smaller electrical-mobility are not curved fast enough into the inlet and particles which have excessively large electrical-mobility move too quickly towards the rod (Figure 3.3). Particle sizing is dictated by the DMA transfer function which predicts the range of dry particle sizes (by electrical-mobility) allowed to pass through the DMA by each set voltage. This is based on the ratio between the sample and sheath air flow. The transfer function is triangular, centred at mobility

\[ Z_p^* = \frac{Q_{sh} \ln \left( \frac{r_o}{r_i} \right)}{2\pi L V} \]  

(1)

With full width at half max height, such that,

\[ \Delta Z_p = Z_p^* \frac{Q_a}{Q_{sh}} \]  

(2)

Where \( Q_{sh} \) is the sheath flow rate, \( Q_a \) is the sample flow rate, \( r_o, r_i \), and \( L \) is the outer and inner radius and length of the DMA classifier aerosol chamber, and \( V \) is the applied rod voltage (Knutson and Whitby, 1975). In general operation, the ratio of flows used to control the full width of the transfer function is typically set \( Q_a / Q_{sh} \approx 0.1 \), for the DMA system at MHD. This transfer function applies for fixed voltage DMA use, like that used in conjunction with the cloud condensation nuclei counters described in Section 3.3.3. Scanning voltage DMA uses, such as for a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), need some correction because the scanning DMA transfer function for the SMPS does not have a nicely fixed shape like that of the static voltage transfer function (which is used to size segregate CCN measurements discussed in Section 3.3.3). This results in retrieved particle size and concentration errors which are less pronounced for ambient aerosol with a wide particle size distribution, although the errors can be reduced with increased time per scan (Collins et al., 2004). The DMA transfer function produces a spread of particles sizes about the target size for a given DMA high-voltage-drive value, as dictated by the ratio of air flows. Increasing the sheath to sample flow ratio of the DMA can decrease the spread of the particles which enter the so called monodisperse sample outlet.
Mobility diameter is based on a particle’s aerodynamic movement and the charge of the particle. A neutraliser, also known as a bipolar charger (Kr-89, TSI model 3077A, with radioactivity of 370 MBq which reduces with age, rated for a flow up to 5 L min\(^{-1}\)) is placed before the sample inlet to the DMA. The radioactive (beta) source emits ionisation radiation which changes the charges of the aerosol passing through the charger and results in an assortment of both negative and positive ions with differing charge magnitudes. The residence time through the charger (and associated plumbing) is sufficient for an equilibrium charge state of the particles to be reached. The equilibrium charge state is effectively grouped around a charge neutral state, although singly, doubly and triply charged particles persist in significant fractions. The fraction of equilibrium multiply charged particles (positive and negative) are well described by the Fuchs stationary-state-charge distribution (Fuchs, 1963). Due to both the fraction of multiply charged particles and the retrieved particle size errors from the transfer function, particles with a range of electrical-mobility may pass through the DMA. This results in concentration errors, in which more particles are counted than exist at that electrical-mobility size, or conversely fewer, where particles of that electrical-mobility size did not get through due to multiple charging. Therefore, charge corrections are automatically applied in certain instrument programming (e.g. SMPS systems) or are made during data processing (e.g. for the systems described in Section 3.3.1 & 3.3.3) for particles sampled through the DMA, and are described in Wiedensohler (1988); Fuchs (1963). The Fuchs stationary-state-charge distribution (Fuchs, 1963) shows only ~ 1-20 % of particles being singly charged, where decreasing particle size goes along with decreasing fractions of singly
charged particles. Additionally, lower concentrations \( C \) result in higher counting uncertainty \( \sigma_c \), with the relationship,

\[
\sigma_c = 100 \% \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{C}}
\]

(3)

The charge corrections must be considered for nebulised particles or ambient particles with critical or ambient modal diameters \( d_m > 0.1 \ \mu m \) (Rose et al., 2008; Petters et al., 2007). Ambient samples that are not exposed to bipolar chargers, having longer atmospheric lifetimes, often have less diverse charging states than newly generated aerosol, so these corrections often make little difference to the counted aerosol.

The number-size distributions of submicrometre aerosol (dry mobility diameters \( d_m \) >20 nm) are ultimately found using a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). This combines the DMA and CPC systems to electrically size and count the sampled particles. The custom built SMPS used in this study used a TSI model 3081 DMA, and model 3010 CPC. The SMPS has an aerosol flow rate of 1 L min\(^{-1}\). The number size distributions of aerosol with \( d_m < 20 \) nm are measured with a TSI Nano-SMPS with a model 3085 DMA and model 3025 ultrafine-CPC, using an aerosol sample flow of 1.5 L min\(^{-1}\). The SMPS instruments utilise DMA voltage up and down scanning to establish the particle size concentration of the aerosol. The SMPS uses equally log-spaced bins (\( \log \Delta d_m = 0.0156 \)) to filter the relative concentration of the aerosol from \( d_m \) of 19.7 – 502 nm. The Nano-SMPS employs a similar technique, but for a smaller \( d_m \) of 3 – 20 nm.

3.2.3 Aerosol Mass Spectrometer

The chemical composition of measured (non-refractory) aerosol was determined using the Aerodyne High Resolution Time of Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, or AMS, Aerodyne Research Inc., Billerica, MA). The instrument which is described in DeCarlo et al. (2006), is capable of retrieving size-resolved chemical composition. The AMS has a 1 \( \mu m \) aerodynamic vacuum diameter \( d_{va} \) 50 % cut-off which can be converted to an equivalent mobility diameter (DeCarlo et al., 2004) of 577 nm, as \( d_m = d_{va} / (X_{AMS} \cdot \rho_{ss}) \), where \( X_{AMS} \) is an AMS related shape factor = 0.8, and \( \rho_{ss} \) is the density of NaCl (a proxy for sea-salt) = 2.165 g cm\(^{-3}\). HR-ToF-AMS ammonium nitrate calibrations were performed routinely following the methods described by Jimenez et al. (2003) and Allan et al. (2003). All measurements mentioned here were performed with a time resolution of 5 minutes, unless otherwise specified, with a vaporizer temperature of about 600 °C. The composition-dependent collection efficiency, which refers to the fraction of dry particles bouncing
off of the AMS vaporiser relative to wet particles sticking to and being vaporised by it (Middlebrook et al., 2012), was applied for the measurement periods discussed in this study. Sea-salt concentrations were measured following the method described in Ovadnevaite et al. (2012). Briefly, sea-salt mass concentrations were determined by using the $^{23}$Na$^{35}$Cl$^+$ ion fragment as a signature for sea-salt and scaling by a factor of 51. To prevent excess thermal ionisation of Na$^+$, which could disrupt the accuracy of the measurement, tuning of the instruments voltage bias (increase of 0.1-0.2 V) is necessary. This method, is yet the most robust for AMS sea-salt measurements, although it maintains a 20 % sea-salt measurement uncertainty, however, care should be taken in polluted environments where Cl displacement by nitric or sulfuric acid is likely. The scaling factor applied to the $^{23}$Na$^{35}$Cl$^+$ would underestimate the total sea-salt mass as it would not extend to this pollution processed sea-salt. However, off-line measurements using standard ion chromatography methods, confirmed that the AMS correlated to off-line measurements (correlation coefficient, $r = 0.93$ and $r^2 = 0.87$) perhaps in part because Cl replacement does not seem to occur heavily in the North East Atlantic.

3.3 Cloud condensation nuclei counter

CCN are measured using the Continuous-Flow Streamwise Thermal-Gradient Cloud Condensation Nuclei Chamber (CCNC). The design was proposed by Roberts and Nenes (2005) to enhance cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) measurements by taking a direct count of the CCN number concentration in sampled air at a given supersaturation, by passing sample aerosol through a column chamber. The chamber, through temperature control, keeps a constant supersaturation through its centreline promoting activation of any CCN which have a critical supersaturation ($S_c$) equal to or lower than the set chamber supersaturation as they pass along the length of the column, these are then detected by an optical particle counter (OPC) (Figure 3.4). Without condensation, particles do not grow to a sufficient size to be detected by the OPC, and these particles pass through the CCN uncounted. The OPC uses a diode laser with a wavelength of 660 nm as the light source, counting a sizing range for activated particles of 0.75 to 10 μm (Droplet-Measurement-Technologies, 2012). The OPC uses 20 sizing bins supposedly to allow for more information about particle growth, although recent MHD experiments indicate that the sensitivity of the OPC is not sufficient to use as a measure of relative droplet growth between different chemical species of equal $d_m$. The theory of operation is discussed in detail by Roberts and Nenes (2005) and relies on the concept that the diffusion of water vapour is faster than the diffusion of heat. As sample aerosol passes through the centreline of the column, a supersaturated condition is met, as controlled by the temperature difference between the top and bottom of the column. Since the
column temperature is controlled so that $T_3 > T_2 > T_1$ (see Figure 3.4), at a point C in the centreline, the actual partial pressure of water vapour is equal to the actual partial pressure at point B on the column wall. However, point C is at a lower temperature corresponding closer to point A on the column wall (see Figure 3.4). This is essentially allowing water vapour to travel from warmer conditions to colder ones and become supersaturated and condense onto the sample aerosol. This principle of operation includes the necessity for all points on the wetted inner column wall to be fully saturated. In operation, proper use of distilled or deionised water is needed to avoid possible mineral or surfactant deposition on the column wall. Improper storage of the instrument through incomplete drying, or exposure to air, can result in the crumbling of the inner column paper. Regular calibration is required to make sure that the instrument is operating to reach the expected supersaturation.

![Diagram of airflow through the CCNC instrument](image)

**Figure 3.4.** A diagram of airflow through the CCNC instrument adapted from Roberts and Nenes (2005) and the basic theory of column centreline supersaturation adapted from the DMT Inc. Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) Counter Manual for Single-Column CCNs; DOC-0086 Revision I-2.

Studies have addressed CCNC experimental accuracy through the use of post-collection corrections (Rose et al., 2008; Lance et al., 2006) limiting error in the CCN...
instrument measurement accuracy to only ± 1% between different lab runs and ± 5% between field-runs. Attempts to universalize the theoretical values and parameterisations (Lance et al., 2006; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007), of critical supersaturation per particle type, used in calibration, have also been studied. However, different approaches in activation modelling and thermodynamic parametrisations have been shown to incur deviations in results as high as 25% for (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$, and 12% for NaCl condensation nuclei, (which are two of the most commonly used calibration solutions) (Rose et al., 2008). These deviations are thought to be due to differences in the representation of the water activity of the aqueous salt solutions. Therefore, all relevant parameters relating to water activity modelling used for calibration or comparison, along with the relevant methods must be cited clearly.

3.3.1 Calibration

In this work, calibrations were performed regularly during intensive month-long campaigns, once at the beginning and end of the campaign. The calibration was performed using the set-up described in Rose et al. (2008) and shown in Figure 3.5. Size-segregated supersaturation scans were performed for 11 different log-normally spaced particle dry mobility diameter ($d_m$) sizes (20, 26, 33, 42, 54, 70, 90, 115, 148, 190, and 244 nm). For each $d_m$, the CCNC then ran through approximately nine supersaturations between 1% and 0.1%, with a dwell time at any one of these supersaturations of ~120 seconds. During any run the first supersaturation cycle was a duplicate to allow time for column temperature stabilisation and the data from this initial supersaturation was discarded. The first 60 seconds of each $d_m$ scan was also discarded so that column temperature stabilisation and plumbing time lags between CPC counting and CCNC counting could be corrected for. Ammonium sulphate (MERCK, Darmstadt, Germany) was used in conjunction with deionised water in a TSI atomizer (model 3076) to generate the calibration aerosol. The relative humidity of the resulting aerosol was kept below 25%, using a 50 strand TSI nafion tube (model PD-06060T-24MSS) with filtered dry sheath air flow which had passed through silica gel. Overall concentrations were held between 1300-1700 particle cm$^{-3}$ using a dilution arrangement to minimise the impact of quantum effects of splitting small quantities of aerosol, and to remain below particle counts which would effectively be hydration limited by the maximum water vapour available through the CCNCs wetted columns.
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Figure 3.5. CCNC calibration instrument set-up.

Figure 3.6. Activation curves for different CCN operating conditions reproduced from (Roberts and Nenes, 2005). Aerosol at a particular dry diameter is considered activated when the ratio of CCN (i.e., droplets greater than 1 μm) to total aerosol is greater than 0.5. The shoulders result from multiple charge particles from the DMA classification.
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Calibration data is then analysed. Quality control flags are placed on any data which is outside of the ideal operating limits of the CCNC and CPC (e.g. abnormal flow, temperature stabilisation issues of the column, etc.). Data of the ratio between the measured CCN concentrations ($N_{ccn}$) and total aerosol concentrations ($N_{CN}$) are plotted against the $d_m$ range for each supersaturation scan (see Figure 3.6). This data is corrected for possible counting discrepancies between the CPC and CCN in each case. First sigmoid fits,  

$$\frac{N_{CCN}}{N_{CN}} = \frac{1}{1+\exp(-(d_m-c)*(a))}$$  

(4)

described by a half maximum value ($a$) and rate ($c$), are fitted to scans of 0.4 – 1 % supersaturations and allowed to reach a height ($H_1$) holding the absolute minimum at zero. Each sigmoid fit should ideally be reaching unity ($H_0$), however if the either the CPC or CCNC was over- or under-counting then some shift from unity is expected. The mean of $H_1$ values ($H_2$) for the sigmoid fits for supersaturations > 0.4 %, and all data is then normalised to this shift ($H_0/H_2$), such that unity is reached for higher supersaturations of ammonium sulphate. Lower supersaturations are not used because counting discrepancies may be exacerbated for particles of large size due to a proclivity for more multiply charged particles, leading to non-monotonic $N_{CCN}/N_{CN}$ activation curves (Petters et al., 2007). The need for charge corrections is determined using the graphical methods presented in Rose et al. (2008). After neutral charges, which will not make it through the DMA system, doubly charged particles are the most numerous. This can be viewed in the $N_{CCN}/N_{CN}$ spectrum by a double plateau before the critical diameter, referred to as a shoulder in Figure 3.6. If this shoulder is greater than 0.1, a correction must be applied. The fraction of doubly charged particles, ($N_{CCN}/N_{CN}$)$_2$, is approximately equal to the height of the shoulder. The fraction of singly charged particles, ($N_{CCN}/N_{CN}$)$_1$, can be found by,  

$$\left(\frac{N_{CCN}}{N_{CN}}\right)_1 = \frac{N_{CCN} - N_{CN}^* (N_{CCN}/N_{CN})_2}{N_{CN} - N_{CN}^* (N_{CCN}/N_{CN})_2}$$  

(5)

Sigmoid fittings are then created for all supersaturations scans. The half max points of the sigmoid curves are the critical diameters of activation ($D_c$) found for the ammonium sulphate calibration relative to the supersaturation scan, which is the associated critical supersaturation ($S_c$). The supersaturation linked $D_c$ points are graphed against each other in log$_{10}$-log$_{10}$ space. For a chemically homogenous solution such as ammonium sulphate, the curve should appear linear in this graphical space (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007).

The range of supersaturations plotted against critical diameters are fit in linear space with a regression line. This line becomes the resultant slope created by the CCN column during calibration. Comparison between theoretical values for ammonium
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Sulphate $S_c$-$D_c$ curves are compared to the calibration results, although $d_m$ must be converted to an equivalent volume diameter ($d_{eq}$). A combination of theoretical values from the AP3 Köhler model (Rose et al., 2008) and AIOMFAC (Zuend et al., 2008) model have been used. Theoretical models used for calibration should be calculated at the temperature of the sampled aerosol during lab calibration (although the change in $S_c$ from 298.15 K to 293.15 K was only < 0.01 %). The AIOMFAC model assumed a constant surface tension of pure water, $\sigma_w = 0.072$ N m$^{-1}$ for the calculation. The AP3 model takes its water activity from the Aerosol Inorganics Model (AIM) (Clegg et al., 1998a, b), and surface tension coefficients for aqueous salt solutions from Seinfeld and Pandis (1998) and solution density parameterisations from Tang and Munkelwitz (1994). Deviations in critical supersaturation and diameter between the two models are relatively small (see Figure 3.7) so the difference to the calibration of CCNC critical diameter makes a small difference, on the order of a 100th of a supersaturation. For each $D_c$, corresponding supersaturation values on the resultant slope from the CCNC calibration are compared with the corresponding theoretical $S_c$ value found at the same $D_c$. This $S_c$ is the “real” supersaturation reached by the CCNC for the set change in temperature (T3-T1) in the CCNC column. The resultant real $S_c$ values are applied to sample data as the actual supersaturation experienced by the CCN as they traverse the CCNC column. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, calibrated data were compared against the AP3 model and are shown with the 298.15 K theoretical values as comparison when plotting monodispersed CCN data.

MHD is a continuous monitoring station, such that at least one of the CCNCs are in operation at any time. Calibrations of the instruments are performed regularly, although the MHD aerosol lab remains mostly in controlled laboratory conditions (T ~20°C). Long-term data is processed using a combination of relevant calibrations. Data gathered after modifications to the instrument necessitate new calibrations. Relevant calibrated supersaturations and associated uncertainties for this dissertation can be found in Appendix A.1. The activation curves (such as in Figure 3.6) are used to find the uncertainty for each supersaturation by taking the average of the deviations from unity for each individual data point along the upper plateau of the curve.
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Figure 3.7. Typical CCNC instrument column supersaturation drift shown as calibration slopes from one CCNC instrument as a function of critical supersaturation ($S_c$) and equivalent volume diameter ($D_{c(eq)}$) derived from $d_m$. Three calibrations between July 2015 and March 2016 for the CCNC 0015 is shown in black, differentiated by line dash type, with the average shown as a thick solid black line. The graph also shows the AP3 (solid red line) and AIOMFAC (dashed maroon line) models referred to in the main text.

3.3.2 Polydispersed set-up

The CCNC can be run in two modes. The first, referred to as polydispersed mode, is the default mode and measures total CCN concentration at a range of set supersaturation (Note: this is different from the calibrated supersaturations). The second, discussed in the following section, is referred to as the monodispersed mode and requires the addition of further instrumentation and programming. The polydispersed mode is convenient for tracking trends in the number of CCN as a function of time and supersaturation. Polydispersed mode is the primary MHD operation mode for long-term monitoring. In this mode the inlet of the CCNC pulls 0.5 L min$^{-1}$ of sample air through into the inlet manifold where it is divided into 0.050 L min$^{-1}$ of sample air, and 0.45 L min$^{-1}$ of filtered and humidified sheath flow air. The CCNC cycles through five supersaturations (0.75, 0.5, 0.35, 0.25, and 0.1 %) for a duration of 5 minutes per supersaturation, making the time resolution for a full $N_{CCN}$ supersaturation spectrum 25 minutes.
3.3.3 Monodispersed set-up

The second mode is monodispersed (referring to particle size) which measures the total CCN concentration at a certain supersaturation for a fixed size aerosol as controlled by a DMA. The monodispersed mode is used to resolve the ambient activation potential of CCN. In much of the same way as is done in the calibration, aerosol critical activation diameters can be calculated to resolve both size-resolved and overall aerosol hygroscopicity. The physical set-up for measuring CCN in monodispersed mode is physically the same as the calibration except for the following:

CCN are sampled (from the NCM duct at MHD) from the environment rather than generated in lab (although lab generation can be sampled for experimentation). There is no dilution system (see Figure 3.5), so overall number is controlled by the environment you are sampling. Relative humidity is kept as low as possible but allowed up to 30 %, due to physical restrictions in long-term off-site monitoring. Lastly, supersaturation and size spectra are generated by first fixing a supersaturation and then cycling through 12 different lognormally spaced sizes (20, 20, 26, 33, 42, 54, 70, 90, 115, 148, 190, and 244 nm). As with the calibration runs, the first 20 nm size scan is not used for longer scan resolution, but when measured, is scrapped in data analysis but serves to allow CCNC column temperature stabilisation between supersaturation switches. The supersaturation spectra contain the same five distinct supersaturations as with the polydispersed mode (0.75, 0.5, 0.35, 0.25, and 0.1 %). Depending on different campaigns, higher time resolution may be necessary, so the duration for the scan of one size could be in the range of 80–300 seconds, making total time resolution for the monodispersed mode in the range of 80 – 300 minutes. Monodispersed set-up and calibration set-up both employ a DMA TSI model 3081 with a sample to sheath flow ratio of 2:10, which must be kept constant for the transfer function embedded in the software.

3.4 Black carbon instrumentation

The single particle soot photometer (SP2) and a Thermo scientific model 5012 multiangle absorption photometer (MAAP) were both deployed as atmospheric BC monitoring instruments. The instruments measure different mass concentrations, however have been shown to be reliable, following the same time trends with low time-resolution (~ 1 hour) (Weller et al., 2013). The SP2 operates as single particle analyser, effectively capable of counting every particle. The MAAP, collects a sample on a filter spot and measures the light absorption which is subsequently converted into BC concentration by applying an attenuation cross-section.
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The MAAP normally operates at a flow rate of 10 L min\(^{-1}\) at a time resolution of 5 min. The instrument measures transmittance and reflectance at two angles to calculate absorbance (using a mass attenuation cross-section of 6.6 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\) at 670 nm), the method is described further in Petzold and Schönlinner (2004). Black carbon concentration is calculated by taking into account the forward and backward emitted radiation fields using a data inversion algorithm. The algorithm, using a radiation transfer method, accounts for multiple scattering processes within the deposited aerosol, between the particles and the filter itself. The instrument integrates in real-time resulting in negative values at five minute resolution, depending on the overall aerosol loading of the tape before reaching its threshold saturation and being replaced by new tape section. For accuracy, 15-60 min averages of the data may be necessary at low loadings.

The SP2, manufactured by Droplet Measurement Technologies, Inc., was provided by the Centre for Atmospheric Science, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, at the University of Manchester. The SP2 samples at a flow rate of 0.12 L min\(^{-1}\) and employs a technique (Stephens et al., 2003) to induce incandescence via focused laser beam on every refractory particle which passes through it. The SP2 operates by detecting the incandescence of absorbing material as it passes through the focussed laser beam (1060 nm). Most absorbing material is black carbon (BC), although other metals are also absorbing. Non-absorbing material is vaporised before incandescence of the absorbing material occurs (sometimes delaying incandescence if the non-absorbing material is coating the absorbing core). When incandescence occurs, absorbing material emits light at a colour indicative of its boiling point temperatures. As metals and BC have easily discernible boiling point temperatures the four detectors (some detecting 350-800 nm and some detecting 630-800 nm) allow the instrument to distinguish between them during measurements. Using the intensity of the signal, this allows measuring of the refractory BC mass, number concentrations and BC core size. Calibrations and data quality checks were performed according to the technique outlined by McMeeking et al. (2010). Of the two methods, the SP2 gives superior information both in particle number, size, and BC type. Reconciling measurements from either must be done with parallel observations and operates on the assumption that the SP2 delivers unbiased BC concentration. Such an analysis is performed in Chapter 4.

3.5 Interpreting data
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3.5.1 Air Mass Analysis

Tracking air mass movements

Overall, air mass movements were tracked backwards in time using the HYSPLIT trajectory database, in NOAA archives (Stein et al., 2015; Rolph, 2016). Most trajectories were calculated as air mass back trajectories reaching back 120 hours before the arrival of the sampling point. Trajectories were calculated for 50 – 100 meters above sea level, and both the air mass trajectory height and estimations of the height of the marine boundary layer were pulled from the HYSPLIT model. These can be found overlaid on various maps in this thesis. Air mass back trajectories were used to determine air mass type by origin and source influence.

Estimation of aerosol exposure to biological activity

As an indicator of biological activity, Chl-a is an important proxy for marine productivity and biomass abundance. To represent the relative exposure of the sampled aerosol to biologically rich waters, HYSPLIT trajectory model outputs were overlaid onto satellite retrieved Chl-a concentrations to estimate the mean ocean Chl-a concentration traversed by the air mass back-trajectory path. A detailed description of the retrieval of these Chl-a maps can be found in Fossum et al. (2018) and appendix A of Rinaldi et al. (2013). Briefly described here, multiple sensors from satellite imaging (SeaWiFS, MERIS, MODIS-Aqua, and VIIRS time-series) were used to retrieve daily mean satellite sea-surface Chl-a concentrations (mg m$^{-3}$). Gaps in the data, due to environmental factors such as clouds or sea-ice, were resolved by employing multi-channel singular spectral analysis (M-SSA) (Kondrashov and Ghil, 2006) in the Chl-a mean concentrations. Chl-a maps used were at 0.1° resolution, and air mass trajectories at hourly resolution. Weighted (when applicable) aerosol exposure to biologically productive waters can be calculated. The mean Chl-a concentration was calculated by first taking the accumulated concentration within pixels under the air mass back-trajectory path for the 72 hours prior to arriving at the ship, less the last three hours, and then taking the mean of all back-trajectory accumulated mean concentrations over the period (trajectories showed minimal vertical variation of the air mass over the periods selected). The last three hours are neglected to avoid introducing a bias into the dataset since significant secondary particle formation could not be expected to have occurred over that timescale before reaching the measurement location. Additionally, for the PEGASO cruise, the ship was likely to be in the immediate vicinity of a bloom, making it especially relevant to discard the last three hours of trajectory overlay. No additional diurnal consideration was used in assessing Chl-a exposure as the cruise experienced 18-22 hours of daylight (depending on the latitude of the ship and day of the month).
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Definition of steady state conditions for analysis

Air masses are associated with synoptic-scale meteorological systems and exhibit conserved meteorological parameters (e.g. equivalent potential temperature and total water mixing ratio) which are typically invariant within the air mass. Notable changes in the meteorological parameters at a particular location are normally more associated with large scale dynamics (e.g. frontal passage), representing a change in air mass, rather than small scale dynamical processes (e.g. entrainment and surface fluxes) that eventually transform the air mass with time. Similar to pseudo-steady-state meteorological parameters being characteristics of air mass origin, atmospheric composition variables (e.g. gases and aerosols) are also expected to possess pseudo-steady-state characteristics. Aerosol spectral properties associated with air masses in this dissertation were selected and analysed on the basis of periods of relatively stable or invariant meteorological and atmospheric composition characteristics. Stability in duration, meteorological parameters, size distribution parameters (e.g. modal size and number concentration), and chemical composition were required for pseudo-steady state consideration.

Data gathered during the PEGASO cruise, and during other measurement periods, were analysed through air mass classification based on pseudo-steady state stability. An arbitrary target of relative stability over durations of eight hours was sought as the minimum requirement for selection and inclusion into the air mass characterisation database, although some inclusion of periods with stability over four hours occurred. In addition to relatively invariant meteorological parameters, size distribution parameters (e.g. modal size and number concentration) were required not to vary more than 20% from the mean. A similar requirement was afforded to aerosol chemical composition, particularly non-sea-salt sulphate (nss-SO$_4$). Finally, a further selection criterion was that the back-trajectories had to indicate advection of the air over the same source region from the start to the end of the period.

3.5.2 Köhler theory

The process by which water vapour molecules condense to form cloud droplets is described by Köhler theory. This theory involves the Kelvin effect, by which changes in the saturation vapour pressure are related to the radius of the curvature of the droplet, and Raoult’s law which relates the solute to the saturation vapour pressure (Fuentes et al., 2010a; Pruppacher, 1997; Hinds, 1982). A cloud droplet is an aerosol particle surrounded by water molecules. Once the CCN has activated it is a cloud droplet and has both a physical component associated with its shape and size, and a chemical component associated with the chemical makeup of the solute. If the CCN was soluble, the solute is a homogenous mixture, if it was insoluble the solute
would be heterogeneous. The droplet itself must maintain a partial vapour pressure greater than the saturation vapour pressure (equilibrium partial pressure of a flat surface, $P_s$) in order to prevent molecules from leaving the droplet surface; the smaller the droplet the smaller the partial vapour pressure (Hinds, 1982).

The Kelvin effect, describes the change in saturation vapour pressure due to the curvature of a surface.

\[
\ln \left( \frac{P}{P^0} \right) = \frac{2\sigma V_m}{rRT}
\]

Or

\[
\frac{P}{P^0} = e^{\frac{4\sigma M}{RTPd^*}}
\]

Where, $P$ is actual vapour pressure, $P^0$ is the saturated vapour pressure, $\sigma$ is the surface tension, $V_m$ is the molar volume, $r$ is the radius of the droplet, $R$ is the ideal gas constant, $T$ is the temperature at equilibrium vapour pressure (Hinds, 1982).

Raoult’s Law describes the partial vapour pressure of a component ($i$), in solution. Where the equilibrium vapour pressure of any component is proportional to its mole fraction in the solution such that,

\[
P_i = (P_i^*)(x_i)
\]

Or

\[
\frac{e_{sat,s}}{e_{sat,w}} = a_w(T)
\]

Where $P_i^*$ is the vapour pressure of pure component $i$, $x_i$ is the mole fraction of component $i$ in mixture of solution, and $P_i$ is the vapour pressure of component $i$ in a gaseous mixture above the solution. Also, $e_{sat,s}$ is the equilibrium vapour pressure over an aqueous salt solution, $e_{sat,w}$ is the equilibrium vapour pressure over pure water, and $a_w$ is the water activity at a given temperature, $T$ (Pruppacher, 1997).

Such that, the two can be combined into what is known as Köhler Theory. Which describes the properties of an activated droplet due to its chemical make-up and diameter.

\[
\ln \left( \frac{P_{wDp}}{P^0} \right) = \frac{4M_w\sigma_s}{RT\rho_w D_p} - \frac{6n_i M_w}{\pi \rho_w (D_p^2)}
\]

Where $P_{w}$ is the droplet water vapour pressure, $P^0$ is the corresponding saturation vapour pressure over a flat surface, $M_w$ is the molecular weight of pure water, $\rho_w$ is
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the density of pure water, $\sigma_s$ is the droplet surface tension, $n_s$ is the moles of solute, and $D_p$ is the droplet diameter.

Or to get the saturation ratio ($s$) for subsaturated and supersaturated conditions as,

$$s = a_w * \exp\left(\frac{4\sigma M_w}{\rho_w RT D}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where the subscript, w, denotes water specific components and D is the droplet diameter (Fuentes et al., 2010a). The theory predicts the behaviour of CCN activation based on external and internal conditions.

3.5.3 $\kappa$-Köhler theory and aerosol hygroscopicity

As mentioned numerous times, there is a need for consistent tools for theoretical analysis of data and for inter-comparison. $\kappa$-Köhler theory allows for the comparative study of aerosol hygroscopicity. It utilises a single parameter, $\kappa$, to describe the relative activation potential of particles. The approximation for $\kappa$ can be described as ($Eq. \ 10$ in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007)),

$$\kappa = \frac{4A^3}{27D_d^3\ln^2s_c}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$A = \frac{4\sigma_s/aM_w}{RT\rho_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Where $D_d$ is the dry diameter, $s_c$ is the critical supersaturation or the (critical) saturation ratio ($s_c$) which is often expressed as a percentage ($S_c$) given by $S_c = s_c - 1$, and $\sigma_s/a$ is the surface tension of the solution/air interface which is held fixed at 0.072 Jm$^{-2}$. This approximation is only valid when $S_c < 1.0$ % and $\kappa > 0.2$. Outside these bounds, the approximation begins to fail, as the slope of particles at low hygroscopicity begin to curve. In these instances, Eq. 14 can be used to determine $\kappa$. For inter-comparison unless otherwise specified, $T = 298.15$ K. Monodispersed CCNC data can easily be found using the above $\kappa$ calculation using $S_c$ and $D_c$ in place of $D_d$. However, the $\kappa$ approximation can be found in forms more readily available to growth factor (GF) related data.

$$\frac{RH}{\exp\left(\frac{A}{D_d}\right)} = \frac{gf^3 - 1}{gf^3 - (1 - \kappa)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Where the GF is represented as $gf$ and RH is expressed as a fraction ($Eq. \ 11$ in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007))). The $\kappa$ approximation for the saturation ratio ($s$) over an aqueous solution droplet of diameter, $D$, can also be extended down to the subsaturated regime ($s<1$) for which
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\[ s(D) = \frac{D^3 - D_d^3}{D^3 - D_d^3(1 - \kappa)} \exp\left(\frac{4\sigma_{s,\text{d}}M_w}{RT\rho_wD}\right) \quad (15) \]

The critical supersaturation can be calculated as the maximum of the above curve for a given kappa and dry particle diameter. Here \( D \) is the wet droplet diameter which must be expressed as a range to solve for the maximum of the curve (Eq. 6 in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007)).

Marine inorganics are more easily predicted using the \( \kappa \) approximation, however due to the different nature of marine organics in the subsaturated and supersaturated regimes, their behaviour can be hard to describe with a single parameter.

3.5.4 Degree of neutralisation

The degree of neutralization (DON\textsubscript{mol}), defined as the molar ratio of measured NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} to the quantity of NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} needed to fully neutralize the observed major inorganic anions in the aerosol, was calculated when applicable using the HR-ToF-AMS composition data. DON\textsubscript{mol} ranges from 0 to 1 where DON\textsubscript{mol} = 0 means no neutralization (i.e., sulphate and nitrate in dissolved acidic form) whereas a DON\textsubscript{mol} = 1 means all measured SO\textsubscript{4} and NO\textsubscript{3} exists as ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate components, respectively. The DON\textsubscript{mol} value is calculated by ionic balance as

\[ \text{DON}_{\text{mol}} = \frac{n_{\text{NH}_4^+}}{2n_{\text{SO}_4^{2-}} + n_{\text{NO}_3^-}} \quad (16) \]

where \( n_{\text{NH}_4^+} \), \( n_{\text{SO}_4^{2-}} \) and \( n_{\text{NO}_3^-} \) denote the molar amounts of the indicated ionic species determined for a specific sample. The measured nitrate amounts were small compared to both the sulphate and ammonium molar amounts. The DON\textsubscript{mol} determined from field data can then be used in conjunction with predictions from the AIOMFAC model (see Appendix B.1) for aqueous particles consisting of ammonium sulphate mixed with sulphuric acid, providing a comparison of the CCN properties at the same DON\textsubscript{mol} as well as over the full range of DON\textsubscript{mol} possible.

3.5.5 Monodispersed CCN total concentration calculation, and percent contributions

When CCN are measured for monodispersed particle mobility diameters (without another CCNC instrument running in polydispersed mode), time trends of total ambient CCN numbers as a function of supersaturation are not measured. To resolve total N\textsubscript{CCN}, hourly CCN critical dry diameters were applied to SMPS size-distribution
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data. It was assumed that, for pseudo-steady periods, critical dry diameters derived from the CCNC measurements would represent the run-away activation dry diameter. Particles greater than this diameter would readily activate under a certain peak supersaturation level. Total $N_{CCN}$ were derived from summing SMPS data collected for particle diameters greater than $D_c$ as a function of supersaturation percentage ($S$). For the PEGASO cruise dataset, $N_{CCN}$ determined at 0.8 % supersaturation can be considered a maximum value of marine CCN, (i) since derived marine $N_{CCN}$ start reaching a maximum limit at supersaturations as low as 0.5 % (see Figure 5.7) and (ii) because the ambient marine cloud base will not typically exceed 0.8 % supersaturation (Twomey, 1959; Twomey and Wojciechowski, 1969).

Following Hoppel Theory (Hoppel et al., 1986), the inter-modal minimum is the critical diameter of free activation experienced by an aerosol population at cloud base. The inter-modal minimum is caused by a cloud peak supersaturation ($S_{peak}$) which can be quantified by finding the corresponding $S_c$ for the inter-modal, $D_c$, on the CCN ambient aerosol curves. As the ambient CCN curve is based on the average size-dependent physico-chemical aerosol population properties, the $D_c$ for different chemical species at $S_{peak}$ may be different from the ambient.

For the PEGASO cruise dataset, PMA is considered here to be chemically represented by the theoretically derived $S_c$-$D_c$ curve of NaCl, and SMA is represented by the DON$_{mol}$ determined partially neutralised sulphate. This simplification is reasonable based on the small fractions of OM (excluding MSA) in either merged air mass case (described in Chapter 5) compared with the inorganic components, which may otherwise affect the hygroscopic properties of the aerosol. Using the number-size distributions of the aerosol, and the $D_c$ of SMA and PMA respectively, the number contribution of the different aerosol types which would be considered activated into cloud droplets can be calculated. First, the SMPS data is constrained by fitting a sea-salt distribution. In this dissertation sea-salt distributions from the North East Atlantic (Ovadnevaite et al., 2014b) are used for the Southern Ocean dataset in the absence of an ambient multi-modal sea-salt distribution from the Southern Ocean. Using one spectral shape from a wind speed of 6.3 m s$^{-1}$, which is similar to the average wind speed recorded throughout the PEGASO cruise ($\sim$7.5 m s$^{-1}$), the distribution is scaled based on mass calculations from the HR-ToF-AMS. However, the HR-ToF-AMS has a PM$_1$ aerodynamic vacuum cut-off which must be converted to an equivalent mobility diameter (DeCarlo et al., 2004) for mass based scaling. Spherical particle volume equivalent is derived using the density of sea-salt (2.17 g cm$^{-3}$). The aerodynamic vacuum cut-off diameter of 1 µm then equates to a mobility equivalent diameter of 0.0544 µm. The scaled sea-salt distributions are subtracted from the overall number size distributions with the remainder being assumed as the SMA number contribution. Using the $D_c$ for either, the normalised number-size distributions of sea-salt (PMA) and SMA, respectively, are converted to absolute number and summed.
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up for mobility diameters > $D_c$. The total activated number is similarly the sum of the number-size distribution for sizes > inter-modal minimum. The percent contribution of PMA is determined as the fraction of activated PMA particles to the total activated number. Values derived for this calculation and the percent contributions from the PEGASO cruise dataset can be found in Table 5.4 ($mP$ 1 is omitted for lack of CCN data, and $mP$ 4 is omitted due to large inter-modal minimum errors from number size distribution data instability). The inter-modal minimum calculation has an inherent uncertainty of ± 5 %, which owes to the combination of a ± 10 % uncertainty in the SMPS size-binning which is somewhat reduced in the later fitting of the ambient data. The uncertainty of the CCN counter is ± 0.02 % for $S_{peak}$ values. Due to the nature of the contribution calculation and the relatively steady nature of the PMA distribution, the maximum deviation in $D_c$ or $S_{peak}$ from either uncertainty would only result in a ± 8 % contribution change.
Results 1—black carbon measurements in marine environments suggest the persistence of clean conditions

4. Results 1—black carbon measurements in marine environments suggest the persistence of clean conditions

In this chapter BC measurements taken from a single particle soot photometer (SP2) are used to assess the permeation of air pollution over remote oceans. Black carbon (BC) as a tracer for anthropogenic pollution is measured by the SP2, throughout the PEGASO cruise of the Scotia Sea region. The remote oceanic region has been reported to have a high fraction of pristine days during the austral summer months (Hamilton et al., 2014), making it an ideal marine environment to observe what should be clean marine conditions. Other SP2 measurements from the Southern Ocean reported that clean marine conditions only persist when BC mass concentrations are $< 1.8 \text{ ng m}^{-3}$, and with CO at $< 56 \text{ ppb}$ (Shank et al. 2012). By way of comparison, SP2 measurements from continental sources in the Northern Hemisphere measure 300 – 50 ng m$^{-3}$ on average for urban and remote sites respectively (McMeeking et al., 2010). To assess the marine background BC mass concentrations of remote marine environments, the BC mass concentrations are analysed as frequency distributions. In this way, the permeation of pollution (using the tracer BC) can be evaluated both as a function of persistence and overall mass contribution.

BC mass concentrations from the Southern Ocean PEGASO cruise are found to have a persistent mode of very low concentrations ($<0.4 \text{ ng m}^{-3}$) of BC mass in pristine marine conditions. A second available SP2 dataset, from a short campaign at Mace Head research station (MHD), over April 2$^{nd}$-24$^{th}$ 2015, is also analysed (see Methods for details about MHD) and found to have a similarly persistent but low BC concentrations. These results are reported in the following section with more detail.

4.1 The clean Southern Ocean confirmed by SP2 measurements

The PEGASO campaign allowed for measurements to be taken from typical Southern Ocean source regions and included aerosol from maritime tropical, maritime polar, and continental Antarctic air masses. The air mass back trajectories which crossed the path of the research vessel are shown in Figure 4.1. The trajectories were
Results 1—black carbon measurements in marine environments suggest the persistence of clean conditions calculated in relation to the movement of the ship, with a starting height of 50 m above sea level, every 12 hours for a backwards run time of 72 hours. Typically, maritime tropical air masses that advected over the ship during the cruise experienced some modification from the South American continent evidenced by increased BC mass concentrations.

![Overlaid air mass back trajectories (AMBT) on cruise region. Each trajectory shows the relative air mass path (white-black lines) 72 hours prior to crossing the ship’s path (red) at 100 m above sea level (ASL). The height of the trajectory relative to sea level is shown in greyscale, and for the most part reflects that most of the trajectories stayed well below 500 m ASL.](image)

During the cruise, 5711 minutes (952 hours or 39.66 days) of SP2 data were recorded, of which 40931 minutes (682 hours or 28.4 days) were not obviously contaminated by local pollution from the research vessel nor involved in lab generated sampling. These 28.4 days are used as the ambient Southern Ocean measurements. The mass concentration of BC (ng m\(^{-3}\)) measured in Antarctica by location can be seen in Figure 4.2. For most of the traversed path, BC levels remained below 1 ng m\(^{-3}\). Times when larger concentrations occurred have been attributed to either local (Island human activity), transported pollution (from the South American continent), or possible ship pollution. The period of mid-high BC concentration (~ 80 ng m\(^{-3}\) average with sustained concentrations above 4 ng m\(^{-3}\) lasting 1 – 3 hours) between the Shetland and S. Orkney Islands had air mass back trajectories which revealed the air movements advecting across the Shetland Islands before arriving at the research vessel. The periods of high BC (25 – 400 ng m\(^{-3}\) average lasting 6 - 12 hours), which occurred within 10° latitude and longitude of the Sandwich Islands, can be largely
Results 1—black carbon measurements in marine environments suggest the persistence of clean conditions attributed to long range transport (30 to +72 hours prior) of aerosol advecting over Argentina to meet the ship. However, local pollution from other unknown vessels has not been ruled out. Additionally, measurements taken around King George Island were considered polluted (~50 ng m$^{-3}$), in line with results from Weller et al. (2013) which suggest BC annual mass concentrations are higher here than at other coastal stations.

![Image of cruise path](image)

Figure 4.2. The ship’s cruise path is shown on a latitude-longitude map, with continental borders shown in green. The BC concentration is shown in a linear greyscale, where white represents a BC mass concentration of 0 ng m$^{-3}$ and black represents +17 ng m$^{-3}$. It should be noted that BC was sometimes measured in excess of 1000 ng m$^{-3}$, however the scale is used to demonstrate the frequency and location for which the measurements were less than 1 ng m$^{-3}$. The red dotted line indicates parts of the cruise in which no ambient data was available, or for which ambient data was exposed to the research vessel’s own ship exhaust plumes and deleted for analysis.

The 28.4 days of ambient Southern Ocean BC data from the Scotia Sea region can be used to assess the persistence of BC pollution in this remote oceanic region. The BC mass concentration data is plotted as a frequency distribution (Figure 4.3) and lognormally fitted using the IGOR Pro (Version 6.37, WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA) *multipeakfitting2* package (WaveMetrics, 2015). The frequency distributions were calculated in 1000 equally stepped bins in logspace, as concentrations were measured from zero to over 1000 ng m$^{-3}$. Each bin was normalised to its bin width in linear space, then using a baseline of 0, lognormal modes were fitted to the distribution iteratively to minimise residuals. The parameters of these modes were
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then used to describe the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile of the modal BC. For a lognormal distribution ($\ln(\sigma_g)$), the difference between the BC concentration of the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile ($C_{95\%}$) and the modal concentration ($C_{50\%}$) is considered $2\sigma_g$ (Hinds, 1982).

$$2\sigma_g = \frac{C_{95\%}}{C_{50\%}}$$

The resulting fitted frequency distribution and modes are presented in Figure 4.3, with lognormal modes described numerically in Table 4.1, with the most frequent occurrences of BC mass often below 1 ng m\textsuperscript{-3}. The fitted ambient measurements reveal that aerosol in the Southern Ocean during austral summer is most frequently (93 % of the time) permeated by BC mass concentration < 0.39 ng m\textsuperscript{-3}. To a lesser extent, three modes were detected with varying degrees of pollution. The first, occurring for approximately 7 % of the time, showed BC concentrations between 0.4 ng m\textsuperscript{-3} and 5 ng m\textsuperscript{-3} (Table 4.1) and will be considered ‘clean’ (as it is not pristine nor is it polluted). The second mode contained BC mass concentrations of 5 – 81 ng m\textsuperscript{-3}, and the last contained 81 – 612 ng m\textsuperscript{-3}. The latter two modes occurred ~ 0.3 % of the time with negligible measurements of BC mass concentrations in excess of 612 ng m\textsuperscript{-3}. Since, populated islands were found to cause an increase in BC concentrations of a ~50 ng m\textsuperscript{-3}, contamination from islands should be accounted for in the Southern Ocean region. The frequency of detection of this contamination was < 0.3 % for the cruise, which traversed close to the Islands. Therefore, this frequency occurrence may be biased high for measurements in the remote Southern Ocean. However, for coastal research stations in and around Antarctica this may be a constant source of pollution which may artificially increase background BC observations. Ship pollution can also be a major source of contamination, not just to the environment but to measurements aboard research vessels. This pollution must be considered in post-measurement analysis. Such contamination was identified and discarded in this study, but some small fraction of local or re-circulated ship contamination may have missed detection. Additionally, the Southern Ocean was observed to have very low ambient concentrations of BC, with BC concentrations above 612 ng m\textsuperscript{-3} occurring less than 0.001 % of the cruise duration.
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Figure 4.3. Frequency distribution plot of AD dataset from the SP2 instrument. Normalised frequency of occurrence (%) are shown against BC mass concentrations for bins equally spaced in logspace. Fitted lognormal modes are shown. Top of the graph shows the lognormal mode position with geometric standard deviation (σ_g) underneath.

4.2 OM is not correlated to BC in clean conditions

Evaluating the prevalence of BC mass concentrations in marine air enables the separation of air into that affected by pollution and not affected. This is important for organic material, which can be marine or anthropogenic in origin, and which has source dependent aerosol properties. Studies have also shown that anthropogenic transport of trace elements (such as nitrogen and iron) and subsequent deposition onto the ocean surface can lead to increased marine biological production (Baker and Croot, 2010; Duce et al., 2008). With the right environmental conditions, such as oceanic upwelling (Smith and Konferenzen, 1995), an area such as the Western Coast of South America may experience frequent continental transport and upwelling which could result in a correlation between anthropogenic pollution and subsequent marine OM concentrations which are in fact related but not simultaneously correlated in time. However, simultaneous high time-resolution measurements of BC (a tracer of anthropogenic aerosol) and OM after long-term prevailing clean conditions or oceanic downwelling should not be correlated. The extent to which submicron organic mass (OM), exclusive of methanesulphonic acid, should be
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considered marine in origin in the Southern Ocean has been questioned (Shank et al., 2012) on the basis of high correlations between OM and BC mass concentrations. The somewhat polluted and pristine observations periods of the Southern Ocean dataset are evaluated to test the degree to which OM (as a function of BC) can be considered marine in origin.

OM mass concentration (µg m$^{-3}$) from the Southern Ocean is compared against BC mass concentrations (SP2 measurements), and the ratio of OM:BC is also compared against BC (Figure 4.4). The data is capped at a moderately clean limit of < 5 ng m$^{-3}$ (Table 4.1), and also a pristine limit of 0.4 ng m$^{-3}$. Parallel OM measurements from and HR-ToF-AMS for the clean and pristine periods were used for comparison. The comparison of OM to BC for the Southern Ocean data yields no correlation ($R^2 = 0.002$, for OM and OM/BC alike), supporting the idea that measured OM in pristine—moderately clean conditions is, in fact, marine in origin.

Three years of MAAP (see Section 3.4) equivalent BC (EBC) data and high resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer data gathered at MHD (2009 – 2011) (O’Dowd et al., 2014) is used as a basis for comparison against Southern Ocean data. The MHD data is defined as being clean and pristine at levels of < 50 ng m$^{-3}$ and < 15 ng m$^{-3}$, respectively (Grigas et al., 2017). The Southern Ocean has not been categorised similarly with multi-year data, although Shank et al. (2012) has reported that clean-conditions are met only when SP2 measured BC mass concentrations are < 1.8 ng m$^{-3}$. Therefore, pristine and clean limits are set according to the cleanest (approximately < 0.4 ng m$^{-3}$) and second cleanest (approximately < 5 ng m$^{-3}$) modes presented in Table 4.1 from the PEGASO cruise SP2 dataset. The differences in the limits between each ocean are owed to a combination of factors including different instrumentation (discussed further in the Section 4.3), ocean environments, and sampling duration. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the Southern Ocean data is similar to data from the North East Atlantic under clean conditions. The Southern Ocean data contained lower BC mass concentrations which can be explained by the differences in BC instrumentation, where the Southern Ocean measurements were taken by an SP2 which measures incandescent mass vs. the MAAP used in the North East Atlantic which measures optically absorbing mass. The MAAP measuring higher BC mass concentrations has also been reported in inter-comparison studies (Slowik et al., 2007; Raatikainen et al., 2015). OM measurements In the Southern Ocean were much lower overall than those reported from the North East Atlantic by almost an order of magnitude. This was then propagated into the OM/BC ratios which were higher overall in the Southern Ocean. Large OM plumes were not observed during the cruise in the Southern Ocean during clean conditions, which is in opposition to observations in the North East Atlantic where relatively large plumes of OM occur in clean conditions (Figure 4.4). Observations of large OM plumes in the Southern
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Ocean were concurrent with BC plumes, which may be why correlations between OM and BC in the Southern ocean have been erroneously extended to the North East Atlantic (Shank et al., 2012).

Table 4.1. Parameters from the lognormal mode fittings of the frequency distribution by peak (pk). Mode positions ($C_0$) and $\sigma_g$ are in terms of the BC mass concentration in ng m$^{-3}$, while the amplitude of the mode (Amp) is in % occurrence and is not the height of the mode but rather the amplitude as described in Hinds (1982). The BC concentration for which 95 % of the mode is accounted for ($C_{95\%}$, see Methods) is in ng m$^{-3}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>$C_0$</th>
<th>$\sigma_g$</th>
<th>Amp</th>
<th>$C_{95%}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antarctica pk 1</td>
<td>9.56E-02</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>6.54E+00</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctica pk 2</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.25E-01</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctica pk 3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>5.43E-03</td>
<td>80.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctica pk 4</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>4.42E-04</td>
<td>612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD pk 1</td>
<td>9.86E-02</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.30E+00</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD pk 2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.24E+00</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD pk 3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>2.33E-01</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD pk 4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>3.09E-02</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD pk 5</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.32E-02</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.4. Comparison between the OM (µg m\(^{-3}\)) concentration and OM:BC (ng m\(^{-3}\)/ng m\(^{-3}\)) ratios of Southern Ocean (left panels) which were taken as clean levels for BC < 5 ng m\(^{-3}\) (black circles) and pristine for BC < 0.4 ng m\(^{-3}\) (red circles), and MH from O’Dowd et al. (2014) reproduced (right panels). Southern Ocean data points are shown in open black circles. Crosses represent the O’Dowd et al. (2014) data, where the red crosses denote BC < 15 ng m\(^{-3}\). The MH data shows equivalent BC (EBC) from an MAAP, so likely BC concentrations are biased high as compared with the Southern Ocean SP2 data.

4.3 The clean North East Atlantic confirmed by SP2 measurements and MAAP comparison

While it might be expected that marine BC mass concentrations in the North Atlantic, being in the Northern Hemisphere, would be higher than that of the Southern Hemisphere, no comparison of parallel SP2 instrument measurements of background BC levels have been reported. At Mace Head (MHD) research station, a coastal North Atlantic Station, 51 % of measured air masses adhere to the clean sector wind direction (Jennings et al., 2003), and of those, the vast majority adheres to ‘pristine’
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criteria (BC < 15 ng m$^{-3}$ via MAAP) (Grigas et al., 2017). It should be noted that these BC mass concentrations limits were calculated by a MAAP through the conversion of optically absorption, and these concentrations should be larger than concentrations measured with an SP2, as the latter measures BC particles via laser incandescence. O’Dowd et al. (2014) showed that when applying both wind direction and BC criteria, maritime measurements from the North East Atlantic exhibit marine aerosol properties unperturbed by anthropogenic influences, seemingly supporting an idea that the North Atlantic often has a relatively low background level of BC. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first published SP2 dataset from Mace Head research station, and for the greater sub-polar North East Atlantic region.

Figure 4.5. Air mass back trajectories shown for April 2–20 at 12-hour intervals (red lines). Each trajectory is projected 72 hours from 15 m above sea level from Mace Head research station (MHD). Top right of the graph shows detailed overlay of the MHD geographic location relative to other Irish cities.

The MHD campaign was impacted by several different air masses and include both a maritime polar (mP) and maritime tropical (mT) air mass, as well as a maritime Arctic (mA) and continental polar (cP) air mass. Some of the marine air masses were modified by continental Europe, such as with mT air masses passing over Southern
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Ireland. Air mass back-trajectories calculated from MHD at a starting height of 50 m above sea level, every 12 hours for a backwards run time of 72 hours, are shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.6. Percentage of total BC mass loading (concentration) by wind direction (0°-360°) for the month of April 2015 at Mace Head atmospheric research station (MHD). Total black carbon mass concentration measured over the entire measurement period is shown at the bottom. The percent of the total BC mass loading measured (radial lines in %) by each 10° WD increment is shown in blue as a function of WD. The MHD “clean sector” is considered between 190–300°, which is indicated in thicker black lines.

The full (SP2) BC dataset for the month of April 2015, is shown in Figure 4.6 as a total BC mass concentration loading wind rose, and also as a time series in Figure 4.7. The wind rose shows the percentage total measured BC from a certain wind direction as a function of the gross total BC concentration measured over the whole period. From the wind rose it is apparent that a large percentage (~28%) of the total black carbon mass came from the marine sector direction with 15% coming from between 195-215°. Approximately 36% of the total BC (18,220 ng m⁻³) came from directly inland (Figure 4.6). Over the observation period, about 50,614.5 ng m⁻³ of BC was cumulatively measured, with the 0.1 ng m⁻³ (WD ~ 290°) and 680 ng m⁻³ (WD ~ 124°) being the lowest and highest hourly averaged concentration over the period (Figure 4.7). The wind rose only indicates the total mass BC loading by wind direction, but does not relay the duration or magnitude of high BC concentration measurements measured by the SP2, meaning a long period of low BC concentrations from one wind direction can appear similar to a very short period of high BC concentration. However, this information is relayed in the time series (Figure 4.7) which shows both wind direction and BC concentration. Based on the air mass trajectories a portion of
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...the BC mass from the marine sector can be attributed to recirculation from the Irish coast. This is a commonly encountered air trajectory movement in Ireland due to the normal track of Atlantic depressions which causes cyclonic activity (Lamb, 1972). The cyclonic activity, centred over Ireland or the North East Atlantic, leads to the recirculation of continentally modified air out into the ocean, where it then approaches MHD from the marine wind direction sector. The time trends of BC and wind direction (Figure 4.7) confirm periods of frequent South Westerly winds which were within the marine sector but coincided with concentrations on the order of 10 – 1000 ng m⁻³. The larger concentrations mostly coincides with cyclonic activity which circulates air down from the north over the United Kingdom and (or) mainland Western Europe out over the Atlantic again where it approaches MHD from the south west. This cyclonic activity is growing more common with increasing vigour of global circulation yearly (Sweeney, 1985).

Figure 4.7. Time series of MHD BC data and wind direction (WD) data for April 2 – 20, 2015 during the MHD campaign. On top, BC data from the SP2 (black – hourly averaged, grey—1-minute resolution) and MAAP (red – hourly averaged, pink—1-minute resolution) are shown. The green line straight across indicates 7 ng m⁻³. On the bottom, WD data is shown in degrees (°), with the blue shaded area denoting clean sector WD.

Clean sector analysis at MHD follows stringent criteria which ensure the sampling of clean marine air. These criteria include wind direction (190° – 300°), a total particle concentration (dₘ > 20 nm) below 700 cm⁻³, post-analysis assessment of trajectories to ensure no advection over land within 4-5 days previous, and BC mass concentrations below 15 ng m⁻³ as measured by and MAAP (or 50 ng m⁻³ as measured by an aethalometer)(Ceburnis et al., 2011). This analysis has already established that wind direction alone is not an effective filter for pollution (Figure 4.6). However, the SP2 MHD dataset, presented here as marine, is only filtered for WD on the assumption that what can reach MHD through the oceanic sector WD could be
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measured from a remote the remote North East Atlantic. These data, plotted as a frequency distribution (Figure 4.8) and fitted with lognormal distributions, show four concentration modes. Each mode relates to a grouped range of BC concentrations which occur, or are measured, at MHD and can each be considered here to represent different sources of BC. The lowest measured BC mode described to be within the 95th percentile (see Eq. 17) included concentrations < 0.29 ng m⁻³, which occurred 34 % of the time. The highest occurrence at 55 %, within the WD criteria, came from the second lognormal mode between 0.29 ng m⁻³ and 5 ng m⁻³. The next mode, 5 – 21 ng m⁻³, occurred for just over 10 % of time. The last two modes occurred for a combined 1.1 % of the time extending up to 85 ng m⁻³ and then up to 566 ng m⁻³, for 0.8 % and 0.3 % of the time respectively (Table 4.1). Unlike the data presented in Grigas et al. (2017), which took all sector data from five years of MAAP measurements at MHD, the frequency distributions of the clean sector analysis used just over 150 hours of high time-resolution data. Thus, while the four modes are recorded in Table 4.1, the efficacy of a frequency distribution analysis on this length of data may be somewhat lessened, and therefore, the Grigas et al. (2017) pollution categorisation is used over the modal frequencies presented here for comparison discussed later in this analysis. Since the Grigas et al. (2017) pollution categorisation is for MAAP based mass concentrations which likely overestimate the mass concentrations measured by the SP2, a correction between the MAAP and SP2 instruments should be made and is calculated from the inter-comparison of the two instruments running simultaneously at MHD (Figure 4.7) discussed further on.

Similar to the Southern Ocean results, the lowest BC mass concentration mode in the North East Atlantic is centred on a mode peak of 0.10 ng m⁻³. While this mode was observed nearly 3x more often in the Southern Ocean than the North East Atlantic, this is to be expected. The month of April in the Atlantic may be considered one of the most polluted months in the Atlantic, having some of the lowest occurrences of pristine days at ~ 1 day per month (Hamilton et al., 2014). The model study, Hamilton et al. (2014), reports that the North East Atlantic in another month, such as August, could have anywhere from 2-10 days of pristine weather. Since April compared with August could reasonably have a third of the pristine days, it would stand to reason that the frequency occurrence of pristine air in North East Atlantic during August would have thrice the frequency. This implies that the North East Atlantic summer would experience a similar occurrence of the BC mass concentration mode peak of 0.10 ng m⁻³ as the Southern Ocean in austral summer. The evidence of both oceans having similarly low modal concentrations (and likely BC sources) supports the assumption that the low BC mass concentration mode centred at ~0.1 ng m⁻³ may be considered a baseline for global clean marine conditions. A comparison of the Southern Ocean and MHD fitted frequency distributions of the SP2 BC measurements can be seen in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8. Frequency distribution plot of MHD BC mass concentration measurements from the SP2 instrument. The graph shows BC mass concentrations for bins lognormally spaced ($d\log BC \approx 0.06$ ng m$^{-3}$ in depth). Lognormal modes are shown separate from the combine frequency distribution with the lognormal mode position and geometric standard deviation ($\sigma_g$) shown at top.

Figure 4.9. Comparison between the fitted frequency distributions of three sets of BC data. The distribution for Antarctica is represented in red. The MHD data is represented by two distributions of the SP2 data, filtered for clean WD (green) and unfiltered (black). The actual frequency distribution data which was fitted is shown in lighter shades of the aforementioned colours. Fitted distributions for Antarctica and MHD clean WD data are shown with peak modes.
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Comparing SP2 and MAAP parallel measurements

While only 36 % of the MHD SP2 observation period was compliant with wind directions clean sector criteria, the full month of data was also analysed as a frequency distribution (Figure 4.9). The full month differs from the oceanic sector WD data in that there is increased frequency of more polluted modes. Additionally, a comparison can be made between simultaneous MAAP measurements during that time. The BC datasets from Mace Head (SP2 and MAAP) were averaged hourly to reduce noise from the MAAP time series (time series raw and averaged can be seen in Figure 4.7). The hourly datasets of the SP2 and MAAP were then correlated using a linear regression method, which resolves Pearson correlation coefficients (r) and fit equations.

The trend of SP2 data against MAAP data (Figure 4.10) shows decreasing agreement with increasing mass concentrations. The MAAP measures black carbon optically through the absorption of radiation. When non-BC absorbing particles are present the MAAP overestimates BC concentration due to interference with the other absorbing matter (Cappa et al., 2008). Due to the interference overestimation could be the result of calibration conversion for absorption to mass in the MAAP if it is calibrated preferentially for clean conditions (Slowik et al., 2007). Therefore, the trend between SP2 and MAAP data must be fit with separate linear regressions to accurately compare BC concentration regimes between the two instruments. In cleaner conditions (<30 ng m\(^{-3}\)), the MAAP overestimates by a smaller fraction, but is offset by about +2.3 ng m\(^{-3}\) from measurements made by the SP2 (blue line in Figure 4.10). Conversely, in more pollution (>30 ng m\(^{-3}\)) the MAAP tends to overestimate BC more but without a significant offset (red and black lines Figure 4.10). To accommodate this in the analysis presented here, linear regressions were fit from 0 – 30 ng m\(^{-3}\) (to represent clean conditions), 0 – 150 ng m\(^{-3}\) and 150—13071 ng m\(^{-3}\) (maximum data point) detection on the MAAP scale. The results show relatively good agreement in each case with \(r = 0.990\), \(r = 0.987\), and \(r = 0.985\) for the lower to higher concentration regressions, respectively. From these it is seen that the MAAP overestimated BC differently for each BC concentration regime. At the two lower concentration regimes the MAAP overestimates by a little less than a third, while at the highest concentration regime (red line in Figure 4.10) it overestimates BC by a little less than half. It is important to note that at BC concentrations associated with pristine conditions (MAAP measuring < 15 ng m\(^{-3}\)) the small offset in the linear regression trend represents a significant change in BC concentration measured by the SP2. For this reason the pristine and clean limits must be treated separately for comparison.

The (approximately) 44 % overestimation of the BC mass concentration by the MAAP appears extreme but another comparison of an MAAP to SP2 in Raatikainen et al.
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(2015), reported an even more extreme over-estimation of the MAAP measurements (from 0 – 700 ng m$^{-3}$) by 500 % of the SP2 measurements. That study could only justify the overestimation with the assumption that some large fraction of the absorbent material (possibly brown carbon) being optically measured by the SP2 had high volatility or low absorption at the wavelength used by the SP2. However, a 50 % overestimation of mass by the MAAP as compared with the SP2 has also been reported in Slowik et al. (2007), and this overestimation is proposed to be the result of calibration conversion for absorption to mass in the MAAP. The calibration standard used for the SP2 may also not be ideal for BC found in the North East Atlantic and may combine with the MAAP calibration to reasonably explain a portion of the overestimation, although no more than about a 30 % difference, as an instrumental calibration issue would be consistent over all the linear fits.

According to Grigas et al. (2017), pristine air occurs at MHD when BC concentrations < 15 ng m$^{-3}$ as measured by the MAAP. It is estimated that on average this corresponds to an SP2 reading of 7.4 or ~ 7 ng m$^{-3}$, implying that the first two frequency SP2 BC modes (see Table 4.1) in the North Atlantic clean wind sector dataset can be considered pristine. More conversions from MAAP sector classifications to SP2 can be seen in Table 4.2. Applying this further to the SP2 BC frequency modes measured at MHD the third mode would straddle the pristine (BC < 7 ng m$^{-3}$) and clean classification (7 ng m$^{-3}$ < BC < 34 ng m$^{-3}$). The fourth peak falls into the moderately polluted category, with the final peak falls into the polluted category. The statistical grouping of BC mass concentrations (from a clean sector wind direction of 190° – 300°) based upon this categorisation is shown in Figure 4.1a, which also shows the frequency of occurrence of the classification. Based on clean sector wind direction alone, this study finds that springtime aerosol is either within the pristine or clean marine air category 65 % of the time at MHD, and in general (without clean sector wind direction criteria) springtime aerosol is within those classifications 2.5 % of the time (see Figure 4.1b).
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\[ [150,1371] \text{SP2} = 0.56(\text{MAAP}) + 8.63 \quad r = 0.985 \]
\[ [0,150] \text{SP2} = 0.69(\text{MAAP}) - 0.11 \quad r = 0.987 \]
\[ [0,30] \text{SP2} = 0.65(\text{MAAP}) - 2.33 \quad r = 0.990 \]

Figure 4.10. Comparison of the SP2 and MAAP measurements running simultaneously at Mace Head for the month of April 2015. Green points are for averaged hour resolution data. A 1:1 fit line is shown in back dashes. Red line is a least square fit linear regression for data on the range of MAAP BC concentrations of 150 – 1371 ng m\(^{-3}\), where the black line is the same but for concentrations below 150 ng m\(^{-3}\), and the blue line for concentrations of 0 – 30 ng m\(^{-3}\). Comparison is not linear over all concentrations, so this is used to derive relative BC concentration over different regimes. If MAAP concentration is 15 ng m\(^{-3}\), then SP2 concentration \(~ 7\) ng m\(^{-3}\), and where the MAAP concentration would read 50 ng m\(^{-3}\), the SP2 would read \(~ 34\) ng m\(^{-3}\).

Table 4.2. The classification of air masses arriving at MHD from BC mass concentration data. The classifications were derived by Grigas et al. (2017) based upon five years of MAAP data from MHD. Using SP2 and MAAP comparisons the equivalent mass concentrations as measured by an SP2 instrument are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BC sector classification</th>
<th>Pristine</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>moderately polluted</th>
<th>polluted</th>
<th>extremely polluted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grigas et al. (2017) MAAP</td>
<td>&lt; 15</td>
<td>15 - 50</td>
<td>50 - 300</td>
<td>300 - 1000</td>
<td>&gt; 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2 equivalent</td>
<td>&lt; 7</td>
<td>7 - 34</td>
<td>34 - 177</td>
<td>177 - 570</td>
<td>&gt; 570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.11. a) Black carbon concentrations are shown with statistical grouping by box plot (left axis) and by frequency of occurrence (right axis) for WD clean data. b) Black carbon mass concentrations are shown with statistical grouping by box plot (left axis) and the percent contribution to total BC mass measured (right axis) for all MHD SP2 data. Both plots are as a function of BC sector classification (see Table 6.2) defined in Grigas et al. (2017) and adapted to SP2 concentrations.

4.4 How prevalent is BC in the remote marine environment?

Overall, the Southern Ocean proved reasonably devoid of persistent intense pollution, with 93% of a two-month campaign showing less than 0.4 ng m\(^{-3}\) of BC mass (this would translate to about 4.2 ng m\(^{-3}\) reading on the MAAP). Island activity was shown to influence the ambient aerosol with ~ 50 ng m\(^{-3}\) of BC measured by the SP2 (~73 ng m\(^{-3}\) MAAP), making local sources responsible for enhancing BC concentration up to levels which exceed clean air criteria even by North East Atlantic (MHD) standards.

MHD is also clean for large periods in spring with an average exposure of the marine North East Atlantic environment to 35% of the time of moderately – extremely polluted periods. The rest of the time can be considered clean, being pristine (<7 ng m\(^{-3}\)) about 41% of the time. When inter-comparing the simultaneous MAAP and SP2 measurements at MHD, different linear fits were used for different BC mass
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concentration regimes. The clean concentrations (<30 ng m\(^{-3}\)) have a slightly different y-intercept to the moderately clean concentrations (<150 ng m\(^{-3}\)) and this alters concentrations on the order of 1 ng m\(^{-3}\) or less, such as with 0.4 ng m\(^{-3}\). Each relationship is described by a different linear fit: \([BC_{SP2}] = 0.65 \cdot [BC_{MAAP}] - 2.33\) for \(BC_{MAAP} < 30\) ng m\(^{-3}\), \([BC_{SP2}] = 0.69 \cdot [BC_{MAAP}] - 0.11\) for \(BC_{MAAP} < 150\) ng m\(^{-3}\), and \([BC_{SP2}] = 0.56 \cdot [BC_{MAAP}] + 8.63\) for 150 ng m\(^{-3}\) < \(BC_{MAAP}\). In pristine conditions an SP2 measurement of zero BC would be equivalent to a MAAP measurement of \(3.6\) ng m\(^{-3}\).

The Southern Ocean SP2 measurements are of the same magnitude as those reported by other studies. Shank et al. (2012), reported a maximum clean-condition BC concentration of 1.8 ng m\(^{-3}\) in the Southern Pacific area where our study found a clean-condition BC concentration of 0.4 ng m\(^{-3}\) for the Scotia Sea, implying that BC mass concentrations may range within the Southern Ocean region. The Neumayer station reported nearly constant long-term yearly BC measurements of ~2 ng m\(^{-3}\) (MAAP) (Weller et al., 2013) and would be equivalent to an SP2 reading of nominally zero. This would suggest that coastal stations like these experience similar levels of pollution as compared with the open ocean around Antarctica.

The Northern and Southern Hemispheres experience different levels of pollution due, perhaps, to a combination of seasonal differences and the increased industrial activity and population of the Northern Hemisphere. However, this study shows that remote Oceans, such as the North East Atlantic and Southern Ocean experience similarly low levels of BC pollution (~ 0.1 ng m\(^{-3}\)). Discrepancies in frequency of occurrence should be ignored as the different seasonal measurement periods create inequity in the comparison between the two remote oceanic systems. Each BC concentration mode in the frequency of occurrence graphs (e.g. Figure 4.9) represents a different source of BC. The overlapping position of the modes in the two oceans is suggestive of similar BC sources, having equally small concentration modal positions regardless of hemisphere. This implies that the North East Atlantic can be as pristine as the Southern Ocean. Additionally, during periods of pristine BC mass concentration conditions (<0.4 ng m\(^{-3}\)), no correlation was found between OM and BC \((r^2 = 0.002)\) in the Southern Ocean, matching similar results of non-correlation \((r^2 = 0.006)\) for pristine periods observed over the North East Atlantic. This suggests that while limits of clean marine conditions may vary, once applied correctly, marine aerosol can be considered to be free of anthropogenic influence.
5. Results 2—summertime aerosol physico-chemical properties and links to cloud activation in the Southern Ocean

This chapter focuses on aerosol properties in the Southern Ocean, around Antarctica, through the Drake Passage and Scotia Sea region. The Southern Ocean is an ideal natural laboratory to study marine aerosol production and sources as demonstrated by the previous chapter. This chapter seeks to characterise physio-chemical properties of the summertime aerosol in the Scotia Sea region of the Southern Ocean. This location was originally chosen for its proximity to the Weddell Sea, which experiences intensive below/in-ice algal blooms where increased production of secondary marine aerosol has been measured (O’Dowd et al., 1997a; Zemmelink et al., 2008; Zemmelink et al., 2005). Increased concentrations of DMSP, the precursor form of aqueous DMS, have been reported for phytoplankton species in colder temperatures (likely acting as a cryoprotectant) (Karsten et al., 1996) and in ice-covered waters (Galindo et al., 2015). As the Weddell Sea is one of the coldest seas in the world, temperature related increases in DMSP production are extremely relevant. In summer, some of the sheet ice breaks up and becomes pack ice and a water-air interface is established. DMSP also has a strong dependence on bloom species type, where multiple species of dinoflagellates and coccolithophores are associated with greater DMSP production and diatom blooms are often associated with negligible concentrations of DMSP (Lizotte et al., 2012). A study (Lizotte et al., 2017) conducted in the Southern Ocean region during the austral summer reported that sampled blooms dominated by dinoflagellates and coccolithophores had DMSP concentrations which significantly correlated to Chl-a measurements, suggesting that in these seasonal blooms, DMSP production may be tracked using autotrophic biomass. Due to both the absence of continental contamination and also the abundance of blooms in the Scotia Sea and Weddell Sea region, the Southern Ocean offers unique measurement opportunities to study the effects of biological activity on CCN properties.

This chapter presents data gathered from a suite of in-situ instrumentation on a sea expedition around the Drake Passage of the Southern Ocean from January 2nd to February 12th, 2015. A detailed description of the instrumentation set-up can be found in Section 3.1.1. The following is an investigation of the aerosol physio-chemical traits of both on-site lab-generated sea spray and ambient aerosol. Physical and chemical properties of PM$_1$ sub-cloud ambient particles are characterised for steady-state air masses encountered during the cruise.
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5.1 CCN in regional air masses

This section characterises steady-state aerosol properties associated with different air masses in the oceanic region. Analysis of the data revealed 12 pseudo-steady state periods, shown in Figure 5.1 (and further described in Table 5.1), from which 2 main prominent air masses were identified and one less prominent (‘pseudo-steady-state’ defined in Section 3.5.1). The two predominant air masses were continental Antarctica (cAA) and maritime polar (mP), while the less frequent air mass was maritime tropical (mT) which was generally associated with polluted incursions from South American outflow, as shown in Figure 5.2.

The CCNC used during the cruise was calibrated as described in Section 3.3.1. Following arguments made in Rose et al.(2008), charge corrections were not deemed necessary since no sigmoidal shoulder appeared in the data. The CCNC cycled through five water supersaturations which after calibration were found to be 0.08, 0.29, 0.47, 0.82, and 1.48 %. Critical dry diameters for this supersaturation rage were obtained at a minimum time resolution of one hour.

5.1.1 Physico-chemical aerosol properties in cAA air masses

The cAA air masses formed over Antarctica are amongst the coldest and driest in the world. During this cruise, cAA air masses encountered were sourced from the Antarctic plateaux flowing Northward in the katabatic outflowing wind driven by the subsiding free troposphere (FT) air in the high-pressure polar region above the plateaux. The cAA outflow traverses initially ice surfaces which evolve into broken pack ice as the air advects out over the Weddell Sea, en route to the open oceanic waters. In summer, as the pack ice replaces the winter sheet ice, the biologically-rich waters are exposed, presumably enabling the sea-air flux of particles and gases. HYSPLIT (Stein et al., 2015) trajectories reveal that the air flow over the Weddell Sea was generally associated with stagnant high-pressure systems taking, at times, up to 90-120 hours to penetrate through to the open waters. All the cAA periods discussed here were affected by the passage over the Weddell Sea before reaching the ship, so they are, strictly speaking, modified cAA. These periods show the highest Chl-α mean concentration along the trajectory paths (see Section 3.5.1) and are likely influenced by biologically productive waters in the Weddell Sea.

Each air mass hosted aerosol with distinctive characteristics associated with that particular air mass, therefore both the cAA cases and mP cases were each consolidated, respectively, into a representative air mass type ‘average’ for ease of comparison, shown in Figure 5.3. The individual periods included in the consolidated
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dataset are displayed in Figure 5.1, where the cAA case is combined cAA periods 1, 2, 3, and 4, and where the mP case is combined mP periods 1, 3, 4, and 5).
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A. Particle size distribution and Chl-a concentration for cAA 1 at 36.00 h.
B. Deposition velocity and organic matter concentration for cAA 1 at 36.00 h.
C. Inter-modal Min. concentration for cAA 1 at 36.00 h.
D. Deposition velocity and organic matter concentration for cAA 2 at 10.42 h.

A. Particle size distribution and Chl-a concentration for cAA 2 at 10.42 h.
B. Deposition velocity and organic matter concentration for cAA 2 at 10.42 h.
C. Inter-modal Min. concentration for cAA 2 at 10.42 h.
D. Deposition velocity and organic matter concentration for cAA 3 at 4.50 h.

A. Particle size distribution and Chl-a concentration for cAA 3 at 4.50 h.
B. Deposition velocity and organic matter concentration for cAA 3 at 4.50 h.
C. Inter-modal Min. concentration for cAA 3 at 4.50 h.
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**cAA 4**
- 4.83 h
- **Chl-a (mg m⁻³), Traj. mean: 0.68**

**mP 1**
- 6.00 h
- **Chl-a (mg m⁻³), Traj. mean: 0.27**

**mP 2**
- 11.50 h
- **Chl-a (mg m⁻³), Traj. mean: 0.16**

- **N: 297 cm⁻³, V: 0.30 μm³ cm⁻³**
- **0.82 μg m⁻³, BC 0.16 ng m⁻³**
- **60.7% DON 0.67**
  - Inter-modal Min. N_{min} = 176 cm⁻³

- **N: 309 cm⁻³, V: 0.45 μm³ cm⁻³**
- **0.86 μg m⁻³, BC 0.32 ng m⁻³**
- **51.6% DON 0.31**
  - Insufficient Data

- **N: 335 cm⁻³, V: 0.48 μm³ cm⁻³**
- **0.68 μg m⁻³, BC 0.11 ng m⁻³**
- **71.4% DON 0.09**
  - Inter-modal Min. N_{min} = 221 cm⁻³

- **OM, NO₃, nssSO₄, NH₄, SS, MSA, ON**

- (Returning mP)

- (Stagnated mP)
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**mP 3**
4.25 h

**mP 4**
6.00 h

**mP 5**
7.00 h
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$mT_1$
8.50 h
(Modified mT)

$mT_2$
5.92 h

$mT_3$
6.00 h
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Figure 5.1. Aerosol chemical and physical characterization, each presented period listed in chronological order by air mass. Each period has 5 columns, descriptor, A, B, C, and D. The descriptor lists period number followed by any air mass modification then the steady-state duration of the period. [A] Chl-a satellite daily retrievals with overlaid air mass back-trajectories extracted from HYSPLIT (Rolph, 2016; Stein et al., 2015). In dotted red, PEGASO cruise ship path. In blue, 120 hr back trajectory ending 100m AGL directly above the ship location. There are three trajectories, representing the air mass origin at the start, middle, and end of the period. Chl-a satellite retrievals are at 0.1° x 0.1° resolution, where the darkest green represents close to 0 mg m⁻³, and nearly white represents 3 mg m⁻³ average Chl-a in that pixel. Chl-a scale on the top left and the average Chl-a concentration during the period under the trajectories on the top right corner. [B] Particle number (black) and volume (blue) size distributions: number distribution variance during the period is shown in grey. On top are the total average number of particles [cm⁻³] (N), and total average particulate volume [µm³ cm⁻³] (V). [C] Pie chart of chemical mass fractions (OM: organic matter, SS: sea-salt, ON: organic nitrogen). On top, submicron particle mass [µg m⁻³] followed by black carbon mass [ng m⁻³] (BC). On bottom, degree of neutralization (DON) where 1 means that all sulphate and nitrate exist as ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate (Adams et al., 1999). [D] CCN activation efficiency curves. Graph shows critical supersaturation against critical dry diameter; the slope derived from the measurements during the period is shown in black (supersaturation uncertainty presented by vertical error bars), and the predicted slopes of partially neutralized (based on DON) sulphuric acid from the AIOMFAC model shown in red while the NaCl line shown in olive brown predicted by AP3 model (Rose et al., 2008). The inter-modal minimum point, extracted from the log-normal fit of number-size-distributions, shown in blue with ±5 % size error. At top, the number of particles larger than the inter-modal minimum.
Table 5.1. Log-normal parameter fits for number and volume size distributions. Particle size, modal spread (δ), and hygroscopicity parameter (κ) for fitted number—size distribution peaks shown on left. Fitted particle volume and spread peaks shown on right. Dashed lines represent the lack of more peaks in the volumetric distributions. Missing κ-values indicate that lognormally fitted peak diameters were outside of sizes resolved by CCNC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak, nm</td>
<td>δ</td>
<td>κ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 1</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 2</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 3</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>109.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 4</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>118.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 1</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 2</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>109.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 3</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>322.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 4</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>126.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>304.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>139.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mT mod.1</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mT 2</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>343.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mT 3</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>371</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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![Figure 5.2](image_url) Map of Southern Ocean region, ship course marked in red. Movement of air masses from three principal source regions shown in blue arrows; continental Antarctic (cAA), maritime Polar (mP) from the West, and maritime tropical (mT) or modified-mT, both from north and northwest of -60° latitude. Approximate summer regions of pack ice (green striped) and lasting sheet ice (black striped) in the Weddell Sea are shown.

For the cAA case average, the total aerosol and CCN concentrations (at the highest measured supersaturation of 0.8 %) were 270 ± 40 cm⁻³ and 217 ± 31 cm⁻³, respectively. The submicron size distribution was bimodal, exhibiting a log-normal Aitken mode distribution with modal diameter peaking at 42 nm and a log-normal accumulation mode distribution with modal diameter peaking slightly larger than 100 nm (see Table 5.2). The latter mode contributed 70 % of the submicron number concentration. When the bimodal distribution is fitted with log-normal modes, the inter-modal minimum can be accurately calculated to be 56 nm (see Table 5.3). The cAA air mass average mass concentration was 0.60 ± 0.16 µg m⁻³, with black carbon concentrations of 0.17 ng m⁻³ confirming the pristine nature of the air, and DONmol of 0.17 pointing to a quite acidic aerosol. Sea-salt mass fraction derived from the AMS reveals a very modest 16 % contribution (0.095 µg m⁻³) to the total PM₁ mass, and even smaller contribution from OM (2 %). Most of the chemical composition is comprised of nss-SO₄ (61 % by mass), ammonium (4 %), and methanesulphonic acid (MSA, 15 %).

The associated critical diameter curve (i.e. $S_c v D_c$), or activation lines, for cAA aerosol indicates a chemically homogeneous aerosol as a function of size but with activation efficiency slightly less than ammonium sulphate (i.e. there is a ~12 % deviation in the $S_c$ for the environmental sample compared to that theoretically calculated for partially neutralised sulphuric acid at 27 nm, and a ~7 % deviation at 105 nm). The activation lines depend on the hygroscopicity parameter $\kappa$, which in our case is derived from CCN activation measurements; however, CCN-derived $\kappa$-values display a variance, dependent on particle size (the Kelvin effect) whereby smaller Aitken
mode particle sizes show the largest $\kappa$ variance. This variance arises in $\kappa$-Köhler theory, as $\kappa$ is associated with the water activity of a droplet rather than its size. This section of the Southern Ocean study uses sophisticated water activity vs. composition resolved values based on the Aerosol Inorganic-Organic Mixtures Functional groups Activity Coefficients (AIOMFAC) model (Appendix B.1). This can be seen for a species like ammonium sulphate for which $\kappa$-values differ from the accepted value of 0.61 (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) with size-dependence (Ovadnevaite et al., 2017). For the cAA activation efficiency curve, small differences between $D_c$ show variations in $\kappa$ (~7 % difference in $\kappa$ at 27 nm up to ~14 % difference of $\kappa$ at 104 nm, see Table 5.2) which are not within the bounds of the expected variations and point to some slight chemical inhomogeneity in the measured size range. As deviations may arise in $\kappa$-values when the chemical composition of the aerosol is size dependent, $\kappa$-values are listed with respect to the particle diameter ($D_p$) for modal number-size distribution peaks (Table 5.1 and 5.2).

On the $S_c$-$D_c$ plot (Figure 5.3), the inter-modal minimum (taken from the aerosol size distribution and thought to represent the average critical activation diameter for the activation of the size distribution into ambient clouds) occurs at a critical supersaturation of ~ 0.40 %. Using the theoretically derived activation curves of partially neutralised sulphate as a comparison, the inter-modal minimum occurs at a $D_c$ on the measured environmental activation curve well above the corresponding $D_c$ on the theoretically derived curve. This means that the $S_c$ at the inter-modal minimum of the measured aerosol is larger than the $S_c$ of aerosol composed entirely of partially or completely neutralised sulphate at that same size.

This is a reduction of activation potential from that of ammonium sulphate particles. As this is in opposition to the increase in activation potentials that would be affected by sea-salt and/or $(NH_4)_2SO_4$ - $H_2SO_4$ aerosol, the reduction is instead likely due to a mixture of (water-soluble) organics and $NH_4$ neutralising MSA (see Figure 5.4). This analysis (see Section 3.5.5) suggests little contribution of primary sea spray aerosol to ambient cAA CCN abundance.
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Figure 5.3. Physical and chemical properties of cAA (Weddell Sea influenced) air masses (a) and mP air masses (b). All data from each steady-state case are lumped together into an air mass average. Bottom left: Median number-size distribution (black) and volumetric size distribution (blue), with $D_p$ the SMPS-derived dry particle diameter. Shaded grey area represents 25th-75th percentile range with the total particle number and corresponding volume concentrations noted at the top. Bottom right: On top, the ratio of CCN to all particles greater than 20 nm, on bottom, the total number of CCN for varying supersaturation. Shaded range of supersaturations represent typical values for marine stratocumulus clouds. Top left: CCN activation efficiency as a function of critical supersaturation and particle diameter, on top, the Inter-modal minima point indicated in blue, with 10% SMPS sizing error (the blue shaded region corresponds to the spread of $S$ values considering SMPS sizing errors) and the total number concentration of particles at sizes greater than the inter-modal minima. In black, fitted CCN activation curve obtained from the measurements with corresponding error bars. The red line represents partially neutralized sulphate according to the DON indicated (using mixture of $H_2SO_4 + (NH_4)_2SO_4$), the olive brown line represents NaCl, and the purple dashed line represents ammonia-neutralised MSA (i.e. NH$_4$-MSA salt) where all lines are based on predictions by the AIOMFAC model. Top right: Pie chart of chemical mass fractions, with the total mass concentration, average black carbon concentration, and DON$_{mol}$ noted on top. The smaller pie chart is the breakdown of the non-sea-salt aerosol species.
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When a cloud forms on an initial monomodal distribution (or an existing bimodal distribution), the activated droplets selectively grow in (dry) size as the droplets act as dilute aqueous chemical reactors converting SO$_2$ into sulphate (Hoppel et al., 1994). In a bimodal number-size distribution where this process has occurred, the inter-modal minimum can be regarded as the average aerosol sample- $D_c$. Other growth processes leading to bimodality, such as coalescence and Brownian scavenging, are not considered here following arguments made by O’Dowd et al. (2000b). Namely, due to the cloudiness of the region (Figure 5.5 and 5.6), low particle concentration, and the large sized diameter of the modes. Essentially, during cloud droplet formation, a ‘bite’ is taken out of the large-diameter side of the monomodal aerosol distribution and these are activated nuclei that grow in nuclei mass via aqueous phase sulphate production in the cloud. On exit from the cloud, the emerging aerosol is bimodal, with the activated nuclei forming a larger-diameter (accumulation) mode. Hence all particles larger than $D_c$ are regarded as having been activated into cloud droplets previously and all particles smaller than $D_c$ are non-activated interstitial aerosol and remain as an Aitken mode. Using this approach, we can evaluate that, for the average of cAA aerosol forming a cloud, the $D_c$ is 56 nm, resulting from a peak supersaturation of $S_c \approx 0.4\%$, leading to the activation of 202 droplets cm$^{-3}$ from a total aerosol population of 270 cm$^{-3}$. Combining this approach with the activation curve analysis (see Section 3.5.5), we calculate that for the range of peak supersaturations (0.34 % - 0.45 %) observed in the cAA cases, 2-13 % of the activated CCN are PMA (see Table 5.4).

Figure 5.4. CCN activation efficiency as a function of critical supersaturation and diameter. Two merged cases, cAA and mP, shown in black and blue respectively. AIOMFAC model-predicted values of NaCl in olive brown, sulphate varying degree of neutralization in pink covering the DON$_{mol}$ range.
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from H$_2$SO$_4$ to (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ (dark pink), and ammonia-neutralised MSA (i.e. NH$_4$-MSA salt) in dashed purple.

Figure 5.5. Satellite images taken from NASA Worldview (NASA, 2018) (https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/) for four separate days in January 2015; (i) Jan 1st, (ii) Jan 7th, (iii) Jan 16th, and (iv) Jan 31st. Images show daily resolution of the cloudiness in the region and are representative of the cloud cover occurring for the extent of the PEGASO cruise. Each image is at ~5 km resolution and shows a composite of each day at latitudes from -80 to -45 degrees and longitudes from -103 to -35 degrees.
5.1.2 Physico-chemical aerosol properties in mP air masses

The mP air masses formed over cold unfrozen polar marine waters, around 60 °S latitude. These air masses are moist but constrained in terms of total water content by the cold environment. During Antarctic summer, the polar regions above ~65 °S latitude are characterised by prevailing easterlies near the ocean/land surface, while at mid-latitudes (30 °S – 60 °S) westerlies prevail (see, e.g., observational data and model predictions by Broeke et al. (1997)) The mP air masses during the cruise typically advected with the westerly prevailing winds as part of the Circumpolar Antarctic Circulation. The mP air masses sometimes return south as returning-mP air masses following short excursions to the north. From the selected periods in this
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study, all \(mP\) trajectories are consistently open ocean trajectories even though some may have advected relatively close to, or over, coastal waters.

By way of contrast to the \(cAA\) aerosol, the \(mP\) aerosol had an average total number concentration of \(460 \pm 223\) cm\(^{-3}\) (i.e. double that in the continental air) while activated CCN at the highest measured supersaturation (0.8 %) was \(420 \pm 168\) cm\(^{-3}\). The marine aerosol possessed a dominant Aitken mode at about 42 nm dry mobility diameter, but in contrast to the \(cAA\) aerosol had an amplitude four times that of the accumulation mode, which peaked at 140 nm. The inter-modal minimum was found at 82 nm, corresponding to critical supersaturation of 0.19 % on the \(S_c-D_c\) CCN activation curve (Figure 5.3b). It is important to note that the Aitken mode at approximately 42 nm was remarkably stable regardless of variation in modal amplitude or accumulation mode peak diameter. Also, in sharp contrast to the \(cAA\) aerosol, total mass was \(1.02 \pm 0.45\) µg m\(^{-3}\) (compared to \(~0.60\) µg m\(^{-3}\) in the \(cAA\) case) and the volumetric size distribution peaked at 210 nm and 480 nm, although the larger peak was fit with available data and may in fact peak at a larger diameter. The \(mP\) air mass had an average black carbon mass concentration of 0.12 ng m\(^{-3}\), also indicating pristine air, however DON\(_{mol}\) was 0.51 suggesting more neutralised aerosol. More sea-salt, not surprisingly, was evident in the marine aerosol with the AMS-derived mass concentrations showing a total mass concentration of 0.282 µg m\(^{-3}\), of which 28 % was sea-salt. Chemical contributions in the \(mP\) aerosol were otherwise dominated by nss-SO\(_4\) (44 %), MSA (12 %), ammonium (7 %), and OM (7 %). The \(mP\) air masses at 0.3 % supersaturation activated \(~200\) CCN cm\(^{-3}\) and at 0.8 % supersaturation approximately \(400\) CCN cm\(^{-3}\) were activated, changing the \(N_{CCN}/N_{CN}\) ratio from 0.4 to 0.7. The ratios are lower than the equivalent \(cAA\) aerosol, pointing to a lower fraction of the aerosol activating in the \(mP\) air.

Table 5.2. Log-normal fit parameters for number and volume size distributions. Particle dry diameter (peak diameter, nm), spread (\(\delta\)), \(\kappa\), and equivalent \(\kappa\)-value for pure ammonium sulphate at that particle size (AS\(_{eq}\) \(\kappa\)) for fitted number peaks shown on left. Particle volume-size distribution (peak diameter, nm) and spread (\(\delta\)) of the fitted peaks shown on right. Empty spaces indicate that corresponding peaks have an amplitude too small to be fitted reliably. All \(\kappa\) computed assuming a constant surface tension of 0.072 N m\(^{-1}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N peak, nm</th>
<th>(\delta)</th>
<th>(\kappa)</th>
<th>AS(_{eq}) (\kappa)</th>
<th>V peak, nm</th>
<th>(\delta)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cAA</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>104.2</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>193.0</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>138.7</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>212.1</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>483.3</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In the critical activation curve (Figure 5.3b), the slope is characteristic of a size-varying chemical composition for the CCN, suggesting different CCN species activating at different supersaturations and critical diameters. This is seen as the activation line of the environmental sample deviates from a parallel slope associated with any of the different homogeneous chemical species or fixed compositions and diverges from the sulphate species line, with a DON$_{mol}$ of 0.5, towards the NaCl activation line. The measured ambient critical CCN activation curve shows an inferred 23% contribution of primary sources at the inter-modal minimum. For the larger nuclei around 55 nm < $D_c$ < 200 nm, $S_c$ lies between that of standard values for sea-salt and ammonium sulphate, with a corresponding hygroscopicity parameter at CCN activation of $\kappa$ = 0.99 at 140 nm, while the activation of particles below 50 nm require a higher $S_c$, $\kappa$ = 0.47 at 42 nm (assuming a constant surface tension of 0.072 N m$^{-1}$). For the average of $mP$ aerosol, the $D_c$ is 82 nm, corresponding to a peak supersaturation of $S_c$ ~0.19%, leading to the probable activation of 170 cm$^{-3}$ droplets from a total aerosol population of 460 cm$^{-3}$. For the suite of $mP$ cases, the relevant range of $S_c$ was calculated as 0.19% to 0.31%, with an 8–51% PMA contribution to the activated CCN or cloud droplet population in $mP$ air (see Table 5.4). The 51% case, $mP$ 3, corresponds to a wind speed of 16 m s$^{-1}$ which was the highest wind speed during any steady-state case sampled.

Table 5.3. Inter-modal minima points and corresponding parameters listed according to their occurrence: inter-modal diameter, number of particles at the inter-modal diameter, critical supersaturation corresponding to inter-modal minimum and number of particles above inter-modal minimum diameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$D_{int-mod min}$ nm</th>
<th>$N$ at $D_{int-mod min}$ cm$^{-3}$</th>
<th>$S_c$</th>
<th>$N_{&gt;int-mod min}$ cm$^{-3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cAA 1</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>212.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 2</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>165.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 3</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>208.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 4</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>175.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re. $mP$ 1</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>142.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mP$ 2</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>221.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mP$ 3</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mP$ 4</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>191.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mP$ 5</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>263.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mT$ mod. 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mT$ 2</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>253.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mT$ 3</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>207.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case cAA</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>201.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case $mP$</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>169.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.3 Physico-chemical aerosol properties mT air masses

Maritime tropical (mT) air masses were least frequently observed, typically emerging from the South Atlantic (or Pacific) sub-tropical high-pressure region and at times, these air masses could briefly traverse South America lending to a modified (tropical) marine air mass which invariably, becomes polluted from South American outflow. The observed mT incursions exhibited characteristics very like mP air masses, as both represent maritime conditions, except one period (mT 1) that showed a very low percentage of primary aerosol loading, with an elevated black carbon concentration (30 ng m\(^{-3}\)) and the largest overall particle concentration (1,165 cm\(^{-3}\)). mT 1 can be classified as an mT anthropogenically modified air mass. The mT air mass total number concentrations varied from 550–640 cm\(^{-3}\), with little variation of CCN number concentrations at 0.8 % supersaturation, excluding pollution-modified mT air masses (Figure 5.7). The two un-modified mT periods show number and volume size-distributions very similar to mP aerosol, with a dominant Aitken mode compared to the accumulation mode. However, the difference in the number concentration between Aitken and accumulation modes was less, being almost double as opposed to quadruple in mP periods. The only fully modified mT period also appeared as the only monomodal pseudo-steady state period observed. The mT air mass chemical composition was similar to mP periods, except with a smaller fraction of MSA and increased fraction of OM. Generally, the BC concentration is higher than what is considered pristine for the mP air masses in the Scotia Sea region (< 0.2 ng m\(^{-3}\)) but still clean (< 0.5 ng m\(^{-3}\)) for marine aerosol. The \(N_{CCN}/N_{CN}\) revealed distinct fractions for 0.3 % supersaturation ranging from 0.3 to 0.6, but reached 1 at 0.8 % supersaturation (Figure 5.7). The mT air masses show similar log-scale slopes on the \(S_c-D_c\) curves to mP air masses in terms of activation efficiency (Figure 5.1), but mT 1 followed an activation efficiency like neutralised sulphate and had increased activated fractions like cAA aerosol (Figure 5.7), which is a typical behaviour for such low concentrations of sea-salt (~0.02 µg m\(^{-3}\)).

5.1.4 Sea-salt events

Selecting steady state scenarios, for the reasons described above, results in an exclusion of a notable component of the dataset that do not meet the steady state conditions. Consequently, only one period with wind speed over 10 m s\(^{-1}\), mP 3 with 16 m s\(^{-1}\) wind, is included in the analysis, yet wind speeds up to 25 m s\(^{-1}\) were not uncommon. Unsurprisingly, high wind speed periods were not steady-state due to high wind energy and rapid movements, but of interest to this study, due to high sea-salt concentrations. The cruise average, and median, was ~10 m s\(^{-1}\) with a standard deviation of 4 m s\(^{-1}\), whereas the median for the steady state cases was 7.5 m s\(^{-1}\) with similar standard deviation (Figure 5.8).
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Overall during the study, the maximum observed ambient sea-salt submicron mass peaked at a concentration of 2.09 µg m$^{-3}$, whereas nss-SO$_4$ mass concentration reached only 1.12 µg m$^{-3}$. Additionally, observations of 4 periods (Figure 5.9) that just missed the criteria for steady-state classification show major sea-salt mass events (Event 1-4), where the sea-salt PM$_1$ mass concentration exceeded 1.0 µg m$^{-3}$. We acknowledge the nonlinearity between submicron particle mass and number concentration and studied the most stable cases (Event 1 and 4) in detail to resolve sea-salt and nss-SO$_4$ number-size distribution particle concentrations and activated droplet concentrations. We observed 420 particles cm$^{-3}$ in Event 1, which had a mean sea-salt mass concentration of 1.5 µg m$^{-3}$ (~170 particles cm$^{-3}$) with a nss-SO$_4$ mean mass concentration of 0.13 µg m$^{-3}$ (~250 cm$^{-3}$), the highest sea-salt to nss-SO$_4$ ratio. Event 2 had 460 particles cm$^{-3}$ with a relative mean sea-salt and nss-SO$_4$ mass concentration of 0.61 µg m$^{-3}$ and 0.41 µg m$^{-3}$, respectively. Event 3 had the largest particle concentration at 540 cm$^{-3}$, with 0.9 µg m$^{-3}$ of sea-salt and 0.3 µg m$^{-3}$ of nss-SO$_4$. Event 4 had the lowest number concentration at 140 particles cm$^{-3}$, but a relatively high ratio of mean sea-salt mass to nss-SO$_4$ with absolute concentrations of 0.92 µg m$^{-3}$ (~110 cm$^{-3}$) and 0.12 µg m$^{-3}$ (~30 cm$^{-3}$). We calculate that, in these high sea-salt:nss-SO$_4$ mass events, sea-salt contributes 60 – 100 % of the activated droplet concentration at a peak supersaturation < 0.32 % (Table 5.4), exemplifying PMA, namely sea-salt, as a serious contributor to overall mass and CDNC.

Figure 5.7. On top, the ratio of CCN to all particles greater than 20 nm, listed by air mass source region. On bottom, the total number of CCN for varying supersaturation Shaded range of supersaturations represent typical values for marine stratocumulus clouds.
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Table 5.4. Values used for PMA number contribution calculation. Inter-modal minimum (Dc) values gave corresponding cloud peak supersaturation (S_{peak}) based on ambient S_c-D_c curves. The same curves resolved the critical diameters of SMA (D_{SMA}) and PMA (D_{PMA}) which were used in conjunction with number-size distribution data to find the number of activated SMA and PMA particles and find the percent contribution of PMA (% PMA) to the cloud droplet number. The number concentration of PMA and SMA has an associated \pm 5 \text{ cm}^{-3}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>S_{peak}, %</th>
<th>D_{SMA}, nm</th>
<th>D_{PMA}, nm</th>
<th>act SMA, cm^{-3}</th>
<th>act PMA, cm^{-3}</th>
<th>% PMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cAA 1</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 2</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 2</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 5</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case cAA</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case mP</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.8. Frequency distributions of wind (grey) and gust (blue-grey) measurements taken on the research ship during ambient sampling periods used in this analysis.
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Figure 5.9. Sea-salt Event analysis shown for SMPS, HR-ToF AMS, and CCNC data shown. The left panel showing number (N) and volume (V) size distributions of Event 1-4 (E1-4). Black and grey solid and dashed lines represent the number-size distributions while the coloured solid lines represent the volume distributions. The middle panel shows AMS chemical fractions of all four events with total mass concentration at the bottom of each pie-chart, respectively. The right panel shows CCN activation efficiency curves of sea-salt events with critical supersaturation plotted against critical dry diameter; the slopes derived from the measurements during the periods are shown. The AIOMFAC model predicted NaCl line, in olive brown, and the sulphuric acid to neutralized sulphate (H₂SO₄ – (NH₄)₂SO₄) range are shown.
5.2 Antarctic ice samples

Additionally, ice samples from the Antarctic sea-ice zone were aerosolised in bubble-tank experiments (see Methods) in order to evaluate the sea-ice influence on CCN properties. Detailed analysis can be found in Appendix B.2. The results of these experiments showed that some highly CCN activation efficient particles were generated in the submicrometre size-range from the sea-ice (Figure B2). However, these CCN particles had no regional impact as they did not affect the ambient CCN spectra for the cAA air masses which advected over the Weddell Sea region (Figure B3).

5.3 What do summertime Southern Ocean CCN reveal?

In contrast to other oceanic waters (e.g. the North Atlantic), the continental air comprised quite a low-complexity aerosol population. Despite advecting over the Weddell Sea pack-ice region, the cAA air comprised almost exclusively of biogenic sulphate products (nss-SO₄ and MSA, and their neutralised variants) and close to insignificant values of organic aerosol. Similarly, the mP air carrying the most ‘maritime’ aerosol comprises simply of similar sulphur species plus sea-salt. Other species (e.g. organic nitrogen, primary organic matter) were present in such minute quantities that their ability to influence atmospheric processes of note seems to be limited, if anything, to potential involvement in nucleation and cluster growth processes.

On average, the CCN number concentration in mP air masses was effectively double the concentrations found in cAA air masses at a supersaturation of 0.8 %. However, at a lower supersaturation of ~ 0.3 %, mP air masses exhibited similar CCN abundance as cAA air masses, of approximately 200 CCN cm⁻³. In mP and mT aerosol, about 75 % of the aerosol number population resided in the Aitken mode (which can be considered un-activated CCN) in contrast to cAA aerosol where 70 % resided in the accumulation mode (which can be considered activated CCN) (Hoppel et al., 1994).

As reported previously (Dall’Osto et al., 2017), overall, the largest observed SMA component in all air masses was nss-SO₄, and sea-salt dominated the PMA component. At low supersaturations of the order of 0.1-0.2 %, sea-salt tended to dominate the activated fraction particularly under high winds. In mP air masses, the CCN activation efficiency closely followed that of pure sea-salt for most particles with
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$D_p > 200$ nm, confirming that CCN particles at low supersaturation were principally PMA in origin. The fraction of CCN that were PMA decreased with increasing $S_c$ and gradually reduced to about 20% or less at the inter-modal minima below which CCN were almost entirely SMA; however, due to the size-differentiated composition of marine aerosols, this is to be expected. The concentration of CCN is typically reported over a wide supersaturation typically ranging from 0.1% to 1% (Twomey, 1959; Twomey and Wojciechowski, 1969; Hudson et al., 2010; Hudson et al., 2015). Nevertheless, our results suggest that average supersaturations larger than 0.45% were not relevant in this region, based on the estimations of critical supersaturation from the inter-modal minima of the number-size distributions (Table 5.3).

These results illustrate that when realistic marine boundary layer cloud supersaturations are considered (e.g. ~0.2-0.45%, rather than 1%), SMA dominates the number fraction of activated cloud droplets at the higher end of realistic supersaturations. However, sea-salt can also contribute significantly to the activated droplet concentration, challenging the conclusions from Quinn et al. (2017) stating that nss-sulphate is the only major contributor to marine CCN in most oceanic regions. More effort needs to be made to deconvolve the number fraction of sea-salt particles contributing to (relevant) CCN in the marine environment. This becomes especially important when considering that the susceptibility of the global cloud-radiation system is such that a 15-20% change in cloud properties (e.g. cloud extent and albedo) would be sufficient to counteract the radiative perturbation awarded by a doubling of CO$_2$ (Slingo, 1990) and we contend that, while SMA is often the controlling force for CDNC, at relevant supersaturation, sea-salt can have a profound effect on activated droplets, susceptibility and thus, global albedo.

5.4 Comparing Southern Ocean CCN to the North East Atlantic

This section compares the Southern Ocean monodispersed CCN data, presented above, with that of a case study of North East (NE) Atlantic CCN, measured from Mace Head research station (MHD), located on the West coast of Ireland (see Methods, 3.1.2). Size-segregated (or monodispersed) CCN data is not run operationally at MHD, due to attention and manual interaction required, therefore, these data are only available for brief periods supporting some intensive measurement campaigns. Due to instrument failures, further maintenance, and pollution periods, parallel measurements of monodispersed CCN data with size and chemical data is further limited. The data from a summer case study in August (2015) during a research
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campaign (BACCHUS campaign) is compared against those from the Southern Ocean presented for the austral summer in the previous chapter. The case studies of the NE Atlantic presented here represent typical conditions of their air mass type for the summer season based on the aerosol chemistry (Ovadnevaite et al., 2014a). Therefore, the case studies provide some good examples of NE Atlantic CCN behaviour in the summer month of August.

The MHD facility is described in full in Section 3.1.2, the data presented here is from the MHD facility and follows the procedures and conditions previously outlined. Campaign specific calibration results were used for the August 2015 CCN data, with supersaturations and uncertainties reported in Table A1. Every case analysed for this section had a BC mass concentration that remained less than 15 ng m\(^{-3}\) for the duration of the period. All BC measurements came from the MAAP (averaged over 30 minutes) and all chemical measurements were from the HR-ToF AMS, both described in Section 3.4. All data presented here are in UTC local time. This chapter has calculated \(\kappa\) values, all of which were calculated from Eq. 12 and 13 in Section 3.5.3, using \(T = 293.15\), which was the sampling temperature and assuming a surface tension of pure water = 0.072 N m\(^{-1}\). CCN data is presented using \(D_c\), which is the critical (dry mobility) diameter. Theoretical (NaCl, and \((\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4\)) values of \(D_c\) were converted from volume equivalent diameter to mobility diameter for graphical comparison following DeCarlo et al. (2004) for \(\kappa\) calculations using shape factor correction \((\chi_{\text{NaCl}} = 1.08, \chi_{(\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4} = 1.04)\) from Hinds (1982).

Figure 5.10. Air mass back trajectories from HYSPLIT calculated for 120 hrs at a starting height of 50 m AMSL are shown for the summer periods A (in pink) and B (in blue). Each period shows a new trajectory every 6 hour.
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Two cases were analysed from the BACCHUS campaign which took place at MHD in August 2015. One of these periods (Summer B) over-laps with a period discussed in McCluskey et al. (2018b), therein called M1. However, the bulk of that published work is concerned with ice nucleating particles and does not discuss CCN. The first period (Summer A) occurred from August 5th 22:55 – 6th 14:15 and is an mP air mass (Figure 5.10) with a median wind speed of ~ 7 m s⁻¹, the second period (Summer B) occurred from August 9th 11:43 – 19:10, 2015 and is an mT air mass (Figure 5.10) with a median wind speed of ~ 8 m s⁻¹. Period number-size distribution (lognormally fitted modes described in Table 5.5), chemical, and BC data can be found in Figure 5.11.

The summer NE Atlantic periods comprise of a much larger concentration of OM (Figure 5.11) in comparison to the Southern Ocean. Comparing the NE Atlantic periods to the merged mP Southern Ocean case (Figure 5.3) a higher mass fraction of OM is found (14 – 44 % more), corresponding to higher approximate absolute mass concentrations of OM (0.25 - 0.84 µg m⁻³ respectively). MSA (a specific type of OM) has a large mass fraction presence in the Southern Ocean. Taking this into account as part of the OM fraction, the Southern Ocean displayed about 18.6 % equalling 0.19 µg m⁻³ of OM (including MSA) and the NE Atlantic showed a range of 26 - 52 % (equalling 0.37 – 0.95 µg m⁻³).

Figure 5.11. Number-size distribution data and chemical mass fractions for the summer North East Atlantic cases sampled at Mace Head research station in 2015 and 2017. The left column shows the median SMPS data for each case in dotted lines, with the fitted data shown in a thick solid line.
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Shaded areas between the lighter lines represent the 75th-25th percentiles, with total mean number concentration written at the top. The right column shows the HR-ToF-AMS non-refractory chemical data and MAAP BC mass concentrations as pie charts of the mass fractions. The absolute mass concentrations and DON$_{mol}$ are written at the bottom, with a colour key on the rightmost of the figure.

The monodispersed CCN data for the summer periods are shown in Figure 5.12. Summer A and B both show activation efficiency between that of ammonium sulphate and sea-salt at $d_m < 30$ nm. For particles larger than 30 nm the CCN activation behaviour follows that of sulphate, lessoning in activation efficiency around 50 nm, before returning to slightly better activation. Both cases appear to be chemically inhomogeneous at different particle size modes. When both cases are fitted into one CCN slope, the data shows an activation efficiency curve that slightly decreases in efficiency with increasing size. However, overall the CCN curve suggest that particles are activating like ammonium sulphate. Around the nucleation mode there is a slight enhancement of CCN activation efficiency, and in the Aitken-accumulation mode there is a slight suppression of CCN activation efficiency from that of ammonium sulphate (Figure 5.12). The κ-values for the fit line at 40 nm and 100 nm (extrapolated) dry critical diameters ($D_c$) were 0.55 and 0.54 respectively (at $T = 293.15$ K). The inter-modal minimum for Summer A was at 86 nm ($d_m$) and for Summer B was at 118 nm ($d_m$). Using the fitted ambient summer NE Atlantic $S_c$-$D_c$ CCN curve this suggest a relevant cloud peak supersaturation $< 0.3\%$.

Figure 5.12. CCN activation curves for MHD summer marine data. Individual data points are plotted as markers with error bars representing the uncertainties in the supersaturations. The black line is the fitted slope of the plotted data. The predicted slopes of ammonium sulphate (AS) from the AP3
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model (Rose et al., 2008) and NaCl from the AIOMFAC model (Zuend et al., 2008) are shown in red and olive brown, respectively.

A comparison of the CCN properties between Southern Ocean austral summer marine aerosol and NE Atlantic summer case study aerosol are shown in Figure 5.13. It is important to note that this comparison uses the average of two case studies of the NE Atlantic summer which lacks periods with larger fractions of sea-salt which reached a maximum of 0.85 µg m\(^{-3}\) during the BACCHUS campaign, and reached mass fractions of ~ 55 % (during a period of instability). The Southern Ocean fitted CN trends reflect a particle population which increases in CCN activation efficiency with increasing diameter. Conversely, the summer NE Atlantic case shows CCN activation that is almost like a homogenous nss-SO\(_4\) population, with a very slight decrease in activation efficiency with increasing diameter (Figure 5.13). Smaller particles in the \(mP\) Southern Ocean case appear to activate similarly to particle composed of an NH\(_4\)-MSA combination, gradually activating more and more like sea-salt. Smaller particles in the NE Atlantic marine case, activate at a higher activation efficiency than ammonium sulphate, gradually decreasing in activation efficiency.

Figure 5.13. A comparison of CCN \(S_c-D_c\) curves between Southern Ocean (S.O.) and North East Atlantic (N.E.A.) submicrometre summer CCN populations. CCN \(S_c-D_c\) curves of the overall trend the North East Atlantic marine summer case study (solid black line) and the \(mP\) merged summer Southern Ocean case (dot-dashed black line) are shown. Theoretical curves (all for 298.15 K, and a constant surface tension of 0.072 N m\(^{-1}\)) of ammonium sulphate (AS) (maroon line) from the AP3 model (Rose et al., 2008), NaCl (olive brown line) and NH\(_4\)-MSA (dashed purple line) calculated from the AIOMFAC model (Zuend et al., 2011; Zuend et al., 2008), and a theoretical line for a \(\kappa\sim 0.1\) (green line) calculated from \(\kappa\)-Köhler theory (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007).
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In the Southern Ocean, secondary aerosols contribute the most to overall particle concentrations when wind speeds are below \( \sim 10 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), but it is the varying interaction of primary and secondary aerosol which changes the cloud nucleating ability of the aerosol population over different environments. However, PMA number concentration fractions do not have to be larger or even half that of SMA number concentration fractions to effectively reduce the indirect effect, especially if updraft velocity is small.

A major difference between the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean \( mp \) cases is the OM contribution, which was greater in the North Atlantic cases even with similar wind speeds to the Southern Ocean. The larger presence of OM may be related to the different bloom dynamics between the two oceans, with the North East Atlantic having clearly defined phases of booms over the summer months and the Southern Ocean having relatively constant blooms all austral summer. Different blooms will have variable impacts on seawater composition (e.g. on DMSP concentrations (Lizotte et al., 2017) and other trace elements) and different phases will affect the organic components in the seawater (e.g. viruses, bacteria, cell structures, etc.). It has also been demonstrated that DOM is subducted quickly in the Southern Ocean but is ubiquitous in North Atlantic surface seawater (Hansell and Carlson, 2001). The short study presented here suggest that the North East Atlantic aerosol population is more complex than the Southern Ocean.
6. Results 3—sea-salt suppression of sulphate nuclei activation

The results of the previous chapter suggested that the propensity of total cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) was to decrease with higher number contributions of sea-salt in the Southern Ocean. The result was pointing to the sea-salt as being a controlling factor in determining the fraction of particles activating into droplets, which also resulted in noticeable differences in number-size distributions of the ambient $mP$ and $cAA$ aerosol in the Southern Ocean. The cloud parcel model(s) is, therefore, deployed in this chapter to assess and quantify this effect.

In the analysis presented in Chapter 5, sea-salt contributed significantly to the $mP$ aerosol mass ($\sim 28 \%$, representing $0.283 \mu g m^{-3}$), compared with the mass fractions in the $cAA$ cases ($\sim 16 \%$, representing $0.096 \mu g m^{-3}$). The reduction in critical cloud peak supersaturation ($S_c$) also shown in the results of Chapter 5 (Table 5.4) is suspected to be linked to the higher fraction of sea-salt particles present in the marine cases. E.g. the coarse mode sea-salt (or PMA in general) activation scavenges available water vapour and, thus, suppresses the $S_c$. As air is reaching peak supersaturation, sea-salt particle activation competes with SMA particle activation in the accumulation and Aitken mode. As these larger sea-salt particles activate they scavenge available water vapour effectively reducing the vapour pressure and suppressing cloud peak supersaturation as a function of the number concentration of activated particles.

The concept of competitive activation between PMA and SMA is well established (O’Dowd et al., 1999b; O’Dowd et al., 1997b; O’Dowd et al., 1999a). Liquid water availability for activation is limited by the environmental conditions of the air mass. During cloud dynamical processes similarly-sized particles exposed to the cloud peak supersaturation may not freely activate, due to the uptake of water vapour by more hydroscopic particles (Nenes et al., 2001). O’Dowd et al. (1999b) hypothesized that, in the marine environment, sea-salt and sulphate particles often compete for activation, with pure sea-salt or internally mixed sea-salt winning the battle. This is based on its low critical supersaturation and more efficient growth in subsaturated regimes prior to activation. Additionally, sea-salt extends from the ultra-fine to supermicron size mode, meaning that (if sea-salt is present) some sea-salt particles will activate at almost any realistic supersaturation. The ultrafine sea-salt mode ($d_m < 0.1 \mu m$), when considered in models, leads to a 50 % increase of CCN at 0.2 % supersaturation in marine air compared to modelled CCN without the ultrafine sea-salt mode (Pierce and Adams, 2006). Mårtensson et al. (2010), modelled the effects of sea-salt in the formation of the Aitken and accumulation modes, finding,
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among other things, that sea-salt simulated in the Aitken mode from an ultrafine flux is important for accurately simulating the ambient number-size distributions and CDNC measured in the marine environment.

6.1 Can the ambient sulphate accumulation mode be explained by heterogeneous in cloud sulphate production (via SO$_2$ oxidation)?

Before continuing with the extended analysis, the inter-modal minimum, or Hoppel minimum, analysis technique from Chapter 5 must be confirmed as a viable approach not just using the theory of activation dynamics but also by the sulphate production chemistry. Hoppel et al. 1986, proposes that the minimum in the size distribution between the Aitken mode and the accumulation mode is produced by chemical cloud processing in which predominantly nss-SO$_4$ nuclei, at sizes down to the aforementioned inter-modal minimum are activated into cloud droplets. The resulting aqueous droplet solutions provide excellent chemical reactors for hosting aqueous-phase oxidation of SO$_2$ into sulphate, thereby increasing the dissolved mass in the cloud droplet and, on evaporation, leaving residual particles whose dry size has increased by about a factor of 2-3 (O'Dowd et al., 2000a). This process is thought to be the only way to form a distinct SMA accumulation mode particle in the absence of high fraction of condensing OM vapours or extraordinarily high SO$_2$/H$_2$SO$_4$ concentrations. Consequently, we can conceptualise the source of potential CCN (being near the Aitken mode size range) as a monomodal distribution. The activation process splits the SMA Aitken mode into two components, one which grows into the accumulation mode and the other which is essentially a cropped Aitken mode with a smaller number concentration ($N$) and modal diameter. So, when modelling the effect, the original Aitken mode must be constructed. The accumulation mode represents the activated nuclei. The total number of particles is conserved (within 15 % of ambient measurement uncertainty) during the transformation into separate modes.

The ambient Southern Ocean data had a recurrent Aitken mode at $d_m = 43$ nm, taking this as the approximate positioning of the monomodal reservoir of potential CCN, the growth of these particles is considered. The data shows that a significant portion of SMA particles are found in the accumulation mode, with the total SMA number concentration for the $mP$ cases on the order of 100-400 cm$^{-3}$, and for the $cAA$ cases on the order of 200-300 cm$^{-3}$. Total sulphate concentrations were on the order of ~ 0.4 µg m$^{-3}$ for both air mass types. Studies of MBL chemistry and subsequent sulphate production are available in the literature. A relevant study (O'Dowd et al., 2000a) modelled cases of varying sulphate and sea-salt number-size distributions to evaluate
the heterogeneous sulphate production. One case with a high \( \text{SO}_4 \) particle concentration of 158 cm\(^{-3} \) (which is near to the Southern Ocean calculated SMA concentrations) was modelled using various \( \text{SO}_2 \) atmospheric concentrations. The modelled output gave the mass of produced \( \text{SO}_4 \) from the heterogeneous aqueous phase oxidation of \( \text{SO}_2 \) (a process which occurs on the order of seconds and in some cases milliseconds). It is estimated that in the Southern Ocean, as with other remote oceanic regions, \( \text{SO}_2 \) mixing ratios would be about 20-30 parts per trillion (ppt). Linearly extrapolating the results from the high \( \text{SO}_4 \) particle concentration case to this atmospheric concentration of \( \text{SO}_2 \), it is found that approximately \( 0.2 \ \mu g \ m^{-3} \) of sulphate would be produced in the aqueous droplets of the cloud residual mode. This equates to most of the particles at least doubling in dry diameter size upon evaporation of the droplet. This is consistent with the resultant accumulation mode found in the Southern Ocean ambient cases, where there would be 2-3-fold increase in particle diameter. In O'Dowd et al. (2000a), it is also shown that sulphate production in the aqueous phase of activated droplets is 3-4 orders of magnitude greater than sulphate production in wet un-activated sulphate or sea-salt aerosol. Additionally, growth scale for sulfuric acid condensation can be estimated using equations found in O'Dowd et al. (2000b). A conservative estimate of condensation growth is made using the upper limit of the Aitken mode size range of \( d_m \sim 63 \) nm, and assuming that all available \( \text{SO}_2 \) vapour has been converted to equivalent amounts of equilibrium state \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \) vapour. It is estimated that it would take about 75-80 days for a 63 nm dry diameter particle to grow by condensation of \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \) vapours to 100 nm in size. If you extend this estimate to the peak mode Aitken diameter of 43 nm, the time scale would lengthen further. Therefore, the Hoppel minimum analysis approach appears viable for the presented environmental conditions, and thus can be extended for further analysis.

6.2 Suppression analysis of ambient Southern Ocean data trends

In the extended analysis of the PEGASO cruise dataset, the same principal assumption is made: that the Hoppel mechanism of activation and subsequent production of sulphate leading to dry particle diameter growth (Hoppel et al., 1986) applies to the bimodal distributions from the pseudo-steady-state cases (see arguments made in Section 6.1). Thus, in the marine environment the inter-modal minimum between the Aitken and accumulation mode is representative of the critical diameter of activation \( (D_c) \) of the aerosol population as a whole. The SMPS size-distribution spectra represents the result of a possible range of iterative cloud processing (1-10 cloud events considering a single marine source (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978)) of a population of particles. In terms of the particle population, the Aitken mode can be
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categorised as the source of potential CCN, and the accumulation mode as the actual activated nuclei.

As the system we are observing (the Southern Ocean) is relatively simple being made up of mostly sea-salt, and sulphate with other secondary particles, and without strong influence of primary OM (see Chapter 5), PMA can be considered to be sea-salt for differentiation of the particle size-distribution modes. For the extended analysis of the pseudo-steady state periods identified in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.1), some cases were altered or eliminated when more stringent steady-state criteria were adhered to. Cases belonging to mT incursion periods were cut from analysis due to their anthropogenic influence. Case cAA 1 was also separated into two equal duration periods cAA 1a and 1b, where the former had significantly higher fractions of sea-salt possibly due to more exposure time along the open ocean rather than just the Weddell Sea. Each case was then analysed following the concept of Modini et al. (2015), seeking to differentiate PMA from SMA in the case size distributions. Contrary to assumptions made by Modini et al. (2015) and Quinn et al. (2017) a multimodal distribution for PMA was assumed rather than a monomodal. As mP 4 had a less stable particle size-distribution, it was not analysed. Due to the brevity of the cruise it was assumed that all cases were equally possible to be encountered in the same fraction of time during the summer months in the region. Thus, the averages of all cases were analysed as cAA and mP typical distributions, as well. The fraction of both SMA or PMA particles which were assumed as to be activated (following methods in Section 3.5.5) are shown in Table 6.1 for each case. The trends between sea-salt activation and CDNC of the ambient cases are plotted in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. Linear representation of the link between the critical supersaturation ($S_c$, %) and number of PMA which activate into cloud droplets (PMA Activated) (Left); critical diameters ($D_c$) and $S_c$ (Middle); and the fraction of SMA which then activate into cloud droplets (Fraction SMA activated) and $D_c$ (Right). The three linear representation give Pearson’s R-values at the top of the graph (all are significant for $p < 0.01$) and show each mP and cAA cases as open circles, with the blue closed circles showing the results of the average case examples.
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The order of the panels in Figure 6.1 simulates the independent and dependent variables which are affected by the activation of PMA particles. Cloud peak supersaturation is plotted as a function of PMA activation (Figure 6.1 left panel), as it should be affected by the PMA particle activation. This is seen as a linearly decreasing trend (Figure 6.1) with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of \( r = -0.91 \) (significant at \( p < 0.01 \)). It illustrates that for the eight cases presented here, four \( \text{mP} \) and four \( \text{cAA} \), a modest increase in PMA activation, from 2 cm\(^3\) droplets to 20 cm\(^3\) droplets reduces the peak supersaturation from 0.4% to 0.2%. This reduction in \( S_c \) is compared against the derived cloud critical diameter from the inter-modal minima (\( D_c \)) of the cases considered, as the \( S_c \) should be a controlling factor in what sized particles freely activate, triggering the Hoppel Mechanism. Figure 6.1 (middle panel) shows that a reduction in \( S_c \) from 0.4% to 0.2% increases \( D_c \) from 55 nm to 78 nm (\( r = -0.964 \), \( p < 0.01 \)). The final plot in Figure 6.1 (right panel) shows a comparison of the cloud peak critical diameter with the derived fraction of SMA. If the reservoir of SMA particles is relatively constant, then the number of particles which can activate should be directly linked to the critical diameter of activation. The reduced critical diameter (from 55 nm to 78 nm), in turn, reduces the percentage of SMA activated from \( \sim 80\% \) to \( \sim 40\% \) (\( r = -0.846 \), \( p < 0.01 \)).

Table 6.1. Calculated values from ambient measurements are listed by case. Number concentrations listed should be taken with a standard deviation of 2 cm\(^3\). The critical diameter of activation or the inter-modal minimum (\( D_c \)), was compared to ambient CCN \( S_c-D_c \) slopes to find the cloud peak supersaturation (\( S_c \)). This was then used in conjunction with AIOMFAC (Zuend et al., 2011) theoretically derived NaCl CCN \( S_c-D_c \) curves to find the corresponding PMA activation diameter (\( D_{c\text{-sea-salt}} \)). Total number (\( N \)), activated number (CDNC), and total and activated numbers of SMA and PMA respectively are also listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>( D_c )</th>
<th>( S_c )</th>
<th>( D_{c\text{-sea-salt}} )</th>
<th>( N ) cm(^3)</th>
<th>CDNC cm(^3)</th>
<th>( N_{\text{SMA}} ) cm(^3)</th>
<th>CDNC_{SMA} cm(^3)</th>
<th>( N_{\text{PMA}} ) cm(^3)</th>
<th>CDNC_{PMA} cm(^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cAA 1b</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 2</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 3</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 4</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 1</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 2</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 3</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 5</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA avg.</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP avg.</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This is the first experimental evidence showing monotonically-decreasing SMA cloud droplet concentrations with higher PMA activated fraction. These results are more extensive than those presented in O'Dowd et al. (1999b) showing the effects of sea-salt on nss-SO\textsubscript{4} at varying updrafts using one case study. These trends show multiple ambient cases where this effect is being enacted in the marine environment. In fact, on average, there is a 2.5 \% suppression of SMA number activation per PMA particle activated. The average activated PMA concentration in mP air was $14 \pm 4.7 \text{ cm}^{-3}$. Comparing this to when there was effectively no sea-salt, using the relationships in Figure 6.1 it can be estimated that the activation of PMA particles will suppress 4 times as many SMA CCN from activating. On average, the presence of 14 activated PMA nuclei cm\textsuperscript{-3} will reduce the cloud droplet concentration from 198 cm\textsuperscript{-3} to 142 cm\textsuperscript{-3} droplets.

To look for a suppression of (SMA) cloud droplet concentrations with increasing sea-salt concentration, satellite measurements over the Southern Ocean were retrieved. These image products reveal that cloud effective radius for January 2015, is (of the order of 5-10 microns) over and immediately north of the Weddell Sea ice region than the lower latitude open ocean, while cloud optical depth shows a 5-fold decrease as you move from the Weddell Sea region to North of the pack ice region (Figure 6.2). These trends are inverted in the aerosol sea-salt extinction maps of the region where sea-salt aerosol optical depth increases 6-fold as you move away from the higher latitudes and out towards the open Ocean. This implies that over the Weddell Sea region, where sea-salt is present in lower concentration than the open ocean directly north of it, more cloud droplets are formed, in turn, reducing the available water vapour per droplet resulting in smaller droplets. This corroborates the ambient trends in Figure 6.1 whereby increases in sea-salt number concentration (PMA concentration) leads to decreases in $S_c$, effectively reducing the amount of liquid water and leading to a lower concentration of larger cloud droplets. This relationship is investigated further with the use of a cloud parcel model in the next section.
6.3 Simulating ambient data via parcel model(s)

To investigate the Hoppel mechanism of droplet nucleation, the process of activation via monomodal SMA and multimodal PMA initiators is simulated using a 1-D microphysical droplet activation model for natural marine conditions. Rather than use one model to test the activation, three 1-D cloud microphysical models are used for comparison. Two of the models use a numerical approach to calculations, and one uses an analytical approach. The Analytical-Parcel Model (κA-PM), is described in Snider et al. (2017), with an earlier version described in Snider et al. (2003), there referred to as the UWyo parcel model. The κA-PM uses κ-Köhler theory
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(see Section 3.5.3) to describe water activity of the aqueous droplet. One cloud microphysical Numerical-Parcel Model (iN-PM), written in Fortran, uses ionic balance to estimate water activity and was run for all steady-state PEGASO cases and a description can be found in O'Dowd et al. (1999). The model uses a combination of lagrangian microphysical equations for the formulation of droplet growth in a rising adiabatic parcel (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978), which accounts for the equilibrium activation of particles. Water activity is based on ionic disassociation and associated coefficients are determined by built in formulations (Pitzer, 1991) while other coefficients follow the methods of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000). The other numerical model employs similar formulations, however in place of water activity parametrisation by ionic balance, it uses the κ-Köhler approximation of water activity as a function of droplet size. This model is written in Python (κN-PM), and is open source code called Pyrcel (http://github.com/darothen/pyrcel) (Rothenberg and Wang, 2015). The κA-PM was run as a control test for accuracy between the numerical models, as an exercise in model inter-comparison. All models were run for the same initial parameters (P = 920 hPa, T = 278.15 K, RH = 98.5 %, accommodation (condensation) coefficient of 0.96 (1.0)), and the assumption of either bisulphate or sulfuric acid as the main SMA constituent depending on the DON$_{mol}$ of each pseudo-steady-state case.

In the models multimodal PMA distributions were used as input, derived from the source function found in Ovadnevaite et al. (2014b). The sea-salt aerosol population comprises five modes (Table 6.2) over the sub-micron size range (Ovadnevaite et al., 2014b). One mode at 230 nm (and another more minor at 830 nm), although not so evident in number space, dominates the mass of the sea-salt population as can be seen when plotted in mass or volume space. The peak of the number size distributions for sea-salt occurs around 90 nm dry mobility diameter with two further smaller diameter modes evident. The smallest mode, at ~18 nm, is almost equal in magnitude to the 90 nm peak at surface-level wind speeds < 20 m s$^{-1}$.

The cloud parcel microphysical models used in this study all required initial input parameters including T, P, updraft velocity ($w$), RH, $\alpha_T$, $\alpha_a$, aerosol particle modes, and either particle ionic composition or κ-values. For the iN-PM, this was in the form of mixing ratio and $v_s$ (number of disassociating ions; 3 for SO$_4$ and 2 for NaCl), while for the κN-PM and κA-PM it was in the form of κ-values (from κ-Köhler theory). The input parameters outside of the particle number-size distributions are listed in Table 6.3, while the inputs of the SMA initiator (lognormal) mode is listed in Table 6.4 for the model comparison to the κA-PM. Table 6.4 lists the starting case SMA based number concentration and amplitude, but these values were varied for the model comparison.
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Table 6.2. Sea-salt modal parameters used for scaling for sea-salt initiator for parcel models. The modes are based on a 6.3 m s\(^{-1}\) wind speed parametrisation in Ovadnevaite et al. (2014b). Peak location (x0), peak geometric spread (σ\(_g\)), and peak amplitude (A) are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Mode 1</th>
<th>Mode 2</th>
<th>Mode 3</th>
<th>Mode 4</th>
<th>Mode 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x0</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ(_g)</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3. The iN-PM input variables and example of input used for comparison to κN-PM. The parameters were slightly changed when comparing to the κA-PM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Used value (κA-PM comparison)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>relative humidity, %</td>
<td>98.5 (98.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activity coefficient</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osmotic coefficient</td>
<td>1.0 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accommodation coefficient, (α_T)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condensation coefficient, (α_c)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, K</td>
<td>258.15-273.15 (283.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure, hPa</td>
<td>920.0 (900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updraft velocity, m/s</td>
<td>0.1-0.5 (0.07-0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixing ratio, used to calculate molecular weight of sulphate</td>
<td>0.8 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of size distribution points (SS = sea-salt)</td>
<td>100 (200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of size distribution points (S = sulphate)</td>
<td>300 (200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ-value of sulphate (ammonium sulphate – H(_2)SO(_4))</td>
<td>0.6-0.9 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ-value of sea-salt</td>
<td>1.12 (1.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4. SMA monomodal input parameters of the case used to compare the cloud parcel models. Lognormal Peak location (x0), peak geometric spread (σ\(_g\)), peak amplitude (A), and final number concentration yield of the peak (N). The last columns show the scaling used on the sea-salt number distribution and resultant sea-salt particle number (cm\(^{-3}\)). The sea-salt distributions had 5 modes (see Table 6.2). These lognormal distributions were generated using Eq. 18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>x0</th>
<th>σ(_g)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>N SO(_4)</th>
<th>Sea-salt scaling</th>
<th>N sea-salt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mP X</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>x0.961</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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To test the sensitivity of each model (and associated differences between them), a base case was used for an $mP$-like aerosol population, described in Table 6.4. The test was run using the same initial parameters and the results are shown in Figure 6.3. The model calculated resultant cloud peak supersaturation ($S_c$, %) and cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) are shown. All models calculate CDNC based on the number of activated droplets or droplets of size $> 3 \, \mu m$ in diameter. It was found that the difference between the models could be quite large (~40 %), with the iN-PM showing the largest difference from either of the other two, by achieving higher maximum supersaturations and therefore CDNC per updraft. For example, at a $SO_4$ based particle number concentration of 200 particles cm$^{-3}$, the calculated $S_c$ of the $\kappa N$-PM showed a 32-37 % difference from the iN-PM and only a 2-4 % difference from the $\kappa A$-PM. The difference between the iN-PM and the two $\kappa$-value based models is not surprising, as the ion-based approach will likely yield different results to the $\kappa$-based approach. Differences in the output are smaller between the $\kappa$ based analytical and numerical model. However, the analytical model ($\kappa A$-PM) activated less particles per $S_c$ than the numerical model. These results illustrate that the type of model being used can lead to notable differences in absolute cloud droplet number concentrations or supersaturation, however, they all maintain similar activation kinetic trends.

Figure 6.3. (Left) Inter-comparison of model results of cloud peak supersaturation ($S_c$ %) and cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC cm$^{-3}$) for three parcel model types is shown. The iN-PM, $\kappa A$-PM, and $\kappa N$-PM are compared at 0.1 m s$^{-1}$ and 0.3 m s$^{-1}$ updraft and varying $SO_4$ number concentrations ($N_{SO_4}$). (Right) Inter-comparison of two model types, the iN-PM and $\kappa A$-PM, at 0.07 m s$^{-1}$ and 0.3 m s$^{-1}$ and varying $SO_4$ number concentrations ($N_{SO_4}$). The different updrafts are represented by different colours and the different models are represented by differing line format. The grey shaded area marks measured ambient $N_{SO_4}$, CDNC, and $S_c$ values.
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The difference between the $\kappa$ activity and ion activity models has not been extensively studied in this research, however, it should be considered that the use of two simple 1-D cloud parcel models can neither accurately describe the ambient aerosol nor show results with $< 40\%$ difference to each other. The question must be asked, why? The aerosol described in this system is less complicated than that of aerosol in other systems (such as the North East Atlantic). The models, while using different solvers embedded in their programming, only truly differ by the theoretical representation of water activity ($\kappa$-values, versus ionic composition and dissociation of ions). The differences likely arise during simulation of the subsaturated regime. Specifically, the different water activity parameterisations may behave differently in the subsaturated regime. Theoretically, $\kappa$-Köhler theory can be extended down to subsaturated conditions (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007), however a study comparing calculated $\kappa$-values from experimental measurements in the supersaturated regime (from CCN measurements) and the subsaturated regime (from hygroscopicity measurements of GF) could not reach closure (Irwin et al., 2010). This may imply that during the initiation of the model, when the initial droplet radii are approximated by Köhler or $\kappa$-Köhler theory in the subsaturated regime, the latter may be approximated incorrectly. This would cause the off-set seen in the trends, while maintaining model accuracy in activation kinetics in the supersaturated regimes. These 1-D models are often used in the creation and testing of parametrisations (Mårtenssonn et al., 2010; Conant et al., 2004; Fountoukis et al., 2007; O’Dowd et al., 1999a) so a $40\%$ difference between is less than ideal for CDNC when considering cloud radiative properties in the natural environment.

6.4 Modelling suppression with sea-salt distributions extending into the Aitken mode

All three tested models show similar trends but dissimilar absolute values for the same basic input. As the two $\kappa$–based models were very similar in modelled output, the next section focusses on comparing the iN-PM and $\kappa$N-PM output using the steady-state cases (Section 6.2) as input. This is to minimise differences that may arise between the numerical and analytical approach while highlighting the differences between an ionic and $\kappa$–based activity model. To assess which of the two numerical models better represented the actual absolute values, the models were tested against ambient data for validation.

A reverse-engineering of the SMA Aitken monomodal distributions which would theoretically be produced in the marine environment from a single source, was performed. First, an assumption is made that upon cloud formation, un-activated particles ($d_m < D_c$) will experience very little aqueous phase chemistry and no
significant increase in the dry particle size. Then, the changes in number-size
distribution spectrum as a function of cloud droplet nucleation and subsequent
growth can be considered (Figure 6.4). As the particles grow in wet droplet diameter
\( D \), the production rate of sulphate increases by orders of magnitude, thereby
increasing mass significantly in the activated droplets (regime (ii) to (iii) in Figure 6.4).
After subsequent evaporation out of cloud, the activated Aitken mode droplets will
have increased in mass and thereby dry particle size. However, those particles which
did not activate, did not experience similar amounts of sulphate addition and have
not significantly changed in mass. Upon evaporation these particles should return to
a similar dry size. Therefore, when considering a dry particle distribution, the smaller
diameter particles should remain unchanged in slope, amplitude, and position
(within uncertainty bounds) if these particles have critical activation supersaturation
larger than those experienced in cloud. For the ambient cases considered here, this
refers to the left side of the Aitken mode for the bimodal marine distributions. Then
it follows that for fitting the SMA monomodal distributions for model input, the
monomodal distribution should reasonably match the left of the Aitken mode
shoulder of the ambient distribution while conserving total SMA particle number
\( N_{\text{SMA}} \). Holding \( N_{\text{SMA}} \) fixed, lognormal fittings can be adjusted to fit the
aforementioned criteria using the distribution function (Hinds, 1982),

\[
\frac{dN}{d\log D} = \frac{Amp}{\sqrt{2\pi} (\ln(\sigma_g))} \exp \left( -\frac{(\ln(D)-\ln(x_0))^2}{2(\ln(\sigma_g))^2} \right) (2.303)
\]

where the normalised distribution \( \frac{dN}{d\log D} \) at a given dry mobility particle diameter,
\( D \), was fit using \( \sigma_g \), the geometric spread \( x_0 \), the peak position, and \( Amp \), the
amplitude of the peak. If the fitting should not match the Aitken shoulder than there
will either be a surplus or deficiency of un-activated particles. A surplus could possibly
be explained by NPF events; however, a deficiency cannot be accounted for in the
post-activation and subsequent growth number-size distribution spectrum.

To find out which of the two numerical models (iN-PM and κN-PM) is better at
capturing the relationship between PMA activation, critical supersaturation, and
SMA activation observed in the ambient data, each model was run for the same
initiators relevant to the ambient case (Table 6.5). No inter-modal minimum \( (D_c) \)
value exists for the output of the models, as different chemical species are
represented separately. To show the same trends depicted for suppression in the
ambient cases, critical diameter of activation of the SMA mode \( (D_c, \text{SMA}) \) was used
to compare against critical supersaturation and the fraction of activated SMA
particles. Neither model accurately represents the measured trends seen in the
ambient dataset fully. The iN-PM better predicts CDNC (Figure 6.5), yet shows little
change in \( S_c \) despite large changes in CDNC nor reproduces the ambient fraction of
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SMA CDNC trends (Figure 6.6). The κN-PM better reproduces $S_c$ (Figure 6.6) but fails to show good agreement with the ambient CDNC calculated (Figure 6.5). Both CDNC and $S_c$ are important to the idea of supersaturation suppression, however, while CDNC may vary, $S_c$ is a direct measure of changes in cloud dynamical parameters rather than CDNC which is an indirect measure. Therefore, the κN-PM is the more robust of the two at being able to describe suppression of the cloud peak supersaturation, while CDNC accuracy is less ideal.

![Graph showing temperature, supersaturation, and droplet radius profiles.](image)

Figure 6.4. Activation spectrum of an adiabatic lifting parcel in a 1-D model (Pyrcel), using 20 bin sections, with starting temperature of 268.15 K, at 0.3 m s$^{-1}$ vertical velocity. (a) (Left) the temperature and supersaturation vertical profiles. (Right) Droplet radius as a function of parcel height. The activation of droplets can be seen in particles which are at larger diameters at maximum height. Three regimes are highlighted by colour coded horizontal lines, with black (i) referring to the time at cloud base before droplet activation, red (ii) at droplet activation, and blue(ii) at cloud top after droplet activation, respectively. (b) The relative wet droplet diameter ($D$) for the three regimes are shown as a function of SMA number concentration ($N_{SMA}$).
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Table 6.5. SMA monomodal input parameters of the PEGASO ambient cases for the cloud parcel models. Lognormal Peak location ($x_0$), peak geometric spread ($\sigma_g$), peak amplitude, (Amp), and final number concentration yield of the peak (N). The last columns show the scaling used on the sea-salt number distribution for wind speed 6.3 m s$^{-1}$ from Ovadnevaite et al. (2014b) and resultant sea-salt particle number concentration (cm$^{-3}$). The sea-salt distributions had five modes (see Table 6.2). These lognormal distributions were generated using the Eq. 18 (Hinds, 1982).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>$x_0$</th>
<th>$\sigma_g$</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sea-salt scaling</th>
<th>N sea-salt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cAA 1b</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>X0.005</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 2</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>X0.021</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 3</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>X0.005</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA 4</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>X0.012</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 1</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>X0.043</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 2</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>X0.025</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 3</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>X0.048</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP 5</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>X0.067</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.5. CDNC relationship between calculated (measured) and modelled from ambient Southern Ocean cases. The IN-PM is shown as square markers, and the kN-PM are shown as closed circles with averages of each air mass (mP and cAA) case shown in open circles. A 1:1 line is shown in red, with the fitted relationship between measures and modelled of each model also shown. The linear relationship of the PN-PM is shown as a solid line while the kN-PM is shown as a dashed line.
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![Graphs showing the relationship between sea-salt suppression and sulphate nuclei activation.](image)

Figure 6.6. Calculated (or measured) and modelled values are shown as functions of different parameters with both iN-PM and kN-PM model results. (Left) $S_c$ and activated PMA (or sea-salt) relationship, (middle) SMA $D_c$ and $S_c$, and (right) percent fraction of SMA activated and SMA $D_c$. In all plots the measured data and respective uncertainties are represented by the blue shaded region with associated fitted trend lines in red, while iN-PM are displayed as boxes and kN-PM are closed circles. The error bars associated with each model are based on either the sensitivity or standard deviation of the model. The trends in the right two graphs are for trends using the inter-modal minimum ($D_c$) rather than the SMA $D_c$ and are the same trend lines shown in the left-most graph panel in Figure 6.1. However, the blue shaded region corresponds to the measured SMA $D_c$.

6.5 Model sensitivity to environmental parameters and sea-salt number concentration

There is a clear trend in the ambient steady-state cases showing the suppressive effect of PMA activation on cloud peak supersaturation and the resultant reduction of SMA nuclei activation (Figure 6.1), which can be replicated by parcel models to some extent (Figure 6.6). With the use of the kN-PM, the inter-modal minima analysis technique (developed from the Hoppel mechanism assumption) will be tested as a viable method for reconstructing MBL cloud supersaturation and processing. Moreover, using a full sea-salt spectrum and a monomodal SMA distribution, the extension of the suppression hypothesis (O’Dowd et al., 1999b) into the Aitken mode will be tested. Two cases are focused on: the average of the steady-state $mP$ and $cAA$ air mass aerosol populations (different from the merged cases in Chapter 5).

The main features of the average size distributions for the $mP$ and $cAA$ air masses are as follows: in the $mP$ air mass, the minimum in the size distribution suggests a $D_c$ of 71 nm with two accumulation mode peaks at 136 ± 5 nm and 190 ± 5 nm, in the $cAA$ there are two accumulation mode peaks at 109 ± 5 nm and 174 ± 5 nm with the size distribution minima at 59 nm (Figure 6.7). In both cases the accumulation mode is
made up of two SMA modes, where the modal diameter of the larger diameter accumulation mode is smaller in number concentration and consists of approximately 19 particles cm\(^{-3}\) for the cAA case, and 15 particles cm\(^{-3}\) for the mP case. For each case, chemical cloud processing is the only explanation for such a large modal diameter following arguments presented in O'Dowd et al. (2000b) and Chapter 5, where secondary vapour condensation is improbable with the low levels of OM present in either average case (Table 6.6). However, the higher \(D_c\) in the mP air can only be explained by a reduction in \(S_c\). The reduction in \(S_c\) can be seen for each case on the CCN \(S_c-D_c\) curves in Figure 6.8, as the relevant \(S_c\) for each case corresponds to the inter-modal minimum point. The reduction in \(S_c\) could be explained by relatively lower vertical updrafts, by a larger fraction of activating hygroscopic particles such as sea-salt, or by a larger absolute concentration of activating particles, however the number of (absolute) activated particles was seen to be lower in mP cases (Table 6.1). Instead, the biological sources of SMA in the sub-Antarctic Ocean are proposed to produce a reservoir of sulphate CCN, possibly the cause of the persistent modal diameter of 43 nm in each air mass although probably with different sources, and that sea-salt particle number controls the fraction of these biogenic SMA particles which can activate into cloud droplets. To isolate sea-salt as the possible cause of the difference, updraft sensitivity is later tested for the average cases.

![Figure 6.7](image)

Figure 6.7. cAA averaged (blue) and mP averaged (black) size distributions for both cases. Measured average values are shown as circles, while calculated SMA are shown as solid lines, and sea-salt is shown as dashed lines. Sea-salt taken as PMA and derived from flux parametrisation in Ovadnevaite et al. (2014b) and scaled by mass while SMA is derived from the residuals (see Methods). In both cases, PMA consists of five modes and SMA consists of four modes, both shown as composites.
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The κN-PM was run for the size distribution inputs of the average cases. Using initial model inputs (Table 6.3), sea-salt modes, and an initiator nss-SO$_4^-$ mode, the parcel model was run resulting in simulated outputs of $S_c$ and profiles of particle radii, for both sea-salt and nss-SO$_4^-$ modes, respectively. From the particle growth along the vertical profile, particle activation could be determined. Subsequent particle critical radius ($R_c$) and CDNC were calculated. To establish results similar to the fitted ambient data which showed a second small amplitude accumulation mode in addition to the larger SMA accumulation mode, an internally mixed mode of nss-SO$_4^-$ and sea-salt was added to the average case inputs at particle concentrations of ~10 cm$^{-3}$ at a mode peak of 185 nm ($\sigma_g = 1.16$). Notably, the reconstructed initiator modes for both the $mP$ and $cAA$ average cases were extremely similar in positioning and modal spread (but not in amplitude), further supporting the concept of a similar source of SMA. Due to their similarity (less than a 1 nm difference in modal positioning), the SMA mode initiators for each average case were adjusted to be the same position and spread for better comparison of the results.

![Figure 6.8. CCN activation ($S_c$-$D_c$) curves for the average cases of $mP$ and $cAA$ air masses. The $cAA$ average case CCN curve is shown in blue, while the $mP$ average case is shown in black. The inter-modal minimums of both cases are indicated by the bright blue marker along each respective curve. Theoretical curves for NaCl (proxy for sea-salt in olive brown) and partially neutralised SO$_4^-$ are indicated on the curve, where $\text{DON}_{\text{mol}} = 0.25$ (dark red curve) was determined for the $cAA$ case and $\text{DON}_{\text{mol}} = 0.51$ (light pink curve) for the $mP$ case. Theoretical activation of NH$_4$-MSA is also shown (dashed purple line). All theoretical curves are taken from the AIOMFAC (Zuend et al., 2011) model and calculated for a $T = 298.15K$, and $\sigma = 0.072 \text{ N m}^{-2}$.](image-url)
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Table 6.6. Average chemical fractions from cases of cAA and mP air masses. Shown below are HR-ToF AMS measurements (µg m⁻³) of organic mass (OM), nitrate (NO₃), non-sea-salt sulphate (nss-SO₄), ammonium (NH₄), sea-salt, methanesulphonic acid (MSA), and organic nitrogen (ON). Also shown below are total concentrations and biogenic concentrations (total without sea-salt), and averaged black carbon (BC) measurements from the SP2 (ng m⁻³).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>cAA average</th>
<th>mP average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nss-SO₄</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-salt</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total biogenic</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parcel model was tested for a range of ambient conditions to reproduce possible mP and cAA cloud conditions, which included changes in cloud base temperature, pressure and updraft velocity. Preliminary sensitivity testing suggested that the model was rather insensitive to changes in pressure associated with a cloud base height of 0.2-2 km. However, changes in temperature and updraft were quite significant to the determination of cloud peak supersaturation (Figure 6.9). Updraft sensitivity showed that a change in updraft of 0.1 m s⁻¹ resulted in a change in supersaturation of 10-30 % with a corresponding change in CDNC of 15-100 %. High temperature sensitivity was found between reasonable temperatures (-15° - 0°C) of cloud base around Antarctica at time of observation, based on an average ambient surface temperature of ~0°C. A change in temperature of 5° would result in a change in supersaturation of about 10 % and a corresponding change in CDNC of about 8 %. Due to the presence of both significant sensitivities, a different temperature was chosen for each case to effectively isolate an appropriate updraft for either. The initiation of the parcel model was set at a cloud base temperature of -5°C for mP and -10°C for cAA, as the latter should be the colder of the two air masses by nature (and as these temperature regimes should not be affected by mixed phase effects).

To isolate an appropriate updraft, relative closure between the model outputs and measured ambient aerosol was sought for the averaged air mass cases. Results of the model runs showed that, while using the appropriate number of SMA particles and reasonable temperature for each case respectively, the reasonable updraft for mP
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was found at \(~ 0.2 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) with an over-estimation of critical supersaturation by 15 % and under estimation of CDNC by 6 %. At 0.1 m s\(^{-1}\) updraft the critical supersaturation was under- estimated by 13 % while CDNC was under- estimated by 38 %. The cAA average case was found to have the best reproducibility at an updraft of 0.3 m s\(^{-1}\) with an over- estimation of critical supersaturation by 4 % and under estimation of CDNC by 6 %. At 0.2 m s\(^{-1}\) updraft the critical supersaturation was under- estimated by 12 % while CDNC was under- estimated by 20 %.

Reported updrafts from Snider et al. (2017) would imply that these updrafts (0.2 and 0.3 m s\(^{-1}\)) are on the lower end of the average vertical updraft of 0.4 m s\(^{-1}\) in the summer higher marine latitudes. However, increased updrafts result in a 55 % and 20 % difference in supersaturation and CDNC, respectively for the \(mP\) average case. This refers to an absolute 0.13 % increase in \(S_c\) and a difference of about 36 cm\(^{3}\) in CDNC, which would be significant and may suggest that more water scavenging particles are present at larger sizes.

To test the sensitivity of the model outputs to changes of amplitude in the monomodal initiator, realistic SMA modes were fitted within uncertainty bounds of our cases (Figure 6.10) and the output was tested while varying updraft velocity (\(w\)). The particle number concentrations vary significantly (141 – 658 cm\(^{3}\)) between the \(mP\) cases, resulting in possible discrepancies of the defining variables such as the inter-modal minimum, \(S_c\), and CDNC. While the cAA cases, conversely, had less particle number concentration variance (230 – 309 cm\(^{3}\)), different modal amplitudes were still tested for sensitivity analysis. The cAA case having less variance, also produces less variance in the model output with changed number. Decreasing the number of initial SMA increases the critical supersaturation but also decreases the CDNC, effectively worsening the closure. The \(mP\) case shows more variance in number but also shows the same sensitivity, that increasing the supersaturation by 0.04 % decreases the CDNC by \(~ 100\) particles at \(w = 0.2 \text{ m s}^{-1}\).
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Figure 6.9. (a) Sensitivity analysis of the PN-PM to changes in cloud base temperature. (b) Sensitivity analysis of the PN-PM to changes in updraft velocity (w). On both graphs the left axis shows CDNC of sulphate in dashed lines while the right axis shows cloud peak supersaturation (%) in solid lines. The changes in colour (or shade) of the line refer to changes in temperature (from 258 - 273 K) or w (from 0.1-0.5 m s\(^{-1}\)). The shaded region marks the range of \(N_{\text{sulphate}}\) measured in the eight steady-state cases.

Figure 6.10. Different SMA initiator modes are shown for each air mass type average case to illustrate the range of possibilities from the error margin in the case averages. On each graph, the ambient data is represented with the vertical error bars, while the total SMA and PMA are represented by pink and blue distributions respectively. The actual SMA number for the initiator mode is indicated by the black line, with other possible modes with incorrect SMA number indicated by the other coloured lines. A) Shows the \(mP\) case average and B) shows the \(cAA\) case average.
The positioning of the monomodal initiator, holding the spread and peak of the mode constant, is critical in representing cloud droplet activation because it determines what fraction of the mode fall above the critical diameter. Unsurprisingly, the model was highly sensitive to the positioning of the monomodal initiator (Figure 6.11). An input of $N_{SO_4} = 300 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and a change of peak modal diameter of 20 nm would result in a $10 – 100\%$ increase in supersaturation and a $20 – 200\%$ change in CDNC. Of all the sensitivities, this is the only one which displays an inverse relationship between cloud peak supersaturation and CDNC. This is logical; the inverse relationship is due to the fraction of activating droplets controlling the maximum supersaturation (as sea-salt, updraft, and temperature are held fixed).

![Figure 6.11. Sensitivity analysis of the $\kappa N$-PM to changes in $SO_4$ initiator modal positioning using peak radius ($R_{SO_4\text{-mode}}$). The left axis shows CDNC of sulphate in dashed lines while the right axis shows cloud peak supersaturation (%) in solid lines. The changes in colour (or shade) of the line refer to changes modal peak position (from a radius of 10 – 50 nm). The shaded region marks the range of $N_{\text{sulphate}}$ measured in the eight steady-state cases.](image)

Ambient features of the average cases were shown to be reproducible (within 20\% uncertainty) using the $\kappa N$-PM once environmental parameters were established. Overall, the parcel model showed sensitivity to cloud base temperature (Figure 6.9a), updraft velocity (Figure 6.9b), to the location and magnitude of the initial SMA monomodal input (Figure 6.11), and to sea-salt number concentration (Figure 6.12). Due to the method of reconstructing a monomodal initiator by anchoring the shape of the lognormal distribution to the smaller diameter side of the Aitken shoulder of the ambient aerosol, cAA monomodal inputs have overall higher $\sigma_g$ and smaller amplitudes than the $mP$ monomodal inputs (Table 6.5). To mitigate the complications of using different updrafts to compare the effects of sea-salt on ambient SMA, the model output when adjusting only the sea-salt distributions can be compared for the same SMA input and fixed updraft (using $mP$ SMA distributions and 0.4 m s$^{-1}$ and also
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0.2 m s\(^{-1}\) \(w\) at -5°C). In this scenario, shown in Figure 6.12, we see a reduction in \(S_c\), which is most significant for low values of nss-SO\(_4\) particles, and translates into a reduction of CDNC. At \(w = 0.2\) m s\(^{-1}\), for an input SMA particle concentration of 300 cm\(^{-3}\) the addition of 9 sea-salt particles (to 1 sea-salt particle) reduces the supersaturation by an absolute \(0.006\%\) translating to a reduction in 4 cloud droplet particles cm\(^{-3}\) in. The addition of 39 sea-salt particles, rather than 9 particles, for the same scenario reduces the supersaturation by an absolute \(0.025\%\) translating to a reduction in 13 cloud droplet particles cm\(^{-3}\). If we increase the updraft velocity for the same scenario to 0.4 m s\(^{-1}\), the addition of 39 sea-salt particles also reduces the supersaturation by an absolute \(0.025\%\) translating to an equal reduction in cloud droplet particles of 13 cm\(^{-3}\). However, the difference in absolute CDNC values between the higher and lower updrafts is 44 cm\(^{-3}\) (168 cm\(^{-3}\) from 124 cm\(^{-3}\)) for the case of 40 sea-salt particles cm\(^{-3}\). The observed Southern Ocean, was calculated to have an SMA particle concentration as high as 611 cm\(^{-3}\). If we consider a scenario with a large amount of sea-salt (160 cm\(^{-3}\)) compared with almost no sea-salt (<5 cm\(^{-3}\)) then CDNC would be reduced by 31\% for \(w = 0.2\) m s\(^{-1}\) and reduced by 17\% for \(w = 0.4\) m s\(^{-1}\). However, if sea-salt particle concentration were to increase with a simultaneous decrease in updraft velocity (by only -0.2 m s\(^{-1}\)) then CDNC would be reduced by 50\% (Figure 6.12).

Figure 6.12. Sensitivity analysis of the \(\kappa N\)-PM to changes in sea-salt particle number concentration. For the graph on the left, the left axis shows CDNC of sulphate in dashed line while the right axis shows cloud peak supersaturation (%) in solid lines, while the graph on the right shows the right and left axis swapped. The changes in line colour refer to changes in sea-salt (SS) number concentration (from 1 to 160 sea-salt particle (SS) cm\(^{-3}\)). The shaded region marks the range of \(N_{\text{sulphate}}\) measured in the eight steady-state cases. On left, the graph shows values for \(w = 0.4\) m s\(^{-1}\), and on right the graph shows values for \(w = 0.2\) m s\(^{-1}\) both graphs are for -5°C.
6.6 Suppression analysis conclusions

Cloud peak supersaturation suppression and subsequent reductions in SMA CDNC is shown to be directly linked to the sea-salt aerosol number and size-distribution. The suppression influences cloud properties and, thus, the marine radiative budget through the lowering of CDNC. Trends in the ambient show that PMA particle activation effectively leads to a reduction in SMA particle activation. Using two parcel models, and an SMA reservoir approach to the model input, these trends are shown to be mirrored to a degree in the model output. Summer is typically correlated to a seasonal increase in CCN from biogenic sources, but sea-salt can compose a significant fraction of the CDNC when lower updrafts velocities are considered (see Section 5.3). Larger updrafts allow most of the small Aitken mode size distribution SMA particles to activate. This leads to aqueous phase processing and the internal mixtures of secondary and primary compounds.

This study also shows that supersaturation suppression is sensitive to a range of environmental conditions including updraft velocity, cloud base temperature, and the location of the initial lognormal distribution of SMA particle concentrations. Using a nominal SO$_4^-$ particle concentration of 300 cm$^{-3}$ we can compare the sensitivities. Updraft sensitivity showed that an increase in $w$ from 0.2 m s$^{-1}$ to 0.4 m s$^{-1}$ resulted in a change in $S_c$ of +0.1 % and CDNC of +48 cm$^{-3}$. Temperature sensitivity showed that a decrease in temperature from 273.15 K to 263.15 K resulted in a change in $S_c$ of +0.05 % and CDNC of +13 cm$^{-3}$. If we consider an SMA particle concentration of 600 cm$^{-3}$, then a combination of increased $T$ (+15°C), decreased updraft (-0.4 m s$^{-1}$) and increased sea-salt (from 1 to 160 particles cm$^{-3}$) would result in a 103 % reduction in CDNC. Modal positioning showed that a decrease in modal diameter from 60 to 40 nm ($d_m$) resulted in a relative decrease in $S_c$ of 19 % and CDNC of 53 % (an absolute change of -59 cm$^{-3}$). This sensitivity implies that running each case (cAA and mP) using the same modal positioning is key to isolating any other single effect. If we ran the cases at different peak positions, then other sensitivities could not be properly isolated. The sensitivities in environmental input may be somewhat linked to the differences observed between the CDNC activation of the model output and the ambient cases, as all environmental conditions were held fixed. When using the average cases for the different air mass types and more case representative environmental conditions (cAA representing low sea-salt and mP representing higher sea-salt), better closure between activated and calculated CDNC is achieved.

If the presence of more condensing vapours or higher SO$_2$ concentrations leads to the growth of Aitken mode particles to larger sizes, then sea-salt particle concentration has a reduced supersaturation suppression effect. This is due to the increased supersaturation suppression effect that the number of overall sub-cloud
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particle concentration can have on supersaturation upon activation, as more particles will be above the critical diameter of activation. Higher updraft velocities lead to higher overall supersaturations which also reduces the suppression effect of sea-salt. Critical diameter and temperature have an inverse relationship as $D_c$ slightly increases with decreasing temperature. However this is overpowered by the inverse relationship between temperature and cloud peak supersaturation seen in the temperature sensitivity model runs. As temperature decreases, cloud peak supersaturation increases for a fixed updraft, drastically reducing the critical diameter of activation (regardless of slight increases due to the initial drop in temperature). This implies that the competition effects of sea-salt seen in the Southern Ocean where it is cold and without high particle concentrations, may be further enhanced in warmer marine environments. This effect has also been seen in the warmer ambient North Atlantic, although with much higher concentrations of sea-salt particulates (O’Dowd et al., 1999). The effect of sea-salt on cloud activation of anthropogenic pollution may also be important, potentially even more so, as pollution is often more hydrophobic than biogenic SMA, while often existing at smaller particle sizes than sea-salt. The supersaturation suppression may have a notable effect, as particle concentration would be higher and the critical diameter of anthropogenic SMA would be significantly increased resulting in fewer activated particles, overall weakening the Twomey effect.
Conclusions

7. Conclusions

The aim of this research was to investigate marine aerosol influences on the chemical and physical nature of cloud condensation nuclei activation and thereby further our understanding of the complicated nature of aerosol-cloud interactions in the marine environment. To achieve this aim, aerosol measurements from remote marine regions (namely the Southern Ocean, but also to a lesser extent the North East Atlantic) were intensively studied, yielding numerous insights into the natural state of marine aerosol and the associated physico-chemical properties of marine cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).

Marine aerosol number-size distribution and chemical composition affect the fraction of particles which act to form marine low-level clouds which can be significantly altered by pollution. This work investigated black carbon (BC) data (as a tracer for air pollution) from the Southern Ocean to determine the extent to which anthropogenic pollution was detectable in the marine environment. The measurements of BC taken with an SP2 during the PEGASO cruise were compared to the SP2 data from the North East Atlantic (at Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station). It was shown that after the application of correct criteria, natural marine aerosol could then be separated from anthropogenically influenced marine aerosol for analysis.

The Southern Ocean was found to be pristine for 93 % of the observation period from the black carbon analysis, making it an ideal location to study the cloud nucleating properties of natural marine aerosol. Using a suite of in-situ instrumentation, a new method of analysing CCN data through a powerful multi-instrumental set-up was employed for the Southern Ocean aerosol analysis. In measuring the water uptake properties of the aerosol, this powerful setup elucidates many important properties of the CCN population through comparative analysis with modelled particle hygroscopicity, particularly the inferred composition of the nuclei as a function of size. This work quantified the relative importance of ‘primary’ wind-produced sea spray over secondary (gas-to-particle conversion) sulphate in forming marine clouds, revealing that for realistic marine boundary layer cloud supersaturation (e.g. < 0.45 %), primary CCN contributed 8–51 % for the marine air for surface-level wind speed < 16 m s⁻¹. At higher wind speeds, primary marine aerosol could even contribute up to 100 % of the activated CCN, for corresponding peak supersaturations as high as 0.32 %.

Importantly, the extended analysis of the Southern Ocean cases was able to show clear ambient trends for which an increase in primary cloud nucleating particles resulted in a significant reduction of the fraction of secondary nucleating particles. These ambient observations are further evidence of the link between sea-salt cloud
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nucleated particles and supersaturation suppression, likely from the competitive activation of sea-salt particulates over secondary marine aerosol. Through 1-D parcel modelling of SMA and sea-salt (extended down to the Aitken mode), the Hoppel mechanism of cloud droplet activation (from the theory of well-mixed MBL droplet activation presented in Hoppel et al. (1986)) was found to accurately reproduce the ambient data and CDNC populations. The modelling study revealed the scope of sensitivities impacting the parcel model output at realistic marine boundary layer conditions, including input temperature, updraft, particulate distribution (modal amplitude, position, and width), and sea-salt particle concentration. Sea-salt particle concentration is especially important in marine environments with otherwise changing environmental conditions, as it impacts cloud peak supersaturation, and thereby marine CDNC. In remote oceanic regions, this marine CDNC significantly impacts the global albedo.

These findings are summarised in more detail in the next section (Section 7.1). The implications of these findings for the role of marine aerosols in cloud nucleation and other aerosol-cloud interactions will also be discussed (Section 7.2).

7.1 Summary of main results

Black carbon measurements in marine environments suggest the persistence of clean conditions

The study showed that the aerosol measurements that were taken during the PEGASO cruise were as free from pollution as possible for that region. Black carbon (BC) was frequently detected (93 % of the time) in the Southern Ocean region at a mass concentration ≤ 0.14 ng m\(^{-3}\). At these low BC concentrations, marine aerosol may be considered pristine. No correlation between OM and BC existed at these levels, additionally implying that OM measured during pristine conditions were biogenic rather than anthropogenic in origin. The analysis of available SP2 measurements taken at Mace Head research station (MHD) showed that the background BC mass concentration (with a peak at 0.1 ng m\(^{-3}\)) for the North East Atlantic marine environment was about equal to the Southern Ocean. In the North East Atlantic ‘clean’ conditions persist when BC concentrations are < 34 ng m\(^{-3}\). When the concentration is < 7 ng m\(^{-3}\), the marine environment can be considered ‘pristine’. The values reported here are valid for measurements from an SP2 instrument, other instrumentation such as the MAAP will have higher mass concentrations.
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*Summertime aerosol physico-chemical properties and links to cloud activation in the Southern Ocean*

During the two-month research cruise, observations suggest that the sulphate-sea-salt system dominates in the Scotia Sea region, with little organic contributions to the marine aerosol. For this system, the main secondary marine aerosol (SMA) was a form of non-sea-salt sulphate (nss-SO$_4$). Depending on the availability of ammonium (NH$_4$), nss-SO$_4$ was in the form of bisulphate – sulfuric acid. The availability of NH$_4$ was not strictly linked to air mass type over all 12 steady-state cases, although the fraction was found to be larger overall in the merged marine air mass case. In addition to the nss-SO$_4$, methanesulphonic acid (MSA) was found in relatively high fractions (from 2 – 18 %). The highest fraction of OM (32 % non-inclusive of MSA) was measured concurrently with the lowest aerosol number concentrations, wind speeds > 10 m s$^{-1}$, and average BC mass concentration of 0.07 ng m$^{-3}$.

Two main pristine air masses were observed during the cruise: maritime polar (mP) and continental AntArctic (cAA). Both the mP and cAA air masses were observed to have number-size distributions with a persistent Aitken mode centred on a $d_m$ of 43 nm. The number contribution of particles to the Aitken or accumulation mode differed with air mass type. The mP air masses had ~4-fold larger Aitken mode number concentrations than the accumulation mode. Conversely, the cAA air masses showed ~2-fold the accumulation mode particles to Aitken. Overall, the mP cases had double the total number concentration of the cAA. However, when analysing the number-size distributions, using the inter-modal minima as an indicator for the in-cloud critical diameter of activation, it appears that the cAA case had double the amount of activated CCN concentrations as the mP despite having half the particle number concentration.

In cAA air, an estimated 75 % of the total measured particle concentration was activated into cloud droplets, while in mP air, an estimated 37 % was activated into droplets, for corresponding peak supersaturation ranges of 0.37-0.45 % and 0.19-0.31 %, respectively. In utilising Hoppel Theory to deduce cloud peak supersaturation from the inter-modal minimum (minimum between Aitken and accumulation mode), this study finds that cloud peak supersaturations above 0.45 % are not relevant. Therefore, when realistic marine boundary layer cloud supersaturations are considered, sea-salt CCN contributed 3-13 % of the activated nuclei in the cAA air and 9-51 % for the marine air for ship-level wind speed < 16 m s$^{-1}$. At higher wind speeds, primary marine aerosol can even contribute up to 100 % of the activated CCN, for corresponding peak supersaturations as high as 0.32 %.
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Sea-salt suppression of sulphate nuclei activation

For the first time, the analysis of multiple marine ambient cases revealed a highly correlated inverse linear trend between activated sea spray particles (or PMA) and the percentage of activated sulphate particles (or SMA). In the Southern Ocean, while SMA contributed heavily to the particle number concentration, a difference between 25 cm$^{-3}$ and 6 cm$^{-3}$ particles of sea-salt caused a suppression of cloud peak supersaturation at low-average updrafts (0.15 - 0.4 m s$^{-1}$). This leads to lower CDNC concentrations, due to an increase in particle critical radius over all chemical species. The effective CDNC and cloud peak supersaturation was found to be reproducible using a cloud (1-D) parcel model using only a dual chemical system of sulphate and sea-salt particles. A multi-modal distribution of sea-salt was used that ranged from the ultra-fine to coarse mode, which is important for particle concentrations between the Aitken-accumulation mode regime. The parcel model showed significant sensitivity to temperature, updraft velocity ($w$), and the position and shape of the initiator number-concentration modes. A change in cloud base temperature from 268.15 K to 273.15 K results in an absolute change in supersaturation of ~0.05 % $S_c$. A change from 268.15 K to 283.15 K results in an absolute change in supersaturation of ~0.1 % $S_c$ (at $N_{SMA} = 300$ m$^3$ and $w = 0.4$ m s$^{-1}$). The $w$ sensitivity showed an absolute difference of + 0.1 % $S_c$ between $w = 0.2$ and $w = 0.4$ m s$^{-1}$ (at $N_{SMA} = 300$ m$^3$). A combination of sensitivities (T, $w$, and sea-salt) can act together favourably to produce as much as a 100 % enhancement (or reduction) in cloud droplet concentration. Depending on modal positioning of the SMA model input, this could be further increased to an enhancement (or reduction) of 150 %. The 1-D parcel models are sensitive to the water activity parametrisation (ion-based disassociation or $\kappa$-Köhler approximation) used, which can affect the resulting output of CDNC and $S_c$ by as much as 40 %.

7.2 Discussion on Main Findings

This work sought to understand the components of marine aerosol and the extent to which those components affect the marine aerosol-cloud system. One objective of this work was to elucidate the nature of marine aerosol and the permeation of air pollution over remote oceans. This lead to evaluating the extent to which anthropogenic aerosol is found in the marine environment, using black carbon (BC), a known tracer for human activity. BC was measured using one of the most sensitive BC instruments in wide use, a single particle soot photometer (SP2). Southern Ocean
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and North East Atlantic air are rarely devoid of some trace of BC mass. Yet, the lowest prevailing BC mass concentration levels were nearly the same for either ocean (0.1 ng m\(^{-3}\)), which may be an indicator of the global marine background level.

Organic matter (OM) is both an indicator of human pollution (anthropogenic OM) and an important naturally occurring aerosol (biogenic OM) with interesting properties. It has been proposed (Shank et al., 2012) that most cases of so-called biogenic OM are actually correlated to BC and are thus not in fact biogenic but rather anthropogenic. The results presented in this dissertation would suggest an opposing conclusion, as it must be considered that the Southern Ocean and North East Atlantic are not the same marine system. The North East Atlantic experiences OM plumes with up to 10x the mass concentration of the observed OM in the Southern Ocean. For the Southern Ocean, the relatively clean conditions showed no such correlation between OM and BC, and O’Dowd et al. (2014) showed the same for the North East Atlantic. The importance of considering one’s environment when cross comparing measurements in different ocean systems cannot be over-emphasized.

The original purpose of the Southern Ocean PEGASO campaign was to isolate the observed effects of biological activity on marine aerosol. Oceanic biological activity is linked to seasonal fluctuations in marine OM (both secondary and primary). However, measurements taken over the austral summer in the Southern Ocean revealed reduced mass concentrations of OM compared with observations of North Atlantic summer OM. Lab generated particles from sea-ice mixed with seawater from the Weddell Sea (a region of relatively high biological activity) were extremely hygroscopic, with high CCN activation efficiency. Yet, these hygroscopic CCN characteristics were not reflected in the ambient measurements of the Weddell Sea region (Appendix B.2). Overall the ambient aerosol was a relatively simple system in terms of mass domination, involving sulphate and sea-salt.

During the PEGASO cruise, number contributions of the Aitken and accumulation modes, respectively, differed between marine and continental air. These differences appeared to be caused by the activation of PMA particles resulting in a change to the fraction of activated SMA particles. In lower vertical updrafts, PMA (sea-salt) dominates the larger sized CCN, out-competing the smaller SMA CCN in water vapour scavenging. However, even in higher updrafts, a large concentration of sea-salt particles can cause significant supersaturation suppression, lessening the Twomey effect. Both the chemical properties of particles and their number-size distributions are important to determine the relative importance of secondary and primary aerosol to the actual cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) population. Gilgen et al. (2018) have recently reported that marine surface emissions from decreasing ice coverage in the Arctic may slow Arctic warming even with the loss of surface albedo from disappearing ice. This suggests an increasingly important role of marine emissions on
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climate. The impact of marine emissions should be accurately estimated using its two largest constituents: PMA and SMA.

The Hoppel mechanism of cloud droplet activation and subsequent growth was used to perform an extended analysis on the Southern Ocean data. The Hoppel mechanism was reviewed for its feasibility in explaining the bimodality and apparent CCN from the ambient data, both as a function of physical particle activation and of subsequent growth by aqueous phase chemistry. The evidence suggested that the relative particle growth could be explained by model calculations of expected SO₄ addition (O’Dowd et al., 2000a) extrapolated for Southern Ocean conditions. Model simulations of two average cases for ambient measured air masses (mP and cAA) showed that good closure (within 15 % of Sₖ and 6 % of CDNC) could be achieved under reasonable environmental conditions, using only a reservoir mode of SMA, five sea-salt modes extending from the nucleation – coarse mode, and a small (< 20 particles cm⁻³) internally mixed (SMA + PMA) accumulation mode. The extension of the sea-salt distribution down into the Aitken mode was important for testing higher updraft velocities to accurately represent the number of nucleating PMA particles. These combined results confirm that the Hoppel mechanism of cloud droplet activation is a viable analytical approach for the Southern Ocean observations reported in this research. The extension of the Southern Ocean analysis yielded the first experimental evidence showing monotonically-decreasing cloud droplet concentrations with higher PMA activated fraction. These results are more extensive than those presented in O’Dowd et al. (1999b), showing the effects of sea-salt on nss-SO₄ at varying updrafts using one case study. These trends are enacted over multiple marine ambient cases and show sea spray activation effectively reducing secondary sulphate CDNC.

Modelled ambient aerosol activation show a variation of sensitivities to reasonably small changes in environmental conditions considering the range associated with the global marine boundary layer. The sensitivities can easily combine with sea spray number contribution for an absolute change in CDNC of ± 100 %. When considering that a 15-20 % change in cloud properties (e.g. cloud extent and albedo) would be sufficient to counteract the radiative perturbation awarded by a doubling of CO₂ (Slingo, 1990), a 100 % change in CDNC becomes very important to the susceptibility of the global cloud-radiation system. The initial monomodal distribution is important to the resultant activation of cloud droplets; a change in mode peak positioning can drastically change the degree to which number concentration becomes more important than sea-salt in supersaturation suppression. Furthermore, the temperature dependency found in the modelled output as well as the temperature dependency inherent to droplet activation calculation (Köhler Theory), implies that consideration of the sample aerosol temperature is important for accurate CCN activation comparisons as it can have large effects on droplet activation. Lab
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generated calibrations keep temperature relatively stable at about 293 K, while ambient aerosol can be quite cold (or warm) and display different activation kinetics. This research involved only small temperature fluxes, as air samples equilibrated to the temperature-controlled lab environments prior to being measured.

North East Atlantic aerosol appears to be a more complicated than the Southern Ocean aerosol over the austral summer, although more long-term study is needed on Southern Ocean aerosol. The general increase in OM mass (when no correlations to BC are found) suggests that there are stronger biogenic emissions in the North East Atlantic than the Southern Ocean. In the Southern Ocean (Chapter 5), aerosol could be separated into its chemically constituent parts to derive number contribution because it was mostly comprised of sea-salt an nss-SO₄. The same is not true of the observed periods in the North East Atlantic, and the analytical methods used for the majority of this research may need reconsideration to be applied to North East Atlantic aerosol.

CCN are important to measure directly as they bridge measurements of sub-cloud tropospheric conditions and remote sensing from either the bottom-up (ground based lidar or radar measurements) or top-down (Satellite retrievals). CCN describe the probabilistic activation of aerosol populations as a whole. This should not be overlooked as it is independent of external or internal mixing. Mono-dispersed CCN measurements and to some extent polydispersed CCN measurements also convey any hygroscopic transition of the aerosol population between size ranges if they exist. Otherwise activation would follow expected critical supersaturation by size of a chemically homogenous aerosol population.

The interpretation of CCN data can often lead to conflicting ideas about the relationship between CDNC (droplet concentration) and CCN (potential droplet nuclei dependent on supersaturation) measurements. The way an individual particle will behave in a cloud will not always be the same as the behaviour in a CCN chamber (CCNC). E.g. the monodispersed mode of the CCNC describes the (size-dependent) CCN activation by S_c (%), using the sum of the activation of individual particles at that size. However, for externally mixed particles, or particles with varying fractions of internal mixtures, the range of individual activation efficiencies are not captured but rather the dominant CCN activation efficiency for a given size. Poly-dispersed aerosol measurements are simpler as they count all particles which activate at a supersaturation, regardless of size. Particle competition effects should be considered as they change the number of particles which serve as CDNC in cloud where activation is more dynamic. To accommodate the fact that CCNC measurements better describe the average aerosol population properties, the analysis of steady-state aerosol is recommended rather than analysis of periods of changing environmental conditions. However, for short-time scale changes in a clean marine environment, polydispersed CCN concentrations are better suited for accurately
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Describing quickly changing CCN properties as the monodispersed set-up, having worse time resolution, contains more uncertainty during changing meteorological conditions.

### 7.3 Future work for elucidating marine cloud nucleating processes

Future studies could adapt the combined analytical methods (using $S_c-D_c$ curves, the Hoppel Mechanism assumption, and microphysical 1-D parcel models) used in the Southern Ocean to the North East Atlantic air. To adapt and extend the analysis to the North East Atlantic, confirmation is needed that the parcel model water activity parameterisation ($\kappa N$-PM, see Section 6.3) is accurate enough to yield the correct absolute cloud droplet number and effective radius over the North East Atlantic. Additionally, 1-D parcel models are sensitive to the input position, shape, and hygroscopicity of the initiator modes, so further study is required to assess the proper inputs for different oceanic regions. The addition of a parametrisation for OM mass distribution is needed for input into the model. As it is suspected that the difference in hygroscopicity from secondary and primary OM is different (possibly even for different size regimes), different OM mass-size distribution and $\kappa$-values are needed for secondary and primary OM, respectively, to properly model the relative activation activity of the aerosol.

The ice nucleating ability of mixed-phase oceanic clouds as a function of the season could also be the focus of future work. Ice nucleation in clouds can significantly alter the radiative forcing of low-level marine cloud layers and can be initiated by small quantities of INP. Marine organics, which are seasonal in abundance and type, contribute most heavily to INP number concentrations in marine warm mixed phase-clouds. Yet, direct observations of the seasonal cycle of marine INP are limited. Whether or not marine INP are observed in seasons outside of high atmospheric OM summer months, warrants investigation. To this end, measurements have begun at MHD as a joint project between the Karlsruhe Institut für Technologie and the National University of Ireland Galway, partially funded by ACTRIS-II. The Long-term Ice Nucleating measurements At Mace head (LINAM) project commenced in November 2017 in partial design and operational set-up by the author of this dissertation (see Appendix B.3 for details on the experimental methods of INP filter measurements for the LINAM project). Another marine INP measurement long-term project which employs a different INP analysis technique has begun between the National University of Ireland Galway, the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate – National Research Council of Italy, and the Università di Bologna. Data from these two campaigns should be analysed with the aim of elucidating the seasonal INP
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properties of the North Atlantic, and to isolate the major source(s) of INP active in seasonal mixed–phase clouds.
APPENDIX A

This appendix contains relevant CCNC data, both calibration and inter-comparison, used in this dissertation.

A.1 Calibration data for cloud condensation nuclei counters

Two continuous-flow streamwise thermal-gradient CCN chambers (CCN-100 instruments, Droplet Measurement Technologies, Inc.) were used over the course of the studies discussed within this dissertation. Each CCN chamber (CCNC) underwent calibrations with results distinct to that instrument. The older model, originally acquired in 2005 and nicknamed Phoenix (CCNC 0015), measured at MHD and is responsible for the datasets presented in Section 5.4. The newer model, owned by the EPA and nicknamed Pegasus (CCNC 086), was acquired in 2009. The Pegasus CCNC was used during the PEGASO campaign and is responsible for the datasets taken over the Southern Ocean. CCN data continually collected in ambient conditions must be adjusted for calibrated post-collection. The relevant calibrated column supersaturations and uncertainties used in this dissertation are presented in Table A1.

Table A1. CCNC set supersaturations, calibrated actual critical supersaturations ($S_c^*$), and uncertainties for each CCNC instrument and relevant sampling period (CCNC 0015, and 086).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCNC 0015 BACCHUS</th>
<th>CCN 086 PEGASO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_c^*$ set</td>
<td>$S_c^*$ actual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2 Inter-comparison of two CCN chambers

Over several days in May 2017, the two CCNCs were run in parallel in poly-dispersed mode to assess the accuracy between the two separate instruments. After calibration, each instrument showed only two common supersaturation that fell between 0.01%. The CCNC 086 was measuring a supersaturation of 0.31% and 0.87%.
and the CCNC 0015 was measuring at supersaturation of 0.3 % and 0.88 %, respectively. CCN concentrations of sampled ambient air at MHD over 22 days (May 8th - 30th) were compared (Figure A1). The sampling period included polluted periods in which CCN concentrations were more than 5,000 cm$^{-3}$. Linear regression analysis of the 0.3 % supersaturation CCN concentrations revealed that the CCNC 086 was over counting in comparison with the CCNC 0015 by a factor of 1.2 plus an additional 16 particle offset. This may be partially accounted for by the +0.01 % supersaturation of the CCNC 086. Looking at longer periods in which the CCNCs were running, there is generally good comparison in time trends between the two instruments (Figure A2), with decreasing CCN concentrations for decreasing supersaturations. During clean periods when overall concentrations were on the order of 500 cm$^{-3}$ or less, the CCNC 086 measures the same CCN concentration as the CCN 0015 at a supersaturation that is 0.1 % lower. This is apparent from the comparison at the same relative supersaturation (Figure A1). The period of high sea-salt concentration on May 14th at 07:00 (Figure A2) shows about a 62 % overall activation at supersaturations of ~ 0.7 % and above. However, the majority of the number concentration is centred on a mobility diameter < 30 nm. In these conditions this is normal activation. During this period there are about ~350 particles, of which a third activate at ~0.3 % supersaturation. There is approximately a +30-35 CCN concentration difference between the CCNC 086 and 0015 which is 28 % CCN concentration difference. During polluted periods, the CCNC 086 counts a higher CCN concentration than the CCNC 0015. This discrepancy is accounted for by the linear comparison mentioned earlier.

Figure A1. A comparison of the two CCNC instruments at ~ 0.3 % supersaturation over May 8th - 30th, 2017. CCN concentration measurements are indicated by black markers, while the red line is the linear fit to the data points, with results of the fit shown in the bottom right corner.
Figure A2. Time trends of parallel CCN measurements of polydisperisty ambient air. The period shown is an excerpt (May 12th-15th) of the period used for B3 (May 8th-30th). The top panel shows a concurrent time trends of SMPS data as a function of mobility diameter (vertical axis) and particle concentration (colour scale). The middle panel shows CCN number concentrations (cm$^{-3}$) of both the CCNC 0015 (solid lines) and the CCNC 086 (dashed lines) with their relative calibrated supersaturations (see Table A1 for uncertainties) indicated by the key on the right corresponding to the colour of each line. The bottom panel shown HR-Tof-AMS data (left vertical axis) of non-refractive mass concentrations and MAAP data (right vertical axis) of BC mass concentrations. Both clean and polluted air was sampled at MHD over this period, indicated roughly by the BC concentrations more than 15 ng m$^{-3}$. 
APPENDIX B

B.1 AIOMFAC model

This appendix section contains supporting information used in this dissertation which was not the direct work of the Author.

The model predictions for the critical dry diameter and critical supersaturation of selected solutes in aqueous droplets were carried out by a combination of the Aerosol Inorganic-Organic Mixtures Functional groups Activity Coefficients (AIOMFAC) model (Zuend et al., 2008; Zuend et al., 2011) and application of the Köhler equation (Eq. 1), similar to the approach described in (Ovadnevaite et al., 2017). However, since the relatively simple systems considered in the present study did not contain mixtures of organic and inorganic components, nor exhibit liquid-liquid phase separation, consideration of an evolving surface tension was not necessary.

\[ S = a_w \exp\left(\frac{4 \sigma M_w}{RT \rho_w D}\right) \]  

(B1)

Here, \( S \) is the equilibrium water vapour saturation ratio of a spherical aqueous solution droplet of diameter \( D \) and mole-fraction-based water activity \( a_w \) (both dependent on composition). \( \exp[...] \) represents the exponential function with base \( e \), \( \sigma \) is the effective liquid-air surface tension, \( M_w \) the molar mass of water, \( \rho_w \) the liquid-state density of water at temperature \( T \), and \( R \) the ideal gas constant. The AIOMFAC model predicts the molar composition and activities of all components, including, \( a_w \), as a function of input composition, thereby allowing the computation of water activities (i.e. bulk equilibrium RH) over a wide range of water contents. The molar solution composition can be converted into a droplet volume and sphere-equivalent diameter by using the molar masses and mass densities of the different mixture components. Additivity of volumes contributed by the individual components is assumed (assuming zero excess volume due to mixing). The density values used for the calculations are listed in Table B1. All calculations were performed assuming \( T = 293.15 \) K and a constant surface tension of \( \sigma = 72.75 \) mJ m\(^{-2}\), the value of the surface tension of pure water at \( T \) (Vargaftik et al., 1983). Critical supersaturation values (\( S_c \)) were determined as the maximum values of \( S \) of the solute-specific Köhler curves computed with high numerical resolution in the high-water-activity range. The corresponding critical dry diameters, \( D_c \), were calculated from the water-free composition. The predicted \( S_c \) vs. \( D_c \) values are listed in Table B2.
Table B1. Liquid- and solid-state densities of pure components at $T = 20 \, ^\circ C$ (and ~105 Pa) used for the AIOMFAC-based calculations of critical CCN properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical compound (physical state)</th>
<th>Density $\rho$ (kg m$^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O (liquid)</td>
<td>997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$SO$_4$ (liquid)</td>
<td>1860$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ (liquid)</td>
<td>1550$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$ (solid)</td>
<td>1770$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_4$HSO$_4$ (liquid)</td>
<td>1730$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH$_4$HSO$_4$ (solid)</td>
<td>1780$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanesulfonic acid (MSA), (liquid)</td>
<td>1650$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium methanesulfonate (Na-MSA), (liquid)</td>
<td>2190$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium methanesulfonate (NH$_4$-MSA), (liquid)</td>
<td>1440$^e$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Value obtained using the temperature-dependent parameterisation by Myhre et al. (1998).
$^b$ Solid- (crystalline) and liquid-state values from Clegg and Wexler (2011).
$^c$ Calculated based on apparent molar volume data of 7-molal aqueous solution by Teng and Lenzi (1975).
$^d$ Calculated based on apparent molar volume data by Tamaki et al. (1983).
$^e$ Determined using Eq. (1) of Kosova et al. (2017).

Methanesulfonic acid (MSA) contains a chemical structural group that was not available in prior versions of AIOMFAC. Therefore, to provide AIOMFAC predictions for mixtures containing MSA and its sodium (Na-MSA) or ammonium (NH$_4$-MSA) methanesulfonate salts, we introduce a new ionic subgroup, the methanesulfonate anion (CH$_3$SO$_3^-$), to the list of ions considered by AIOMFAC. The relative van der Waals subgroup volume ($R^m$) and surface area parameters ($Q^m$) of the hydrated methanesulfonate anion were assumed to be equal to those of the hydrated sulphate ion; setting $R^m$(CH$_3$SO$_3^-$) = 3.34 and $Q^m$(CH$_3$SO$_3^-$) = 3.96(Zuend et al., 2008). The adjustable AIOMFAC middle-range parameters, describing the interactions of CH$_3$SO$_3^-$ anions with the cations H$^+$, Na$^+$ and NH$_4^+$ in aqueous solutions, were determined by a weighted least-squares model-measurement optimization using the procedure described in Zuend et al. (2011) based on experimental data sets by Covington et al. (1973), Gregor et al. (1963), Liu and Laskin (2009), and Peng and Chan (2001). A graphical comparison of the model predictions and the experimental data is shown in Figure B1. The fitted model parameters are listed in Table B3. We note that available experimental data on mixtures containing methanesulfonates as well as organic compounds is scarce; therefore, this extension of the AIOMFAC model is a system-specific approach applicable to aqueous, organic-free systems of the considered ions only.
Figure B1. Comparison of experimental data and AIOMFAC predictions for water activity (left y-axis) and the mean molal ion activity coefficient (right y-axis) of the binary aqueous systems used to fit the model parameters at T = 298 K. The solutes are MSA (a), Na-MSA (b) and NH4-MSA (c).
### Table B2.

Critical supersaturation $Sc$ (%) listed for a selection of corresponding critical dry diameters ($D_c$) from 20 to 200 nm predicted by the AIOMFAC model with Köhler theory. DONmol indicates the degree of sulphate neutralization by ammonia (Eq. 1, main text) for solute mixtures containing ammonium sulphate and sulphuric acid at input; all data for $T = 293.15$ K and $\sigma = 72.75$ mJ m$^{-2}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutes (at input)</th>
<th>DONmol</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>140</th>
<th>160</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>1.191</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.708</td>
<td>1.218</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.747</td>
<td>1.243</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.782</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.814</td>
<td>1.287</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.841</td>
<td>1.304</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.861</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.876</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$, $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.882</td>
<td>1.328</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\text{NH}_4\text{)}_2\text{SO}_4$)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.905</td>
<td>1.340</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{NaCl}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.231</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{MSA}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.772</td>
<td>1.271</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Na}$-$\text{MSA}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.738</td>
<td>1.240</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{NH}_4$-$\text{MSA}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.107</td>
<td>1.505</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B3. Fitted binary cation—anion AIOMFAC middle-range interaction parameters (Zuend et al., 2008) for aqueous solutions of MSA, Na-MSA, and NH4-MSA; determined for \( T = 298.15 \) K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>( b_{ca}^{(1)} ) (kg mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( b_{ca}^{(2)} ) (kg mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( b_{ca}^{(3)} ) (kg(^{1/2}) mol(^{1/2}))</th>
<th>( c_{co}^{(1)} ) (kg(^{-1}) mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( c_{co}^{(2)} ) (kg(^{1/2}) mol(^{1/2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H(^+) CH(_3)SO(_3)</td>
<td>4.67900 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>4.56220 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>2.40000 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>-1.70295 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>1.42818 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(^+) CH(_3)SO(_3)</td>
<td>6.90732 × 10(^{-3})</td>
<td>3.16640 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>3.25673 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>-4.38075 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>2.10970 × 10(^{0})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH(_4)^+ CH(_3)SO(_3)</td>
<td>2.33752 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>2.23470 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>2.20000 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>2.47270 × 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>8.26574 × 10(^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.2 Bubble-Tank Antarctic ice experimentation

This section contains experimental data which is not essential to the main findings of this dissertation, but which support it as supplementary material. The contents of this section are all the direct work of the Author.

Bubble-Tank experiments were performed on-board the research cruise ship from ice samples collected in the Scotia Sea region, including the Weddell Sea. Three Tank Ice experiments were evaluated in terms of their CCN activation properties. The three Tank Ice experiments (separated as Tank Ice 1, 2 and 3) measured the aerosol generated in tank plunging jet conditions from collected Weddell Sea ice. The sea-ice was melted, and 35 L of collected seawater sampled at 4m depth by a conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) instrument was added to account for natural conditions, such as the lack of sea-salt in ice. The first and second Tank Ice experiments were performed in a larger drum tank, while the second was performed in a smaller chamber tank (where only 2.51 L of collected CTD seawater was added). Both tanks generated aerosol using a plunging jet technique, and only sampled aerosol after flushing the tank with zero-air. The large Tank samples Tank Ice 1 sampled filtered (10µm pore) ice algae water for 1 hour and 42 minutes. The starting temperature of the water was 9.0°C and the ending temperature was 9.3°C, and the CCNC sample temperature read at ~18°C with the column T1 temperature at 20°C for the experiment. The Tank Ice 2 experiment used seawater filtered through a 20 µm pore nylon net to melt the ice and ran for 11 hours and 22 minutes. The starting temperature of the water was 7.4°C and the ending temperature was...
11.4°C and the CCNC sample temperature read at ~16°C with the column T1 temperature at 18°C for the experiment. The Tank Ice 3 experiment sampled melted ice samples in CTD seawater from the larger tank for 3 hours and 37 minutes. The starting temperature of the water was 13.7°C and the ending temperature was 12.2°C and the CCNC sample temperature read at ~17-18°C with the column T1 temperature at 15-16°C for the experiment.

To explore the cloud droplet nucleating, or CCN activation, ability, we deployed an experimental set up (see Section 5.1.2) to enable us to produce CCN activation lines (i.e. plots of the critical supersaturation, $S_c$, versus the critical dry diameter, $D_c$) for both lab and environmental scenarios. In measuring the water uptake properties of the aerosol, this powerful setup elucidates many important properties of the CCN population through comparative analysis with the modelled particle hygroscopicity, particularly the inferred composition of the nuclei as a function of size. The three Bubble-Tank ice experiments resulted in increased CCN activation properties from that of ammonium sulphate and even sometimes NaCl, see Figure 5.1. CCN Sc-Dc curves showed that, for each tank experiment, CCN at size greater than 70 nm were activating better than theoretical NaCl (calculated from the AIOMFAC model (Zuend et al., 2011)). Tank Ice 3 showed better activation at all measured supersaturations than NaCl. All three Tank Ice experiments showed similar logspace CCN-slopes, with the two filtered Tank Ice experiments (1 and 2) showing the best agreement in curvature. These curves reflected slight increases in activation potential towards larger sizes, as can be viewed in Figure B2 from the increasing deviations from NaCl at larger dry critical mobility diameters. Tank Ice 3 showed increased CCN activation from that of NaCl, with the largest increases at dry mobility sizes less than 40 nm or greater than 70 nm. The CCN size-dependent trend of Tank Ice 1 is expected of a sulphate-sea-salt mixture, which would tend to have higher concentrations of sulphate at smaller sizes, but less concentrations at larger, allowing for the more hygroscopic sea-salt particle to dominate activation. Tank Ice 2 represents a heavily sea-salt influenced activation trend, with higher activation at larger sizes ($d_m > 70$ nm). Organics can in some cases suppress activation or even aid it (Ovadnevaite et al., 2011a), but tend to have the most effect when particles $10 < d_m < 50$ nm have an OM mass fraction in excess of ~ 55 % (Ovadnevaite et al., 2017). This may explain the increased activation of Tank Ice 3 at smaller sizes ($d_m < 40$ nm). However, the trend found in Tank Ice 3, and to a lesser extent Tank Ice 2, also reflects increased CCN activation at larger diameters, perhaps pointing to a different type of organic-sea-salt interaction which occurs for the Bubble-Tank generation, without filtering or even at large filter pore (20 µm) sizes.
Figure B2. Tank ice experiments 1-3 shown as CCN critical activation curves, in dashed grey-tone lines. Theoretical ammonium sulphate (pink) and NaCl (olive brown) calculated at 293.15 K are shown. Also, a typical Weddell Sea air mass is shown in the black solid line.

The level of hygroscopicity measured in the tank experiments is rare as sea-salt (NaCl proxy) is generally thought of as the most CCN active soluble inorganic particle. The effects of temperature and shape correction (for the conversion between dry mobility and mass effective diameter) on the theoretical representation of NaCl were investigated (Figure B3). Due to the reduced initial temperatures of the experimentation, 10°C was looked at in contrast to the usual 25°C which standard κ-variables are reported at. The theoretical calculations were determined using κ-Köhler theory (Eq. 15 in Section 3.6.3) which is a robust method to describe this supersaturation regime (Riipinen et al., 2015). Following the reports of Rose et al. (2008), reduced initial CCNC column (or sample) temperatures lead to increased supersaturations which correspond to reductions in apparent CCN activity. These theoretical calculation assume particle diameters based on mass (or equivalent volume) which can be converted to mobility diameters when a shape correction for a particle’s morphology is applied. Dry NaCl is predominantly cubic in shape, and therefore a correction factor (χ) of 1.08 was applied (Hinds, 1982). However, it should be noted that sometimes shape correction can lessen the agreement between certain models and measurements and should not be taken as absolutely necessary in all cases (Rose et al., 2008). As a cubic particle will have a larger electric mobility diameter than effective mass diameter, the CCN activation properties are further reduced by this correction. Neither temperature nor particle diameter correction was able to resolve the reason for ‘greater-than-sea-salt’
hygroscopicity at larger sizes. The increased activation would then imply some droplet activation with an increase in one or both of the Köhler terms (i.e. an increase in surface tension suppression or increased water activity), although the cause has yet to be isolated.

Figure B3. Theoretical CCN activation curves are shown along with Tank Ice experiment measurements. Ammonium sulphate ((NH₄)₂SO₄) calculated using κ-Köhler theory (Eq. 15 in Section 3.6.3) is shown in pink with the darker of the two calculated at 298.15 K and the lighter at 283 K. NaCl calculated in the same manner is shown with the solid olive brown line calculated for 298.15 K and the dark green line calculated at 283.15 K. The dashed olive brown line is calculated at 298.15 K, however a shape correction (χ = 1.08) factor is applied for a cubic particle (Hinds, 1982).

To investigate the regional impact of melting ice-air interactions around the Weddell Sea in regards to this increase in CCN activation, ambient aerosols which traversed the sea-ice area before reaching the ship were analysed. The results of the Weddell Sea ambient aerosol analysis showed no regional propagation of the extremely hygroscopic aerosols found during the tank lab experiments (Figure B2), so they were therefore of little impact on the regional scale. The natural conclusion was, i) that some high activation potential particles were generated in the tanks experiments that were not being produced in nature, or ii) they were getting generated but not in a high enough quantity to have any effect on regional aerosol properties.
B.3 LINAM experimental technique

In terms of INP activation efficiency, marine organics are the most important deciding factor of INP number concentrations in warm mixed phase-clouds. Dust, transported (or re-suspended or settling cosmic dust), may even play a role in marine regions in colder temperatures. However, there is a dearth of information on what occurs in winter versus summer months in the marine environment, which leaves it hard to determine whether the marine organics showing good warm temperature INP activation (< -15°C) are linked to marine productivity (which would show higher POC) or are more closely related to the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) which persists in the marine environment throughout the year. This could also be clarified by size segregation of the INP sampling, although that has yet to be tested for marine samples. McCluskey et al. (2018b), suggest that the most prominent INP from SSA (which may not be source specific) was heat stable but susceptible to peroxide digestion treatment resulting in a reduction in INP activation behaviour. This indicates that a large fraction of this INP type was some form of marine OM, not made up of proteins or other biological material that could be less INP active from a deformity of exposure to 95°C, which may likely be DOC. Simultaneously, a smaller fraction of marine INP were augmented in increased INP activation behaviour above -22°C, these particles were heat labile, and likely more like POC. However, these types were less frequent and even less active than the terrestrial OM types. Depending on the temperature of the mixed phase cloud, POC in small quantities could be significant enough to initiate the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen precipitation process.

To assess the ice nucleating ability of mixed-phase oceanic clouds as a function of the season, on-going INP filter measurements are being taken at MHD as a combined projection between the National University of Ireland Galway and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). The project, called Long-term Ice Nucleating measurements At Mace head (LINAM), is a year-long campaign that started in November 2017. INP samples are collected at MHD on 4.5 µm pore width Nuclepore™ track-etched polycarbonate membrane filters (Whatman). Analysis of the samples will be performed at KIT using INSEKT (a detailed methodology can be found in Schiebel (2017)). The Nuclepore™ filters are pre-treated and cleaned in the same process described above following the description in CSU-IS procedure in the supplement of Hiranuma et al. (2015) at KIT and shipped in batch to MHD with two filters per sterile aluminium envelopes. Two samples are collected per week at MHD atmospheric research station at 10 m height, using PM$_{10}$ Lecklel head inlets (Sven Leckel, Berlin, Germany), with ~1m of stainless steel 1” diameter tubing before reaching the Nuclepore™ filter holders, which are custom manufactured by KIT. The pump draws 15 L min$^{-1}$ of sample through each filter membrane often starting with
a pressure of ~700 hPa, and dropping to ~300 hPa at the end of a week of sampling. Ambient pressure, start/end time/pressure are recorded for all the samples. Three sample types are collected at MH, clean sector, all sector, and polluted sector. Polluted sector are always run in parallel for ~24-72 hours depending on the loading conditions. Clean sector samples are run for a minimum of 3 days. All sector samples are run for ~7 days at a time. Samples re prepared and collected from the filter holders in a clean hood at MHD. Collected samples are frozen and shipped to Germany for analysis with the INSEKT instruments in batches with collected blanks. Error estimations can be calculated from parallel samples, while background levels can be resolved from blanks.
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Table of Abbreviations and Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOD</td>
<td>aerosol optical depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cAA</td>
<td>continental Antarctic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cP</td>
<td>continental Polar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>(refractory) black carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN</td>
<td>cloud condensation nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNC</td>
<td>cloud condensation nuclei counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDNC</td>
<td>cloud droplet number concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>wet droplet diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc</td>
<td>critical diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dd</td>
<td>dry diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev</td>
<td>equivalent volume dry diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dm</td>
<td>dry mobility diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dv</td>
<td>vacuum aerodynamic diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>dissolved organic carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON mol</td>
<td>(molar) degree of neutralisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMS</td>
<td>dimethyl sulphide, ((\text{CH}_3)_2\text{S})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSP</td>
<td>dimethylsulfiniopropionate, ((\text{CH}_3)_2\text{S}^-\text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{COO}^-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>free troposphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF, gf</td>
<td>growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INP</td>
<td>ice nucleating particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBL</td>
<td>marine boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHD</td>
<td>Mace Head Atmospheric Research Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mA</td>
<td>maritime Arctic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mP</td>
<td>maritime Polar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>methanesulphonic acid, CH₃SO₃H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mT</td>
<td>maritime Tropical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mw</td>
<td>molecular weight of pure water = 18.015 g mol⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCN</td>
<td>total aerosol concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCCN</td>
<td>CCN concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCCN/NCCN</td>
<td>activated fraction of particles at a relative supersaturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPF</td>
<td>new particle formation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table of Abbreviations and Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n_x$</td>
<td>molar amounts of species $x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>organic matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM$_{ss}$</td>
<td>organic matter mass-fraction enrichment in sea spray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>vapour pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM, POC</td>
<td>particulate organic matter, carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMA</td>
<td>primary marine aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_s$</td>
<td>equilibrium partial pressure of a flat surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^0$</td>
<td>saturated vapour pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_a$</td>
<td>sample flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{sh}$</td>
<td>sheath flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>radius (of the droplet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>ideal gas constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$, $s_c$</td>
<td>saturation ratio, critical saturation ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$, $S_c$, $S_{peak}$</td>
<td>supersaturation, critical supersaturation, cloud peak supersaturation (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>secondary marine aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>sea spray aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_m$</td>
<td>molar volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>updraft velocity (m s$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>wind direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIOIM, WIOC</td>
<td>water insoluble organic matter, carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSOM, WSOC</td>
<td>water soluble organic matter, carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>hygroscopicity parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{ss}$</td>
<td>density of sea-salt = 2.165 g cm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_w$</td>
<td>density of pure water = 1.0 g cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>surface tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_g$</td>
<td>geometric spread of lognormal mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi$</td>
<td>shape correction factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_{AMS}$</td>
<td>HR-ToF AMS associated shape factor = 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Figure 6.12. Sensitivity analysis of the KN-PM to changes in sea-salt particle number concentration. For the graph on the left, the left axis shows CDNC of sulphate in dashed line while the right axis shows cloud peak supersaturation (%) in solid lines, while the graph on the right shows the right and left axis swapped. The changes in line colour refer to changes in sea-salt (SS) number concentration (from 1 to 160 sea-salt particle (SS) cm⁻³). The shaded region marks the range of N_sulfate measured in the eight steady-state cases. On left, the graph shows values for w = 0.4 m s⁻¹ and on right the graph shows values for w = 0.2 m s⁻¹ both graphs are for -5°C. 

- Figure A1. A comparison of the two CCNC instruments at ~0.3 % supersaturation over May 8°- 30°, 2017. CCN concentration measurements are indicated by black markers, while the red line is the linear fit to the data points, with results of the fit shown in the bottom right corner. 

- Figure A2. Time trends of parallel CCN measurements of polydispersity ambient air. 

- Figure B1. Comparison of experimental data and AlOMFAC predictions for water activity (left y-axis) and the mean molar ion activity coefficient (right y-axis) of the binary aqueous systems used to fit the model parameters at T = 298 K. The solutes are TSA (a), Na-MSA (b) and NH₄-MSA (c). 

- Figure B2. Tank ice experiments 1-3 shown as CCN critical activation curves, in dashed grey-tone lines. Theoretical ammonium sulphate (pink) and NaCl (olive brown) calculated at 293.15 K are shown. Also, a typical Weddell Sea air mass is shown in the black solid line.
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Figure B3. Theoretical CCN activation curves are shown along with Tank Ice experiment measurements. Ammonium sulphate ([NH₄]₂SO₄) calculated using k-Köhler theory (Eq. 15 in Section 3.6.3) is shown in pink with the darker of the two calculated at 298.15 K and the lighter at 283 K. NaCl calculated in the same manner is shown with the solid olive brown line calculated for 298.15 K and the dark green line calculated at 283.15 K. The dashed olive brown line is calculated at 298.15 K, however a shape correction (x = 1.08) factor is applied for a cubic particle (Hinds, 1982)............142
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Table 4.1. Parameters from the lognormal mode fittings of the frequency distribution by peak (pk).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode positions (Go) and z₀ are in terms of the BC mass concentration in ng m⁻³, while the amplitude of the mode (AMP) is in % occurrence and is not the height of the mode but rather the amplitude as described in Hinds (1982). The BC concentration for which 95 % of the mode is accounted for (C₉₅, see Methods) is in ng m⁻³.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 4.2. The classification of air masses arriving at MHD from BC mass concentration data. The classifications were derived by Grigas et al. (2017) based upon five years of MAAP data from MHD. Using SP2 and MAAP comparisons the equivalent mass concentrations as measured by an SP2 instrument are reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 5.1. Log-normal parameter fits for number and volume size distributions. Particle size, modal spread (Δ), and hygroscopicity parameter (κ) for fitted number—size distribution peaks shown on left. Fitted particle volume and spread peaks shown on right. Dashed lines represent the lack of more peaks in the volumetric distributions. Missing κ-values indicate that lognormally fitted peak diameters were outside of sizes resolved by CCNC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 5.2. Log-normal fit parameters for number and volume size distributions. Particle dry diameter (peak diameter, nm), spread (Δ), κ, and equivalent κ-value for pure ammonium sulphate at that particle size (AS₂₀, κ) for fitted number peaks shown on left. Particle volume-size distribution (peak diameter, nm) and spread (Δ) of the fitted peaks shown on right. Empty spaces indicate that corresponding peaks have an amplitude too small to be fitted reliably. All κ computed assuming a constant surface tension of 0.072 N m⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 5.3. Inter-modal minima points and corresponding parameters listed according to their occurrence: inter-modal diameter, number of particles at the inter-modal diameter, critical supersaturation corresponding to inter-modal minimum and number of particles above inter-modal minimum diameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 5.4. Values used for PMA number contribution calculation. Inter-modal minimum (Dₐ) values gave corresponding cloud peak supersaturation (Sₐₙₐₙ) based on ambient Sₑ-Dₑ curves. The same curves resolved the critical diameters of SMA (Dₐₐₐₐ) and PMA (Dₐₐₐₐₐ) which were used in conjunction with number-size distribution data to find the number of activated SMA and PMA particles and find the percent contribution of PMA (% PMA) to the cloud droplet number. The number concentration of PMA and SMA has an associated ±5 cm⁻³.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 6.1. Sea-salt modal parameters used for scaling for sea-salt initiator for parcel models. The modes are based on a 6.3 m s⁻¹ wind speed parametrisation in Ovadenevaite et al. (2014b). Peak location (x₀), peak geometric spread (z₀), and peak amplitude (A) are shown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 6.2. The IN-PM input variables and example of input used for comparison to kN-PM. The parameters were slightly changed when comparing to the kA-PM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 6.3. SMA monomodal input parameters of the case used to compare the cloud parcel models.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 6.5. SMA monomodal input parameters of the PEGASO ambient cases for the cloud parcel models.

Table 6.6. Average chemical fractions from cases of CAA and MIP air masses. Shown below are HR-ToF AMS measurements (µg m⁻³) of organic mass (OM), nitrate (NO₃), non-sea-salt sulphate (nss-SO₄), ammonium (NH₄), sea-salt, methanesulphonic acid (MSA), and organic nitrogen (ON). Also shown below are total concentrations and biogenic concentrations (total without sea-salt), and averaged black carbon (BC) measurements from the SP2 (ng m⁻³).

Table A1. CCNC set supersaturations, calibrated actual critical supersaturations (SC), and uncertainties for each CCNC instrument and relevant sampling period (CCNC 0015, and 086).

Table B1. Liquid- and solid-state densities of pure components at T = 20 °C (and ~105 Pa) used for the AiOMFAC-based calculations of critical CCN properties.

Table B2. Critical supersaturation SC (%) listed for a selection of corresponding critical dry diameters (DC) from 20 to 200 nm predicted by the AiOMFAC model with Köhler theory. DOnMol indicates the degree of sulphate neutralization by ammonia (Eq. 1, main text) for solute mixtures containing ammonium sulphate and sulphuric acid at input; all data for T = 293.15 K and z = 72.75 MJ m⁻².

Table B3. Fitted binary cation—anion AiOMFAC middle-range interaction parameters (Zuend et al., 2008) for aqueous solutions of MSA, Na-MSA, and NH₄-MSA; determined for T = 298.15 K.
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